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I believe the heretic footnotes in the Scofield Reference Bible and the
Dallas Theological Seminary’s promotion of the message in those footnotes are
to blame for American evangelicals embracing the false doctrines of Christian
Zionism. It has led to their support of the antichrist state of Israel which
has resulted in the suffering today.

“Pray for the peace of Jerusalem!”

Palestine and Israel are back in the news. So again, we Palestinians hear
this common refrain. But such calls for prayer are no longer enough. I say
this as a Palestinian pastor who believes in prayer, leads prayer services
for peace, and genuinely values your good intentions.

But good intentions are not enough.

In his Sermon on the Mount, Jesus didn’t say, “Blessed are the peace
prayers.” He said, “Blessed are the peacemakers.” (Matthew 5:9, emphasis
added).

Peacemakers of every faith pray — and they discern what’s really happening,
call things by their names, then speak truth to power. Here’s how this works.

Call things by their names

Peacemaking begins by refusing to repeat the common descriptor of what is
happening in Palestine and Israel: a conflict. Palestinians are not
experiencing a conflict between two parties. We Palestinians are experiencing
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an occupation: one nation controlling another; the laws, policies, practices,
and military of one state oppressing the people of another, controlling
nearly every aspect of our lives. Palestinians in Jerusalem are not facing
evictions from their homes. They are experiencing ethnic cleansing, which the
U.N. has described as “a purposeful policy designed by one ethnic or
religious group to remove by violent and terror-inspiring means the civilian
population of another ethnic or religious group from certain geographic
areas.”

Non-Jewish citizens of Israel are not just enduring discrimination. They are
experiencing apartheid. Israel’s infamous 2018 nation-state law — which,
among other things, stated that Israel’s right to “exercise national self-
determination” is “unique to the Jewish people” — along with other policies
and practices, has transformed de facto discrimination into racism de jure.

The more than 2 million people living in Gaza are not choosing to experience
hardship, food deprivation, a lack of clean water, and consistent energy.
They are confined to the world’s largest open-air prison where — unable to
come and go, import and export, or even fish in the open waters off their
shore without Israeli permission — Israeli snipers pick off their
children and Israel’s air force bombs their city indiscriminately.

For over 70 years, Palestinians have not been arguing over who owns what
land. No, we have experienced the terror and loss that comes from settler
colonialism, the systematic removal and erasure of native inhabitants from
their land, most recently in the Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood of East
Jerusalem.

Calling things by their names is a necessary step toward resolving any
conflict. Using the words racism and apartheid may cause pause — but these
are the descriptors that define our daily lives.

Do not take our word alone for it.

Read the January report issued by the respected Israeli human rights
organization B’tselem, “A regime of Jewish supremacy from the Jordan River to
the Mediterranean Sea: This is apartheid.” Read the April report from Human
Rights Watch, “A Threshold Crossed: Israeli Authorities and the Crimes of
Apartheid and Persecution.” Read Nathan Thrall’s analysis in the London
Review of Books.

Until peacemakers use terms that accurately describe our realities, the
opportunities for peace remain distant.

Don’t misuse Christian-Jewish dialogue

For years, Christian-Jewish dialogue was misused as a tool to silence
criticism of Israel. In the 1990s, Jewish theologian Marc H. Ellis
wrote about a significant, unspoken “agreement” between Christians and Jews.
He observed that the “ecumenical dialogue” between liberal Christians and
Jews had turned into what he described as an “ecumenical deal”: repentance on
the part of Christians for having aided in or having failed to speak out
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against the atrocities committed by Germany, and the prospect of an ongoing
conversation devoid of any substantive criticism of Israel.

While the “deal” has broken down in many Christian denominations in the
U.S. and in many quarters of the Jewish community, it is still used to
silence Palestinian Christians, labeling us antisemitic when we criticize the
state of Israel or speak out against the secular project of Zionism.

It is time Christians begin engaging new Jewish partners. Listen to groups
like Jewish Voice for Peace, IfNotNow, B’tselem, Yesh Din, Rabbis for Human
Rights, Breaking the Silence, and others who challenge the occupation. Listen
to and dialogue with people like Marc H. Ellis, Mark Braverman, Rabbis Brant
Rosen and Alissa Wise, and others who defend Palestinian rights out of their
Jewish beliefs and convictions. Take the word of Bernie Sanders, who recently
challenged the racist policies of the state of Israel.

Reexamine the church’s theology

For years, Western Christian theology has been part of the matrix that
empowers the Israeli occupation. It’s a theology that describes God’s unique
faithfulness to Israel, the fulfilment of prophecy, and the “return” of Jews
to “their” land. Adherents embrace the myth that the land was devoid of
people when the state of Israel was created, or worse, that it was occupied
by the enemies of God.

It is time for Christians in some communions to confess and repent from their
total disregard for the existence of Palestinians. It is time to change the
theological narrative that renders the state of Israel invincible to errors
and beyond any judgment.

Theology matters. And if any theology trumps the ethical-biblical teachings
of Jesus on love, equality, and justice, then we must rethink that theology.
If any theology produces apathy to injustice, it must be re-examined.

Don’t describe Palestinian Christians’ efforts at creative resistance as
criminal: We believe the call for sanctions, economic measures, and our
nonviolent demonstrations are justified resistance. To insist on our dignity
and God-given rights in our own land is not antisemitic; even the recent
Jerusalem Declaration on Antisemitism, a statment produced by more than
200 scholars of antisemitism and related fields, acknowledges this.

Some have accused Palestinian Christians of hating Jews and of rejecting the
right to nationhood for Israel. Though they have gone unacknowledged or been
rejected as disingenuous, our statements have clearly rejected antisemitism
and racism of any form. Our hope, our desire, is to live side by side with
our Jewish neighbors in a reality of a just peace.

My plea to fellow Christians

I call upon you to share — both in word and action — our vision of a reality
in which we both end the occupation and live together in peace with our
Israeli neighbors.
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We do not hate Jews. We do not seek to destroy Israel. We want our freedom.
We want to live in dignity in our homeland. We want to live in a reality
where all the people of the land, Palestinians and Israelis, Jews, Muslims,
and Christians, have the same rights and live under the same laws, regardless
of their faith, nationality or ethnicity.

Many years from today, when our descendants look back on the long misery of
the Palestinians, they will not judge kindly the willful neglect of the
global church. We Palestinian Christians will not let you pretend that you
did not know.

You will either take a stand to end the oppression of the Palestinian people
or continue to be part of the matrix that allows it. The words of Elie Wiesel
in his 1986 Nobel Prize acceptance speech cannot be more true today:

We must always take sides. Neutrality helps the oppressor, never
the victim. Silence encourages the tormentor, never the tormented.
Sometimes we must interfere. When human lives are endangered, when
human dignity is in jeopardy, national borders and sensitivities
become irrelevant. Wherever men or women are persecuted because of
their race, religion, or political views, that place must – at that
moment – become the center of the universe.

Summary of TRUE Church History By Jim
Searcy

The false church
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This article is a re-post from https://www.jimsearcy.com/ChurchHistory.htm.

The early Church understood apostolic doctrine to mean the written Word of
the Apostles, as it was contained in the Scriptures, in accord with the Old
Testament, and given final revelation by the Lord Jesus Christ Himself, the
very I AM, who taught Moses. That is worth repeating, and is the basis for
understanding True Church History.

From the very beginning, even from before all of the Apostles had been
martyred, the writings of people like Polycarp, and Clement made clear and
explicit, that ONLY the Scriptures, Old Testament, Gospels, and letters of
the Apostles, and the Revelation given by John, was the authority for right
and true teaching of doctrine. Only the Scriptures were to be the defense of
the truth against heresy. The writings of the men who were direct disciples
of the Apostles literally breathe with the Spirit of the Old and New
Testaments. This may be seen in the writings of the disciples like Justin
Martyr, and Athenagoras, in the second through fourth centuries.

There is no appeal in any of these writings to the authority of a verbal or
extra-biblical tradition as a separate and independent body of revelation.
The first writings ever to mention the concept of apostolic tradition were
the writings of Irenaeus and Tertullian in the mid to late second century.
The clear meaning of that word “tradition” as they used and intended the
term, was the teaching of the Apostles, the oral communication of what had
been written by the Apostles. Irenaeus and Tertullian state emphatically,
that all the teachings of the bishops that were given orally, were rooted in
Scripture, and could be proven from the written Scriptures. Both men give the
actual doctrinal content of the apostolic teaching that was orally preached
in the Churches. It is very explicit that ALL of their doctrine was derived
from Scripture. There was no doctrine in what they refer to as apostolic
“tradition” that is not found in Scripture. In other words, the apostolic
tradition, defined by Irenaeus and Tertullian, is simply the teaching of
Scripture. It was Irenaeus who stated that while the Apostles at first
preached orally, their teaching was later committed to writing, and the
Scriptures had since that day become the pillar and ground of the Church’s
faith.

The true church!

Even in the first century there was available to the believers a substantial
part of the New Testament. The four Gospels were known and read in the
Churches. The letters of the Apostles Paul, and Peter, were circulated and
used, even while the Apostles lived.

IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND AND KNOW that these New Testament books
did NOT become authoritative because they were being formally accepted as
Scripture by any Church or group of Churches. These New Testament books were
AUTHORITATIVE, because, the believers received them as inspired by the
witness of the indwelling Holy Spirit. It was indeed by the witness of the
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Holy Spirit of Truth, BY WHICH the believers KNEW, and did positively
recognize, as the very Word of God. From the early writings, it is clear that
the believers, by the Holy Ghost, KNEW the life of Christ Jesus, and His role
as the final and full revelation of God. That same accepted KNOWLEDGE by the
Holy Spirit of Truth was, and remains to this day, the very same New
Testament canon. It expressed the final prophetic Word of grace and truth,
given just as the Apostle Paul had said, to open his epistle to Messianic
Jewish Believers: God, who at sundry times and in divers manners spake in
time past unto the fathers by the prophets, Hath in these last days spoken
unto us by his Son, whom he hath appointed heir of all things, by whom also
he made the worlds.

God’s people, in the first three centuries after Christ, universally accepted
what we now know as the New Testament. Those who would say otherwise are
unlearned, or deceived. The believers in the first three centuries, by the
Holy Spirit of Truth, received it not as the word of men, but as it is in
truth, the very Word of God. Yes, there were some controversies over
individual books. However, these did, by the working of the same Spirit of
Truth, solidly confirm the New Testament Scriptures. In fact, the
controversies ultimately helped establish the certainty that the BELIEVERS in
the first three centuries, after the birth of Messiah, INDEED DID HAVE God’s
final Written Word, which was ONCE delivered unto the saints.

The disciples of the Lord universally knew the contents of the canon of the
New Testament well before the local Council of Hippo formally accepted it in
393A.D, and before the provincial Council of Carthage in 397A.D.

The Christian faith rapidly extended throughout the known world during the
first three centuries. The main reason for such a rapid spreading of the
Christian faith should be recognized as the sovereign will, and divine
intervention, of God. However, we should also be aware that by the same Holy
Spirit of God, there was, in the Preachers of the Doctrine of the Apostles, a
Holy faithfulness and zeal. Common among the preachers of the Gospel in those
first three centuries were the heroic deaths of the martyrs, and the
translation of the Scriptures into the languages of the Roman world.

Under Emperor Septimius Severus (193-211) Christians suffered great
persecution. However, the most severe persecution was under the Emperor
Diocletian and his co-regent, Galerius, during the years 303-311. The
historian Philip Schaff states that, “all copies of the Bible were to be
burned; all Christians were to be deprived of public office and civil rights;
and last, all, without exception, were to sacrifice to the gods upon pain of
death.”

Though Lucifer and his advocates love to kill, and persecute Christians, as
any history written outside of Vatican Roma’s control clearly will show,
persecution, torture, and murder of real Christians, by no means could, or
will ever, exterminate the True Christians, and the Gospel. Though today, as
of July 10, 2007, Vatican Roma seems ready to again crank up her infamous
inquisition, honest history will show that Vatican Roma’s persecution
purified those who preached. The history of persecution by the Roman church,
of the True Christian, and only True Faith, increased the ability of



BELIEVERS to give the Gospel message.

The Vaudois is the name of the best French Bible. The history of the Vaudois
people is the history of a people who withdrew from the areas in and around
Rome to the valleys of the Cottian Alps during the persecutions of the early
Church. These Bible believers always held to the Scriptures as their ONLY
authority. This was evident in their faith, and practice for centuries,
dating back to the persecutions of the Roman emperor Diocletian. The
testimony of their lives over the centuries shows that the Vaudois, and
others, had chosen to follow the authority of the Bible as their Rule of
Life.

One solid fact of True Church History is that “people of the book,” as Islam
calls Jews and true Christians are persecuted. People of the book are
vilified, and the persecution of them minimized if not even justified, in the
history one finds under the influence, and control, of Vatican Roma.

Vatican Roma’s help, favor, and control of Islam, is obvious in paragraph
#841 of the latest version of the Roman Catholic Catechism. That infamous
paragraph #841 states – The Church’s relationship with the Muslims. “The plan
of salvation also includes those who acknowledge the Creator, in the first
place amongst whom are the Muslims; these profess to hold the faith of
Abraham, and together with us they adore the one, merciful God, mankind’s
judge on the last day.” (Latest Catechism which includes the corrections by
Pope John Paul II on 8 September 1997.)

In these last days of strong delusion it is good to know the history of how
Vatican Roma put Muhammad in the religion business and controls Islam to this
day. The popes of Rome have always wanted to possess the city of Jerusalem.
Because of its religious history and its strategic location, the Holy City
was considered a priceless treasure. A scheme had to be developed to make
Jerusalem a Roman Catholic city. The great untapped source of manpower that
could do this job was the children of Ishmael. The poor Arabs fell victim to
one of the most clever plans ever devised by the powers of darkness.

Early Christians went everywhere with the gospel setting up small churches,
but they met heavy opposition. Both the Jews and the pagan Roman government
persecuted the believers in Christ to stop their spread. But the Jews
rebelled against Rome, and in 70 AD, Roman armies under General Titus smashed
Jerusalem and destroyed the great Jewish temple, which was the heart of
Jewish worship. This quite literally fulfilled the prophecy of the Lord Jesus
Christ given in Matt 24:2.

Corruption, apathy, greed, cruelty, perversion, and rebellion were eating
away at the Roman Empire, and it was ready to collapse. The persecution
against Christians was useless as they continued to lay down their lives for
the gospel of Christ. The only way Satan could stop the spread of the Gospel,
and the establishment of true apostolic Biblical Churches, was to create a
counterfeit so-called Christian religion.

Rome brought about this great counterfeit “Christian” religion with the first
sovereign pontiff, the Roman Emperor Constantine. Constantine’s religion was



the religion of Nimrod, Semiramis , and Tamuz. It was the religion with the
sun god, the queen of heaven, and son of the queen of heaven, the religion of
Babylon. The ancient Babylonian religion’s deities took on many names in many
different cultures and countries. The favorite flavor of this Babylon
religion of pagan Rome, at the time of the first supreme pontiff Constantine,
was Mithraism. The religion of pagan Roma had come from Babylon and all it
needed was a face-lift of applying Christian terms to that religion. This did
not happen immediately, but began in the writings of the early so-called
church fathers.

It was through their writings that a new religion would take shape. The
statue of Jupiter in Rome was eventually called St. Peter, and the statue of
Venus was called the Virgin Mary. The site chose for the headquarters of this
new form of pagan Roman counterfeit Christianity was one of the seven hills
of Rome called Vaticanus, the place of the diving serpent where the Satanic
temple of Janus stood.

The great counterfeit religion, Roman Catholicism, called MYSTERY BABYLON THE
GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH – Rev 17:5. Satan,
the god of all false religions, raised up this Roman counterfeit religion of
Babylon with Christian terms to block the Gospel, slaughter the believers in
Christ, establish new false religions, create wars, and make the nations
drunk with the wine of her spiritual fornication.

Rev 17:1-6 And there came one of the seven angels which had the seven vials,
and talked with me, saying unto me, Come hither; I will show unto thee the
judgment of the great whore that sitteth upon many waters: With whom the
kings of the earth have committed fornication, and the inhabitants of the
earth have been made drunk with the wine of her fornication. So he carried me
away in the spirit into the wilderness: and I saw a woman sit upon a scarlet
coloured beast, full of names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns.
And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet colour, and decked with gold
and precious stones and pearls, having a golden cup in her hand full of
abominations and filthiness of her fornication: And upon her forehead was a
name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND
ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH. And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of the
saints, and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus: and when I saw her, I
wondered with great admiration.

The greatest of the daughter harlots of the MOTHER OF HARLOTS is ISLAM.

The creation of Islam

Before Vatican Roma put Mohammad in the religion business pagan Arabs would
bring gifts to what they believed was the House of God, the Kaaba in Mecca.
The keepers of the Kaaba were gracious to receive the gifts of all of the
Arabs making pilgrimage to the Kaaba. Some brought their idols, and not
wanting to offend these people, their idols were placed inside the Kaaba
sanctuary. The Jews of Mecca were said to have looked upon the Kaaba as an
outlying tabernacle of the Lord until it became polluted with idols.

There were Arab tribal wars over the well at the Kaaba called Zamzam, and the



treasure of the Kaaba. The valuable offerings of the pilgrims were dumped
down into the well during one of these tribal war periods and the well was
filled with sand, where it disappeared in a sandstorm. Many years later Adb
Al-Muttalib was given visions telling him where to find the well and its
treasure. He became very wealthy and the hero of Mecca when he found that
well and the treasure of the Kabba which it contained. Adb Al-Muttalib was
the grandfather of Muhammad.

Before this time, Augustine became the bishop of North Africa and had limited
success in winning Arabs to Vatican Roma’s adulterated Christianity. Vatican
Roma’s religion was more and more becoming identical to the pagan Babylon
religion except for its Christian terminology. Among these Arab converts to
Vatican Roma’s religion Augustine promoted the concept of looking for an Arab
prophet. Augustine, as all bishops of Vatican Roma, paid particular attention
to the wealthy. Pre-eminent among the wealthy Arabs of this time was the
grandfather of Muhammad.

Muhammad’s father died several months before the birth of Muhammad. The sons
of wealthy Arab families in places like Mecca were sent into the desert to be
nursed until about age four, and spend several more years of childhood with
Bedouin tribes for training and to avoid the plagues and very high infant
child mortality in the cities. The watchful eyes of Vatican Roma,
particularly watchful of the wealthy, noted the grandchild of Adb Al-Muttalib
was born with a birthmark on his back. Muhammad’s mother died when he was
six, and he was in the care of his grandfather Adb Al-Mutalib until his
grandfather died when he was nine. Muhammad then came under the care of his
uncle. One of Augustine’s monks met Muhammad and his uncle in a caravan and
asked if he could see the child’s back, and then proclaimed this is the mark
of the prophet. The monk of Vatican Roma warned Muhammad’s uncle to “Take
your brother’s son back to his country and guard him against the Jews, for by
god, if they see him and know of him that which I know, they will kill him.
Great things are in store for this brother’s son of yours.” So agents of
Vatican Roma instilled Muhammad’s Jew hate and bigotry from the time when he
was just nine years old.

Indeed history has shown how very effective was this ploy of Vatican Roma’s
monk to fan the flames for future Jewish persecutions at the hands of the
followers of Muhammad. The Vatican desperately wanted Jerusalem because of
its religious significance, but was blocked by the Jews.

Another major problem of Vatican Roma’s Christianized paganism at this time
was the large number of true Christians in North Africa who preached THE
Gospel. The Roman religion was growing in power, and would not tolerate
opposition. Somehow Vatican Roma had to create a weapon to eliminate both the
Jews and the true New Testament gospel believers who refused to accept
Vatican Roma’s brand of Christianized Babylonian paganism.

In North Africa, Vatican Roma saw multitudes of Arabs who had not been
converted from their Arabian paganism to Roman paganism nor had they become
Christians. This was the source of the manpower to do Vatican Roma’s dirty
work of killing Jews and Christians. Jews and Christians are known as “people
of the book,” in Muhammad’s religion of Islam’s holy book, called the Koran.



Some Arabs had become Roman Catholic, and could be used in a spy network for
Vatican Roma’s master plan to control the great multitudes of Arabs who
rejected the Roman brand of paganism with Christian terms. Augustine had good
intelligence. His monasteries served as bases to seek out and destroy Bible
manuscripts owned by the true Christians of North Africa.

Vatican Roma wanted to create a messiah for the Arabs, someone they could
raise up as a great leader, a man with charisma whom they would train, and
eventually unite all the non-Catholic Arabs behind him. The great Arab leader
would create a mighty army that would ultimately capture Jerusalem for the
pope.

A wealthy Arabian lady who was a faithful follower of the pope played a
tremendous part in this plan. She was a widow named Khadijah. She entrusted
her wealth to Vatican Roma’s religion and retired to a convent, and there was
given an assignment. She was to find a brilliant young man who could be used
by the Vatican to create a new religion and become the messiah for the
children of Ishmael. Khadijah had a cousin named Waraquah, who was also
faithful to Vatican Roma, and he was placed in a critical role as Muhammad’s
advisor. He had tremendous influence on Muhammad.

Teachers were sent to young Muhammad and he had intensive training in the
writings of Augustine the top bishop of Vatican Roma in all of North Africa.
Muhammad studied the writings of Augustine, which prepared him for his great
calling. Vatican Roma had Arabs across North Africa spread the story of a
great one who was about to rise up among the Arab people and be the chosen
one of their God.

While Muhammad was being prepared, he was told that his enemies were the Jews
and that the only true Christians were Roman Catholics. He was taught that
others calling themselves Christians were actually wicked impostors and
should be destroyed. Many Muslims believe this. Though most Roman Catholics
are too nice to say so, they believe this too.

Some of the more mystical aspects of Vatican Roma’s program are designed to
lead to questionable spiritual experiences, which do not get tested. Muhammad
began receiving what he thought were divine revelations. His wife’s Catholic
cousin Waraquah was always right there with the interpretation according to
the plan Vatican Roma had for Muhammad. Eventually these revelations with
Waraquah’s interpretations would result in the Koran. Sura Nine, the Immunity
Sura is what the Koran really teaches. All of the rest of the Koran is to
provide plausible deniability to the Satanic teaching of the Koran.
Everything in the Koran abrogates to Sura Nine and that one sura supersedes
whatever else the Koran may teach, because the Immunity sura was the last
sura of Muhammad.

Anyone desiring to know the teaching of Islam only needs to read that one
Immunity sura. EVERYTHING else in the Koran abrogates to that sura nine and
NOTHING in that sura nine can be abrogated away. Knowing what is said in that
one sura without all of the other suras which are only there to hide the
central core teaching of the Koran gives one better understanding of Islam
than those who teach it.



In the fifth year of Muhammad’s mission, persecution came against his
followers because they refused to worship the idols in the Kaaba. They fled
to Abyssinia or Ethiopia where King Negus, a Roman Catholic king received
them because Muhammad’s views on the Virgin Mary were so close to Roman
Catholic regarding the queen of heaven. The only place where Muhammad’s
writings about the Virgin Mary could have come is Augustine, for that
doctrine was unique to Augustine at that time and did not become universal
Roman Catholic dogma of the Immaculate Conception that Mary was born of a
virgin mother, until 1854. King Negus and Muhammad both worshipped the queen
of heaven.

Muhammad later conquered Mecca and the Kabba was cleared of idols. It is a
well established fact of history that before Islam came into existence, the
Sabeans in Arabia worshipped the moon-god. Allah’s wife gave birth to three
goddesses who were worshipped throughout the Arab world as the “Daughters of
Allah.” An idol excavated at Hazor in Palestine in the 1950’s shows Allah
sitting on a throne with the crescent moon on his chest. Because Allah has
always been the moon god of Arabia is why one finds crescent moons on every
mosque, and so many Muslim emblems. Allah, the moon god of Arabia was
worshipped in Arabia for a thousand years before Muhammad was born. Allah is
one of the many aliases of Satan. One also should not fail to notice how
often the crescent moon is associated with various paintings and statues of
the Virgin Mary.

Muhammad claimed he had a vision from Allah where Allah sent the angel
Gabriel with the message – You are the messenger of Allah. This launched
Muhammad’s prophet career as the self-fulfilling prophecy he had gotten from
the monk of Vatican Roma when he was nine. By the time Muhammad died, the
religion of Islam was exploding. The nomadic Arab tribes were joining forces
in the name of Allah and his prophet, Mohammad.

Some of Muhammad’s revelations were recorded and placed in the Koran, and
others were never published. The unpublished ones are now in the hands of
high-ranking Ayatollahs in the Islam. These writings, which are not in the
Koran are guarded, because they contain information that links the Vatican to
the creation of Islam. Both Vatican Roma and Islam have so much information
on each other that if exposed, could create such a scandal that it would be a
disaster for both religions. This truth about Islam was given by no less
authority than what Cardinal Augustine Bea had to say regarding Vatican
Roma’s creation and control of Islam.

In the so-called holy book of Islam, The Lord Jesus Christ is regarded as
only a prophet. If the pope of Vatican Roma was His representative on earth,
then he also must be a prophet of God. This caused the followers of Muhammad
to fear and respect the pope as another holy man.

When the Arabs became unified under the banner of Muhammad, the Vatican pope
moved quickly and issued bulls granting the Arab generals permission to
invade and conquer the nations of North Africa. Vatican Roma helped to
finance the building of these massive Islamic armies in exchange for three
favors:



1. Eliminate the Jews and Bible believing Christians, which the Muslims
called infidels.

2. Protect the Augustinian Monks, and the Roman Catholics and their shrines,
churches, and properties.

3. Conquer Jerusalem for the pope and Vatican Roma.

Soon the power of the Islamic armies became tremendous. Jews and Bible
believing Christians were slaughtered, and Jerusalem was conquered. Roman
Catholics were never attacked; their churches, shrines, and properties were
not touched. However, when the pope asked for Jerusalem he was shocked that
the Arab generals said NO. The Islamic generals had become so powerful that
the pope could not control them. The Islamic armies began their conquests
with the help and plans of Vatican Roma; but, now they had their own plan.

Waraquah directed Muhammad to have the Koran say that Abraham offered
Ishmael, and not Isaac, as a sacrifice on Mt. Mariah. Muhammad contradicted
the Holy Bible, which explicitly says Isaac was to be sacrificed, but the
Muhammad’s Koran would substitute Ishmael’s name for Isaac, and assert the
biblical record to be in error. As a result of this and Muhammad’s vision,
the Muslims built a mosque and shrine, the Dome of the Rock, in Ishmael’s
honor, on the site of the Jewish Temple that was destroyed by the Roman
armies in 70 AD. This made Jerusalem the 3rd most holy place of pilgrimage
for the Muslims behind Mecca and Medina.

Vatican Roma realized what they had created was out of control when the Arab
generals and their Muslims began referring to the pope as an infidel. The
Muslim generals were determined to conquer the world for Allah, and had set
their sights on conquering Europe.

Representatives of the Muslim generals went to the Vatican and asked for
papal bulls to give them permission to invade Europe. The Roman pope was
outraged. War was inevitable. The pope considered the temporal power and
control of the world to be the exclusive right of Vatican Roma’s pope. The
Muslim generals of the armies of Muhammad, which Vatican Roma had put in
business for killing the enemies of the Vatican, now threatened Vatican Roma.
The pope would not think of sharing his power over the world with the Muslims
who Vatican Roma had established for the popes purposes, and that the pope
considered to be heathens.

The pope quickly raised up Vatican Roma’s armies for the pope’s Crusades
against the rebellious Muslim heathens. In no way was the pope going to allow
the Muslim generals to take over Catholic Europe. The Crusades lasted for
centuries and the prize of Jerusalem, which Vatican Roma always desired,
always managed to stay free of the pope’s control.

Turkey fell, which caused many Greek-speaking Christians to flee to the West
with their Greek Scriptures. The Western Roman Empire, prior to the fall of
Constantinople in 1453, had only Latin scriptures, carefully revised and
absolutely controlled by Vatican Roma.



The Muslim armies invaded Spain and Portugal. In Portugal, the Muslim armies
named a mountain village FATIMA in honor of Muhammad’s daughter. In no way
could anyone at that time ever think the village of Fatima would become world
famous.

In 849 AD the great Arab Muslim fleet was set to invade Italy from Sardinia.
When the Muslim fleet appeared on the horizon, Vatican Roma’s fleet defeated
the Muslims. However, Muslims occupied Sicily for nearly three centuries from
812 up until 1071 AD.

With the invasion of Spain and Portugal the Muslim generals realized that
they were too far extended. The Muslim generals realized that it was time for
seeking terms of peace. Francis of Assisi negotiated peace with the Muslim
generals for Vatican Roma. The terms of peace brokered by Francis of Assisi
were that the Muslims were allowed to occupy Turkey and Vatican Roma’s
Catholics were allowed to occupy Lebanon in the Arab world. It was also
agreed that Muslims could build mosques in Catholic countries without
interference, as long as Roman Catholicism could be allowed to flourish in
Muslim countries. This is why one so often may find churches of Vatican Roma
in the same neighborhoods as mosques in so many regions of the world.

Vatican Roma and the Muslims agreed to continue efforts to block, thwart, and
destroy their common enemy, the people of the book, Jews and Bible believing
Christians. By way of these concordats of Vatican Roma with Islam, Satan, the
god of all false religions, has effectively blocked the now almost one
BILLION children of Ishmael from knowledge of the truth of the Word of God.

Vatican Roma has maintained a light and invisible control of Islam on Muslims
from the highest-ranking Ayatollah on down, through the Islamic clerics.
Vatican Roma has always done everything possible to inflame hatred between
Muslim Arabs and Jews, which prior to the Vatican putting Muhammad in his
religion business, had lived peacefully together.

Muslims are taught to view Bible believing missionaries as the devil
incarnate, which are sent to poison the children of Allah. This is why, up
until recently, the ministry of missionaries in Muslim countries, aside from
being difficult and often leading to martyrdom, has born so little fruit.
However, with the global access to the truth provided by the internet, this
is changing. By the Muslim’s own statistics, there are 16,000 Muslims per day
forsaking Islam to become Bible believing Christians.

Bible believing Christians have a mandate and duty of love toward the
Muslims. All Christians are to participate in the great commission, and that
great commission definitely applies to Muslims. It is the duty of love to
open their eyes, and to turn them from darkness to light, and from the power
of Satan unto God, that they may receive forgiveness of sins, and inheritance
among them which are sanctified by faith that is in The Lord Jesus Christ.

However, Vatican Roma’s original plan to use Islam to kill people of the
book, continues to this day.



The Vision at Fatima Portugal

In 1910, Portugal was going Socialistic and Vatican Roma was facing a major
problem. There were rapidly increasing numbers forsaking the religion of
Vatican Roma and actually becoming hostile in rebellion to the bondage of the
Vatican. This brought about perhaps the greatest display of Vatican Roma’s
religious showmanship in history, and even facilitated Vatican Roma’s victory
over the Russian Orthodox Church. This great Vatican Roman display of
religious showmanship took place in Fatima Portugal, and has been very
instrumental in strengthening Vatican Roma’s control of Islam.

In 1917, the Virgin appeared in Fatima, and the Mother of God show there was
one of Vatican Roma’s greatest successes. Mary appeared in Fatima to three
shepherd children calling herself “Lady of the Rosary.” The Fatima
appearances instantly became world famous due to their elements of prophecy
with regard to the possibility of world war and the conversion of Orthodox
Soviet Russia to Roman Catholicism. Vatican Roma was quick to declare the
apparitions at Fatima “worthy of belief” and quickly put the Vatican’s
massive resources in the media in to high gear.

The message of the apparition of Mary was that three secrets were to be given
about future world events, and that praying the rosary every day, and saying
the rosary many times, was the key to personal and WORLD peace. This was a
resonating message since so many young men of Portugal, and the rest of
Europe, were then fighting in World War I. Within months thousands of people
were flocking to Fatima.

In addition to the three secrets of Fatima a miracle of the sun was promised.
The great worldwide publicity of Fatima brought about an immediate major
defeat for the Socialists in Portugal. Within months the pope announced a
very highly promoted trip, the pope had planned to visit Fatima. When the
pope made his highly published plans to be at Fatima for the October 13th
final apparition, anticipation to see the highly promoted miracle of the sun,
caused a crowd estimated to be over 70,000 to assemble at Fatima for the
pope’s visit and final third apparition. Only the pope could see the miracle
of the sun in its fullness. Of the 70,000 witnesses there were 70,000
different descriptions of what the people saw in the miracle of the sun. It
did not seem hard for anyone to believe that only the pope, and not even the
three shepherds, could see the miracle of the sun in its perfection and
fullness. Yes, one could call it a strong delusion, but all seemed to trust
what the pope said he saw, was sort of like what they saw. There was no
physical evidence of the miracle of the sun, no one got any photographs of
the sun doing miraculous things. The majority today suspect the combination
of an anticipated miracle of the sun, and the excitement of the pope being
right there to help, combined with the unusual rainy, cloudy, and sunny day,
and great religious fervor of the large crowd, to be conducive to mass
hallucination. However, it was so convenient of the pope to be there to
clarify and certify the miracle of the sun.

Roman Catholics world wide began praying for the conversion of Russia and the
Jesuits invented the Novenas to Fatima, which when done throughout North
Africa, produced great public relations between Vatican Roma and the Muslim



world. Today there are often times more Muslim pilgrims to Fatima then there
are Roman Catholic pilgrims. The Muslim Arabs thought the Novenas to Fatima
were honoring the daughter of Muhammad. That is exactly what the Jesuits
wanted the Muslims to believe.

As a result of the vision of Fatima, Pope Pius XII ordered his Nazi army to
crush Russia and the Russian Orthodox religion to make Russia Roman Catholic.
Hitler, and the entire German army which fought on the Russian front, can
testify the pope was mistaken and not infallible in his conclusions and
direction to the Nazi army from that particular part of his vision of the
miracle of the sun at Fatima.

In fairness it should be pointed out that it was several years after he lost
World War II that Pope Pius XII shocked the world with his FULL revelation of
the dancing sun miracle keeping Fatima in the news. It was truly great
religious showmanship and the world eagerly consumed and embraced the pope’s
private interpretations of the miracle of the sun at Fatima. It should be
surprising to everyone, but seems to surprise no one, that the only one to
really see the vision and miracle was Pope Pius XII. Nevertheless, the pope’s
revelation of the vision as only he could see it, has produced a huge world
wide group of followers known as the Blue Army. The Blue Army has millions of
faithful Roman Catholics ready to die for the blessed virgin.

Project Blue Beam

Project Blue Beam is something that is good for everyone to know about. Here
is a link – http://www.moresureword.com/bluebeam.htm We must remember that
the new global RELIGION lead by the pope, who is the second beast, positional
false prophet of the antichrist, is the very foundation for the new world
government. Without the Luciferian global religion the antichrist
dictatorship of the New World Order is completely impossible. That is why the
Project Blue Beam is so important to the antichrist Luciferians, and why it
has been so well hidden.

The Jesuits of Vatican Roma have their Virgin Mary scheduled to appear four
or five times in China, Russia, the US and other parts of the world. The
apparitions at Fatima marked a turning point for hundreds of millions of
Muslims. After the death of his daughter Fatima, Muhammad wrote that she “is
the most holy of all women in Paradise, next to Mary.” The majority of
Muslims are led to believe that the Virgin Mary chose to be known as Our Lady
of Fatima as a sign and a pledge that the Muslims who believe in Christ’s
virgin birth will come to believe in His divinity. That is a large part of
the reason why there are so many Muslims, who today are open to receive the
Gospel. Ex-Muslims just like Ex-Roman Catholics, make some of the most
earnest contenders for THE FAITH WHICH WAS ONCE DELIVERED UNTO THE SAINTS.

Yes, according to the Muslims own statistics, 16,000 per day. They make such
good Bible believing Christians because they MUST count the cost. Muslims
know how rigidly the death penalty is enforced on any Muslim who forsakes
Islam to become “one of the people of the book” whom all one billion Muslims
are religiously duty bound to kill.



Gal 1:8-9 But though we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other gospel
unto you than that which we have preached unto you, let him be accursed. As
we said before, so say I now again, If any man preach any other gospel unto
you than that ye have received, let him be accursed.

There may have been a time when those who were Roman Catholics might possibly
have been saved. That possibility came to an end in June of 1963, when the
highest possible Satanic ceremony was conducted in the Vatican and
simultaneously in the top freemason temple. That highest of all Satanic
ceremonies is known as the ENTHRONEMENT OF THE FALLEN ARCHANGEL LUCIFER.
Details regarding that important event are available near the bottom of this
important link – http://www.moresureword.com/GAStones.htm

This short history should explain why this infamous paragraph #841 is in the
Roman Catholic Catechism:

841 The Church’s relationship with the Muslims.

“The plan of salvation also includes those who acknowledge the Creator, in
the first place amongst whom are the Muslims; these profess to hold the faith
of Abraham, and together with us they adore the one, merciful God, mankind’s
judge on the last day.”

Paulicianism

A look at what most call Paulicianism might be more valuable than giving any
further mention of Islam in this summary of True Church History. The history
of the Christians, called Paulicians by their enemies, really illustrates the
point of how revised and wrested one will find the majority of Church History
under the control of Vatican Roma. It is sad, but typical, that most of the
information concerning the Paulicians comes through their enemies.

Paulicianism was a Christian sect that flourished between 650 and 872 in the
Byzantine Empire. They called themselves Christians, and others gave them the
name Paulicians. Some also have supposed that the Paulician name was derived
from their obvious respect for the Apostle Paul. When one would look at their
own writings, rather than what their enemies reported and revised about them,
we find great difference.

Their real identification however, is that they were people who held the
Scriptures as the only and highest authority for living, faith, and doctrine.
Their own writings show this high honor for the Gospels, and the letters of
the Apostles, and how strongly they adhered to BOTH the Old and New
Testaments. This is very much the opposite of the Popery of Vatican Roma, and
the Patriarchy of the Greek Orthodox Church.

The Paulicians had baptism by immersion in the name of Jesus Christ, failing
to baptize in the name of the Trinity, which is so often reported by their
enemies. According to their own writings, only adults 30 years of age or over
were eligible for baptism, since this was the age Christ was baptized. The
person that performed the baptism had to be pure of heart in order for the
baptism to be considered valid.



The Paulicians strongly opposed any formalism, ritualism, and pomp. This
obviously would make them enemies of both Vatican Roma and the Greek Orthodox
Patriarchy. The empress Theodora killed, drowned, or hanged, more than
100,000 Paulicians in Grecian Armenia. The majority of the remaining
Christians of this group who held to the Scriptures, and stood against
ritualism, and against icons, and against saint veneration, and incense, and
ritual priestcraft, had to flee from the area of Armenia. These Christians,
named Paulicians by their enemies, were FALSELY called Manichaeans or
Dualists.

By far the largest group of them, perhaps over 200,000 of them survived by
fleeing to Europe. They fled out of the frying pan of the Greek Orthodox
persecution, into the fires of Vatican Roma’s persecutions.

The vast majority of those writing about the Paulicians seem never to have
thought to look at the writings of the Paulicians themselves. Almost all of
what I have seen written about them is from sources known to be the enemies
of the Paulicians. However, their own writings are available, which prove the
very common FALSE accusation that they were dualists, or Manichaeans. One of
the very few reporting truth regarding the Paulicians, from the study of
their own writings, rather than the writings of their enemies, was Fred
Conybeare. An ancient Paulician manuscript, The Key of Truth, was discovered
in Armenia in 1891. The translator, Fred Conybeare, said “I found NOTHING
that savoured of these ancient heresies, of the Manicheans. Mani was
anathematized by the Paulician Church.” (The Key of Truth, Conybeare, 1898,
pg. vi, cxxxi) “The Paulicians are not Dualists in any other sense than the
New Testament was dualistic.” (pg. xxxvi) “The Old Testament is not
rejected.” (pg. xxxvii).

Just because certain Gnostics left some True Christian Church group and
formed a heretical group, does NOT necessarily mean that the Christian group
that they left, or which expelled them for heresy, was heretical. However,
Vatican Roma is often found pinning the label of obvious Gnostic heretics, on
the group that actually expelled them for their heresy.

By the early tenth century, the Paulicians had a common history as the
Waldenses of being mercilessly persecuted by the Roman Church. The Waldenses
were purified, and even strengthened, by the persecution of the Popes of
Rome, and Patriarchs of Constantinople. The Waldenses were known for always
having and holding, as the final authority, the Orthodox Scriptures. They
adhered to the Scriptures which God had promised BOTH plenary inspiration,
AND preservation. Through their protection, and preservation, and preaching
of the More Sure Words of the Scriptures, they made many converts to true
biblical faith. It was in the French and Swiss Alps that the Paulicians and
Waldenses were most deeply rooted.

The faith of the Paulicians from their own writings is clearly seen as the
same as that among the Waldenses. The Popes persecuted them doing everything
possible to wipe out every literary trace of them. Yet, God obviously did not
allow them to be destroyed, though all suffered persecution, and many did
lose their life in defense of the Gospel, and their precious Scriptures,
under the persecutions of Vatican Roma. The Waldense, Paulician, and Vaudois,



Scriptures are traceable all the way back to the Antioch missionaries, as far
back as 150 AD. There is astonishing perfect agreement to the KJV English
Scriptures.

It is important to note that a specific founding goal of Rome’s Jesuit Order
is to destroy those Scriptures. Today essentially that means ONLY the KJV,
which still remains outside of Rome’s control and corruption, also known as
Mesorite Old Testament text and the Erasmus New Testament text, or the
RECEIVED TEXTS. Indeed that is a founding goal of the Jesuits, to destroy the
Erasmus Text.

The Authentic Early Church assemblies of the Waldenses of the French Alps,
were persecuted, and the majority exterminated by the merciless persecution
of the corrupt Roman Church. Still a persecuted, remnant escaped, fled, and
were hidden and preserved. Some of them even hid by way of an external show
of conformity to the Roman Catholic Church. However, there remains a
traceable remnant of the Paulicians, in the face of demonically driven
persecution of Vatican Roma, in those regions of southern France, and the
Swiss Alps, who were preserved as they protested against the tyranny of Rome.
As honest history, not revised by Rome, always attests the True Church held
the Scriptures that are amazingly the same as the KJV Holy Bible, as their
rule of life, faith, doctrine, and practice. They would allow only the
Scriptures to keep their beliefs pure and free from all the visions of the
Gnostic theology. The Paulicians were falsely accused of being Manichaeans,
and there has been much historic prejudice against them. However, history
free of Roman Catholic, and Greek Orthodox revision, has allowed it to be
proven that the Paulicians were not Manichaeans.

The Waldenses

Study of the doctrines and practices of the Waldenses finds that they made
constant use of BOTH the Old and New Testaments. They obviously hated, what
Jesus said He hates, that Nicolaitanes spirit of Vatican Roma. Rev 2:6 &15.
They had no clergy distinction from laymen by the way they lived, dressed, or
in any other manner. They had NO councils, magisteriums, or rulings of
doctors, rabbis, esteemed teachers, or seminaries. Their teachers were of
equal rank. They obviously were against such. They obviously were diligent to
ALL live according to the simplicity of the apostolic life. They opposed all
image worship, which was practiced in Vatican Roma, and the so-called Eastern
Orthodox Churches. They considered such things as miracle empowered relics as
just a rubbish heap of bones and ashes, with less than any virtue, and in
fact held them to be abominable. They held to the biblical doctrine and
Orthodox view of the Trinity. Yes, for all the Yachidites, and so-called
Oneness Brethren, the doctrine of the TRINITY is BIBLICAL, and traceable to
the Apostles by the Scriptures, and such historically persecuted saints. They
upheld the biblical view of fallen, unregenerate, depraved and sinful human
nature. They recognized the sufferings of the Son of God as their ONLY, and
blessed Hope of Salvation, through REPENTANCE, and FAITH, in Him ONLY.

The Vaudois are traceable to 150 AD, and most students of Church History
would say existed within a few decades from apostolic times. They are
sometimes called Waldenses, after the name of one of their famous leaders,



Peter Waldo of Lyon, also known as Peter Valdès. It was the received opinion
among the Waldenses that they were of ancient origin and truly apostolic.
They claimed to possess apostolic authority by reason of the purity of their
Scriptures, and the keys to binding and loosing.

Theodore Beza, the sixteenth century Reformer, and disciple of John Calvin,
said, “As for the Waldenses, I may be permitted to call them the very seed of
the primitive and purer Christian Church, since, they are those that have
been upheld, as is abundantly manifest, by the wonderful providence of God,
so that neither those endless storms and tempests by which the whole
Christian world has been shaken for so many succeeding ages, and the Western
part so miserably oppressed by the Bishop of Rome, falsely so called; nor
those horrible persecutions which have been expressly raised against them,
were able so far to prevail as to make them bend, or yield a voluntary
subjection to the Roman tyranny and idolatry”.

In study of the Waldenses, the most obvious thing, which one would observe
about them, was holiness in their every day lifestyle. The Waldenses lived
the profession of Peter that we ought to obey God rather than men. The
characteristic that distinguished them was the principle that Scripture was
their authority and how they sought to have all the Waldenses memorize the
Holy Scriptures. To the Waldenses, long before the Reformation, they held the
Holy Bible to be their living book. Though such might seem an impossibility,
there were reports that there were those among the Waldenses who could quote
the entire Holy Bible, both Old and New Testament from memory.

Another of the Waldenses distinguishing life principles was the importance of
preaching. They believed it to be the right of ALL of the BELIEVING MEN to
exercise preaching of the Scriptures as their DUTY. Peter Waldo and his
associates were preachers. Their fundamental principle basis was the Sermon
on the Mount, rejection of oaths, the condemnation of purgatory, and
condemnation of prayers for the dead. The Waldenses declared with Holy
Boldness that cost many of them their very lives, that there are only two
ways after death, the way to heaven and the way to hell.

The Waldensian movement touched many people, through many centuries. The
Waldenses attracted converts from many sources, including a great number of
Roman Catholics. The agreement of their French Scriptures, known as the
Vaudois, with the KJV Holy Bible is both amazing and stunning proof of God’s
promise in Ps 12:6-7.

Peter was the Apostle to the Jews and did minister to the Churches of Asia.
There is NO Scripture, or historic indication, outside of Vatican Roma’s
revised history and fables, that would suggest that the Apostle Peter ever
set foot in Rome. That Church was planted and nurtured by Paul the apostle to
the Gentiles. The expansion of Christianity in Asia was well advanced before
the end of the first century. The Christian faith broke out across the
borders of Rome into Asia. In the first century the true Christian faith may
have spread as far as India. It is certain that it had spread east of the
Euphrates and three hundred miles further east across the Tigris River, to
the area of ancient Nineveh. By the end of the second century, missionary
expansion had carried the Church as Far East as northern Afghanistan. It is



abundantly clear from the book of Revelation that there had, by the end of
the first century, been mass conversions of the Turks in Central Asia. The
Seven Churches of Revelation, chapters two and three, were all located in
Asia minor today known as Turkey.

Most have heard of St. Patrick and few know much of the history of this great
man of God in the history of Ireland. The work of this great Gospel Preacher
and his associates in Ireland is so great, in part, is because it was so very
difficult. Patrick met head on against the old pagan religion of the Druids.
All of the people of Ireland when Patrick began preaching the Gospel, very
strongly believed in the Druids as pagan priests who mediated for them in the
things of the spirit. We know of his difficulties, and disappointments from
his writings, which were preserved. He resisted the powers of darkness in the
priesthood of the Druids. He very obviously trusted the Lord Jesus, the
Living Word, by the power of His Holy Spirit to convict people of sin, of
righteousness, and of judgment. From the writings of Patrick and his
disciples, he understood salvation to be 100% entirely by grace from God.
Over the course of 60 years, Patrick had covered the entire country of
Ireland preaching the Gospel. Patrick faithfully followed the instructions
given by Paul to Timothy and Titus, in ordaining elders and establishing
Churches. The best estimate is that by the end of those 60 years of preaching
ministry in Ireland, that there were 365 Churches across Ireland. The
Churches Patrick established were after the Biblical pattern where the people
were SERVED by a pastor or elder. The authority of the pastor was by and
according to Scripture that of SERVICE, rather than of being served by the
people.

The monasteries which Patrick established were the opposite of those
established by Vatican Roma. Patrick’s monasteries were very much the same as
those of the Vaudois, and other early Christian Churches of northern Italy
and southern France. There, men came aside for some years to be trained in
the Scriptures, and to learn how to evangelize and to bring the Gospel to
others. After their time in such a set apart place, these men married and had
families. They were not forsaking the world for some retreat of inner
holiness, but men, who having received the new life in Christ Jesus,
responded to the call to evangelize others with the true Gospel. It was
because of these monasteries and the Churches that Patrick founded in
Ireland, that Ireland became known as the “Isle of Saints and Scholars”.

There were more than 600 years of fruitfulness in the clarity of the Gospel
message so faithfully preached by Patrick and those whom he discipled, and
those they discipled after them. Over 600 years hallmarked by SCRIPTURE
faithfulness. From those churches and missionary training centers called
monasteries, missionaries were sent to Scotland, France, Germany, Belgium,
Switzerland, Italy, and beyond. The SCRIPTURE, authority, and faithfulness of
living the scriptures, were the hallmark of these later missionaries from
Patrick’s work as certainly as the Vaudois.

The Nicolatine spirit

The Papal Roman Church is historically almost the opposite and historically
found persecuting these SCRIPTURE based true believers, preachers, and those



who LIVED according to the Scriptures. Rome is wealthy almost beyond
comprehension having great political power. Rome also exercised great power
over all of the Churches except for those few empowered by God and their
faithfulness to the Scriptures to escape and evade, Vatican Roma’s
persecutions of all who would not submit to her Nicolatine spirit of control.

The headquarters of the Nicolatine spirit, seeking control over Churches
always seems to have been Rome. The Church in Rome is actually a very
stunning contrast. The Church in Rome that Paul, the apostle to the Gentiles,
had started there in the first century, compared to what the Church in Rome
came to be after Constantine, is truly stunning in comparison and contrast.

We know from the scriptures that Paul had discipled some pastors who
ministered by SERVING small congregations in Rome. The DIFFERENCES between
what Paul started, and what Vatican Roma soon became, is most remarkable. The
early Home Churches, under their pastors, looked to the authority of the
Scriptures as received in the gospel accounts of the life of the Lord Jesus
Christ, and the writings of the Apostles. All authority was based upon the
Scriptures of the Old and New Testament.

These early pastors and Churches had a true and living faith in God’s grace
through the Gospel. We see the evidence of this in the Scriptures themselves
in the letter of Paul to the Romans. We see how the Gospel was faithfully
treasured in those early Roman congregations. At the beginning of his letter,
the Apostle commends the believers at Rome for their FAITH. First, I thank my
God through Jesus Christ for you all, that your faith is spoken of throughout
the whole world. For God is my witness, whom I serve with my spirit in the
gospel of his Son.

This level of approval is not often seen in the letters of the Apostle Paul.
For two hundred fifty years, THE Faith of the Churches of Rome continued to
be well known for their lifestyle conformity to the Scriptures, while they
lived under extreme persecutions. Perhaps the most famous of the persecutions
took place under Emperor Nero in 64 A.D. It would be certainly beyond
imagination for those believers in Rome in the first 200-250 years after
Christ, to think what the so-called Church of Rome has become. No way could
such persecuted, SCRIPTURE living believers, imagine the idea of a Most Holy
Roman Pontiff. They would all shout, BLASPHEMY, in the face of anyone
referring to the Pope, or any man, as The Holy Father. It would be impossible
for such SCRIPTRUE living believers, to think how the belief in rituals, and
priestcraft, could confer the grace of the Holy Spirit. None of the believers
who were part of the Church that was in Rome for the first 250 years after
Christ, could imagine someone who claimed to be a Christian would venerate
saints, or pray the Hail Mary, or pray to the Queen of Heaven, or any saint.
They knew what Jeremiah had said in 7:18, and 44:17-28. Every single one of
them would be astonished at what a Mother of Harlots the big Church of Rome
would become.

The Apostle John was actually given Revelation, by the Lord, to see what the
Church in Rome would become, and was equally shocked by what he saw. John
wrote: So he carried me away in the spirit into the wilderness: and I saw a
woman sit upon a scarlet coloured beast, full of names of blasphemy, having



seven heads and ten horns. And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet
colour, and decked with gold and precious stones and pearls, having a golden
cup in her hand full of abominations and filthiness of her fornication: And
upon her forehead was a name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER
OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH. And I saw the woman drunken with
the blood of the saints, and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus: and when
I saw her, I wondered with great admiration. And the angel said unto me,
Wherefore didst thou marvel? I will tell thee the mystery of the woman, and
of the beast that carrieth her, which hath the seven heads and ten horns.

Scripture believers know the pyramid which the Lord Jesus Christ established
is up side down, compared to what the Roman Catholic Church formed, since its
first Pope, Constantine, established himself as the first Pontifus Maximus.
Yes, the Roman Pope’s title, Supreme Pontiff, first entered church history by
way of Constantine in the fourth century, and means high priest of PAGANISM.
Christians located in Rome for the first three centuries could not imagine
Vatican Roma’s top heavy Nicolaitane hierarchy. How such a system of
layperson to priest, from priest to bishop, from bishop to archbishop, from
archbishop to cardinal, and cardinal to pope, would have been to them
rejected as the abomination which the scriptures teach it to be. The Lord
HATES such Nicolaitane hierarchy according to Rev 2:6-15, and in Matt 23:8-11
said – But be not ye called Rabbi: for one is your Master, even Christ; and
all ye are brethren. And call NO man your father upon the earth: for one is
your Father, which is in heaven. Neither be ye called masters: for one is
your Master, even Christ. But he that is greatest among you shall be your
SERVANT.

The Roman state sponsored persecution of Christians ended in 313 A.D. It was
at that time that the emperors, Constantine in the West, and Licinius in the
East, proclaimed the Edict of Milan. This decree established the policy of
religious freedom for both paganism, and Christianity. No real truthful Pope
roots go any farther back in history than the first Pope Constantine. The
claims of Vatican Roma, or Eastern Orthodox of apostolic succession are 100%
FRAUD, and history revision.

Constantine set up four vice-prefects to govern the Roman Empire. Under
Constantine’s authority the Christian world was to be governed from four
great cities, Antioch, Alexandria, Jerusalem, and Rome. Over each city there
was set a Patriarch, who governed all the elders of his domain, which was
later to be a called a Diocese. Constantine wanted the Christian Churches to
be organized like the government of the Empire.

By what Constantine established, the respect and status of the various
Christian elders directly related to the status of their city. Since Rome was
the most powerful, and prestigious city in the world at the time, contrary to
the scriptures, and in accord with the respecting of persons, and according
to the way of the world, the flesh, and the devil, Rome was destined to have
the most prominent, and influential bishop. The bishop of Rome, according to
the ways of the world, and contrary to the Scriptures, was to Lord it over
the rest of the Christian world. Gradually the honor and respect given to the
bishop of Rome grew, and these bishops going further and further away from
the Scriptures, wanted, and would eventually, require worship from the



bishops of other cities. By the end of the fourth century the bishops of Rome
began to demand recognition for their exalted position.

By the fifth century the true Gospel was being very effectively subverted by
Vatican Roma. In place of the Gospel, and the authority of the Scriptures,
and salvation by grace through repentance and faith in the Lord Jesus Christ,
now it was by the rituals and ceremonies, which Vatican Roma had for sale.
Ask any catholic. The real difference between a high mass and a low mass, is
the higher price that one has to pay for mention in a high mass, in relation
to the price that one has to pay for mention in a low mass. Want to purchase
some early out time from some departed loved one to shorten their time in
purgatory? Vatican Roma has any indulgence for sale, if you will just give
them the money.

By the fifth century Vatican Roma had effectively replaced the true worship
of God, and the inner conviction of the Holy Spirit. Vatican Roma established
the Cadillac version of religion, in terms of formal rites and idolatry.
Pagan practices were given Christian terms, to put a false Christian covering
on very pagan practices such as the celebration of the winter solstice, and
spring equinox. Yes, those celebrations had Christian terms applied to them.
Most would be offended by the truth that the celebrations of the birthday of
Tamuz at the winter solstice, and the celebration of the fertility goddess at
the spring equinox, are being done in their Church. Dose the application of
Christian terms to such pagan celebrations make them pleasing to the Lord?
One only has to look at what Jeremiah had to say in Chapter 10 to know the
answer.

Vatican Roma’s gospel is another gospel, very far removed from the true
Gospel and Scripture authority, which was known by the persecuted Churches of
Rome, before the first Roman Catholic Pope Constantine. The true Gospel,
which was preached and lived BEFORE Constantine founded the Roman State
Religion, had produced an internal unity among the believers. However, after
the first Pope Constantine, the Roman State Church of paganism with Christian
terms, had substituted ritualism for the Gospel. The insistence was now on an
external, visible unity for the Church.

The clergy and laity division of the Nicolaitane spirit of religious control,
which the Lord HATES, became the base and hallmark of what was to become the
Roman Catholic Church. The corruption produced a Nicolaitane hierarchy of the
ruling clergy. By the end of the fifth century, a ritual performing
priesthood, where the priest presumed to mediate between God and men, had
replaced the ministry of a Pastor Servant. The contrary to scripture nature
of Vatican Roma is most clearly seen in the light of this Word of God – 1 Tim
2:5 – For there is one God, and one mediator between God and men, the man
Christ Jesus. Thus, Vatican Roma’s priestcraft ritual, by the end of the
fifth century, had replaced the Preachers of the Gospel who had taught the
Scripture.

IT IS HOPED THAT EVERYONE CAN SEE THE GREAT FRAUD AT THE ROOT OF ALL
APOSTOLIC SUCCESSION CLAIMS OF BOTH ROME, AND THE EASTERN ORTHODOX CHURCH.
The Church was no more the fellowship of believers under Christ Jesus, united
by the Gospel, the absolute authority of Scripture, true worship, and



indwelling of the Holy Spirit. Now, it was all external hypocritical
religious showmanship. Now, Vatican Roma controlled, as an institution
dominated by a hierarchy of priests and bishops.

Within 100 years after Constantine had stopped the state sponsored
persecution of the Christians, Vatican Roma had effectively replaced the true
worship of God, and the inner conviction of the Holy Spirit, by the preaching
of the Word of God. Vatican Roma made the state sponsored form of
Christianity to be outward show and ritualism. Vatican Roma had established a
form of paganism cloaked in Christian terms. It was a comfortable religion
that could easily accommodate the pagans, complete with formal rites,
holidays, and idolatry. Statues of Jupiter or Zeus became statues of St.
Peter. The statues of the Queen of Heaven became statues of Mother Mary with
baby Jesus. The vast majority of pagans had similar forms and rituals, and
the adoption of Christian terms for these things made the religion tolerable
for all except a very FEW PEOPLE OF THE BOOK.

About this same time, the city of Rome began to be attacked by the Goths. In
410 Alaric the Goth captured Rome but did not stay to rule. Attila the Hun
then conquered Rome in 452. Pope Leo somehow influenced Attila to stop his
advance and leave Italy. No one knows for sure if Attila had just had enough
war and chose to enjoy the spoils of his conquests. However, everyone knows
that pope Leo took credit for saving Rome. Then Leo was able to use the same
great persuasive power to get the leader of the Vandals, who also captured
Rome after Attila, to stop killing the Romans and leave.

Pope Leo The Great represents a strong testimony to the capabilities of
Vatican Roma in intrigue. Almost a millennium later the Jesuit order would be
founded to give a quantum leap to Vatican Roma’s already proven capability of
intrigue. The significance of Leo’s pontificate lies in the fact of his
assertion of the universal episcopate of the Roman bishop, which comes out in
his letters, and still more in his ninety-six extant orations. This assertion
is commonly referred to as the doctrine of Petrine supremacy. Was Pope Leo
The Great truly a Christian, and professor of THE Faith, and Doctrine of the
Apostles? YES, on the basis of his most famous Tome, letter 28, to Flavian,
Leo gave an impecable defense of the Gospel from which modern popes could
learn much to forsake their shipwrecking, and subversion of THE Faith.

There was a vacancy for the position of Roman Emperor. A vacuum had been
established because the Imperial leadership had left Rome. None of the
barbarian leaders that conquered Rome wanted to take the position of ruler of
Rome, to reside in Rome. In spite of the profound truth to the contrary,
given by the Lord in Luke 16:13, No servant can serve two masters: for either
he will hate the one, and love the other; or else he will hold to the one,
and despise the other. Ye cannot serve God and mammon. Leo seemed to act as
if he thought he could do what the Lord said was impossible.

Leo, as the bishop of Rome, saw the opportunity that was presented to him by
the situation of Rome being attacked by Attila. God only knows the intrigue
that convinced Attila and the other conquerors of Rome not to set up a throne
there, or at least put one of their Generals on a throne there.



Augustine had already written some things very pleasing to the popes, that
they were intended to rule over the world for Christ. Leo thought he was just
the right pope to run the millennial kingdom for Christ. Leo loudly
proclaimed his vested and sole right to bind and loose in place of Christ,
and finally declared his right to the throne of the exiled Roman emperor, as
the position from which the pope should rule the world in place of Christ.
From the throne of Rome, Pope Leo claimed to have the seat of Christ’s
universal kingdom.

Vatican Roma in a very real way is a continuation of the iron legs of the
Roman Empire in the visions of the prophet Daniel, and a certain part of the
Fourth Beast of which Daniel did speak. By way of Vatican Roma, the beast
that was, and is not, YET IS. The Roman Empire did not really end. The Roman
Empire simply changed its form. The pope became Caesar’s successor.

When Constantine moved his capital of the Roman Empire from Rome to
Constantinople in 330 A.D. it gave a tremendous increase to the power of the
bishop of Rome. The ecclesiastical contest that had been going on for some
time between Antioch, Alexandria, Jerusalem, and Rome, regarding which was
the greatest, was decided by that move of Constantine. The struggle now for
ecclesiastical dominance was between Rome and the new Constantinople. The
barbarian invasions of the Western Roman Empire were the best thing that ever
happened to build up the power of the Roman popes. The pope, and only the
pope, according to the pope, could help Rome against the threats of the
Alamanni, Franks, Visigoths, Burgundians, Suevi, Anglo-Saxons, Lombards,
Heruli, Vandals, and the Ostrogoths.

The Emperor of Rome now lived in Constantinople. It was Clovis, King of the
Franks, who was the first of the barbarian princes to accept the faith
proposed by the Church of Vatican Roma. To fulfill a vow that he had made on
the battlefield when he defeated the Allemanni, Clovis was baptized in 496 A.
D. in the Cathedral of Rheims. The Bishop of Rome gave him the title of the
eldest son of the Church.

Then, in the sixth century, the Burgundians of Gaul, the Visigoths of Spain,
the Suevi of Portugal, and the Anglo-Saxons of Britain, all also joined
themselves to the religion of the Bishop of Rome. These barbaric kings and
their peoples accepted easily the pagan religion of Rome, because they got to
keep all of their pagan celebrations, with just some new Christianized terms.
Rome did NOT now have the very narrow way of the Scriptures, and the Gospel.
Rome was their same beloved pagan priestcraft rituals with Christian
terminology. Vatican Roma’s religion was, in fact, very little different in
form and substantially the same as their own beloved pagan worship.

In terms of the power of Vatican Roma, all of these conversions represented a
quantum leap in the power of the Bishop of Rome. These nations more easily
accepted the religion of Rome, because this city had traditionally been the
seat of authority of the Caesars, who had previously ruled them with general
prosperity. The Bishops of Rome assumed the position as heir to the Caesars,
just as Constantine the Caesar, was the first Supreme Pontiff, meaning high
priest of paganism, which is a title the pope maintains to the present day.



Rome had long been the seat of power for the Empire. Now Rome would be the
place for the high priest of paganism to exercise his authority. More and
more Western nations accepted the position of authority of the Bishop of
Rome. Emperor Justinian I (527-565), established the dominance of the Bishop
of Rome by bringing his ecclesiastical edicts and regulations under the
control of civil law.

Justinian’s decree set the legal foundation for ruling power by the Bishops
of Rome. Justinian used forced ecclesiastical unity to strengthen his
political position. As the head of the Empire’s Church, the Bishop of Rome
took the title of POPE, to be the one who would be in the power position seat
of the Bishop of Rome. As pope, the Bishop of Rome could use the sword of the
Empire’s armies given to him by the decree of Justinian.

Before the sixth century, Christian Church unity came by the moral persuasion
of the Gospel. The conviction of the Holy Spirit through the Scriptures alone
brought salvation to such as should be saved. These genuinely saved
individuals would be salt and light to their civil societies. However, the
application of Christian terms to pagan rituals and celebrations, and
departure from Scriptural basis of authority, and adoption of carnal, pagan
ethics employed by the Bishops of Rome, could certainly only produce the same
old worldly corruption of Lucifer’s, antichrist, Nicolaitane, controlling
spirit of corruption.

As expected, the Bishop of Rome soon enough wanted to reign like a king with
worldly pomp, and worldly power. The very thing that the Lord had warned
against was now happening. The very Nicolaitane spirit the Lord said that He
HATES was now going to rule. The religion of Vatican Roma quickly became the
exact opposite of the instruction of the Lord in Mat 20:25-28:

But Jesus called them unto him, and said, Ye know that the princes of the
Gentiles exercise dominion over them, and they that are great exercise
authority upon them. But it shall not be so among you: but whosoever will be
great among you, let him be your minister; And whosoever will be chief among
you, let him be your servant: Even as the Son of man came not to be
ministered unto, but to minister, and to give his life a ransom for many.

History has shown the Vatican Roman Popes to PERSONIFY THE OPPOSITE if the
clear teachings of the Lord Jesus Christ. Since the pope spoke as a DRAGON on
July 10, 2007, maybe it is time for Roman Catholics and every one else bowing
the knee to the pope on Sunday, in pre-trib lala land to DO according to 2
Cor 13:5 and Rev 18: 4: Examine yourselves, whether ye be in the faith; prove
your own selves. Know ye not your own selves, how that Jesus Christ is in
you, except ye be reprobates? And I heard another voice from heaven, saying,
Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye
receive not of her plagues.

I believe that it is time that it be said with all holy boldness that the
SAINTS must prepare for 42 months of war with the antichrist host, and an
unprecedented holocaust lead by the antichrist false prophet pope. The pre-
trib lala landers are about to receive the shock of their life, realizing the
FRAUD of Vatican Roma, and the Abominable lies of Dispensational Theology,



originally financed by Illuminati Satanists and subsequently promoted from
within by the Jesuits.

If you want convincing documentation on this entire subject of True History
Since the time of the apostles, and how wide and firm is the connection of
the antichrist with Vatican Roma just click this for the proof:

The Secret of Secret Societies

National or enforced religions have never changed the heart and lives of
mankind. People are born destitute of spirit and and true spiritual life, and
therefore all must be born again. Sadly, in these last days of great apostasy
and strong delusion the majority who once testified of a born again
experience are in the most serious need of being born again, AGAIN. Worse yet
they do NOT perceive this great need and some would dare to attack the
affirmation of the grace of God found and evidenced in repentance that being
born again, AGAIN, represents as their only hope.

The FRAUD, history revision, fallacies, intrigue, priestcraft, and
Nicolaitane spirit is not what is needed in such a time as this. The huge
Roman Empire brought in some political unity, but no light and hope.

However, when the Lord Jesus Christ came, for the FEW who would REALLY
RECEIVE HIM, to them gave He the Power to BECOME sons of God. He ONLY, and NO
Pope, or priestcraft worker of any sort among men can save and give
everlasting life. The death, burial, and resurrection of the Lord Jesus
Christ is the the greatest event the history of the world. The Old Testament
Scriptures foretold it, and the Gospel of the New Testament proclaimed it.

Beginning at Jerusalem, the Apostles proclaimed Him as the author of
everlasting life. From among a people who were despised by all nations, came
these Apostles with the proclamation and demonstration of the mercy and power
of God. THE Gospel, the only TRUE Gospel, and doctrine of the Apostles,
invited all men to receive new, abundant, eternal LIFE. Greeks and Romans,
slaves and slave owners, men and women. From from across the known world,
many came to believe on the Lord Jesus Christ. REPENTANCE and Faith IN Him
gave them new life in Him to the glory of God the Father Almighty in the Name
of Jesus. People from all of the known world, as far as India to the East,
Africa to the South, and Ireland to the West, received the light of life and
freedom from the bondage to Satan with THE Gospel by the conviction of the
Holy Sprit through the SCRIPTURES. Yes, the Word of God was preached in the
Power of the Holy Ghost.

THE Gospel, very definite article, not another gospel of Vatican Roma was
preached in the power of God and not by the force of man. That gave new life,
even abundant, and eternal life, and a Blessed Hope. The Gospel proclaimed
that salvation comes from Him alone by His grace ONLY by Repentance and Faith
in Him as The Lord.

The Gospels of the Lord Jesus Christ and the written letters of the Apostles
settled the great questions of doctrine, being BOTH the Doctrine of Messiah
and the Doctrine of the Apostles, and the only LEGITIMATE claim to true or



real apostolic authority or apostolic succession.

The claim of Vatican Roma to apostolic succession is 100% FRAUD. The fraud is
based upon history revision, and wresting of the Scriptures. The same may be
said of so-called Orthodox churches, not to mention such Luciferian frauds as
Islam, Mormons, and Jehovah’s Witnesses. Yes, that also includes Judaism
unless such a so-called form of Judaism wouild proclaim Yeshua Messiah as the
I AM who taught Torah to moses, being known and exalted as BOTH Creator and
Redeemer.

There was nothing arrogant or high and mighty as the apostles addressed the
churches. The unity in the Lord is clearly seen when in the Acts of the
Apostles, we see such expressions as – The apostles and elders and brethren
send greetings unto the brethren. In the face of great persecution by the
middle of the second century true history will show that the authentic Church
had the true Gospel of God’s grace. The ONLY True Gospel had been preached to
the western end of Europe and even to the eastern end of Asia.

The ONLY TRUE Faith, the Faith of Abraham, that God would provide Himself, as
THE Lamb of God, MUST be in perfect agreement with the scriptures, of BOTH
the Old and New Testaments. Today that God promised PERFECT and only Holy
Bible is found today in plain English, in the Authorized, KJV, which I like
to call the King Jesus Version Holy Bible. The Scriptures and ONLY the
Scriptures is the means by which the believer enters into the salvation
purchased by the sacrifice of THE Messiah as the Lamb of God. The Lord God is
almighty and He has provided the good news of THE Gospel, for all who are
dead in trespasses and sins. This we do KNOW – that the preaching of the
cross is to them that perish foolishness; but unto us which are saved it is
the power of God. For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten
Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting
life. For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that
the world through him might be saved. He that believeth on him is not
condemned: but he that believeth not is condemned already, because he hath
not believed in the name of the only begotten Son of God. And this is the
condemnation, that light is come into the world, and men loved darkness
rather than light, because their deeds were evil.

Some, like Roman Catholics, believe on their church, their pope, their
leader, their sacraments, and their rituals. The Roman Catholic Church is the
Cadillac of religion when it comes to having such things for sale. THEY WILL
PERISH IN THE BOSSOM OF THE MOTHER OF ALL HARLOT RELIGIONS.

By nature we are all born sinners and children of wrath. We are all born
rebels at enmity against God and in rebellion against His Word. We are all
born rebels at enmity against the Lord God and His Word. The perfect and just
law of God has condemned us all. The Lord God is not responsible to rescue
any of us from His just wrath which every one of us deserves. Despite our sin
nature and personal sin, the Lord God has given the PERFECT sacrifice of His
Only Begotten Son for all TRULY born again BELIEVERS, by His Spirit of Truth
and Holiness, True believers IN His WORD. God alone is Holy. All sin is an
offense to the Holiness of God. Only God can give the terms by which the
offense to His Holiness can be satisfied. ALL simply MUST turn to God in



REPENTANCE and Faith IN The Lord Jesus Chirst, and Him alone, for the
salvation that ONLY His sacrifice, and His Faith can give by His Word, by the
conviction of the Holy Spirit. Salvation MUST be based ONLY on Christ’s death
and resurrection. One can NOT find any hope of salvation by faith in a
church, or sacraments of a church, or any ritual of any church. Faith must be
of, by, and through Him only, with NO other mediator allowed in His place.
For of him, and through him, and to him, are all things: to whom be glory for
ever. Amen.

Those trusting in the Roman Catholic Church, the religion of Islam, the
Mormon Church, Hinduism, Buddhism, or any other church or religion need to be
told in truth and in love that they are perishing. We are his witnesses with
the TRUE Gospel in the full context of the KJV Holy Bible rightly divided,
that may make the true claim without fraud, to true apostolic succession.
They were sent out to make disciples, disciplined ones IN the Word of God. We
therefore are of that succession to be disciples and make disciples IN the
Word of God. Those trusting in any church are really just like the lost
Pharisees who had opportunity to hear directly from the Lord and rejected the
One and ONLY Messiah. The Jesus problem was expressed most explicitly in John
8:24, – I said therefore unto you, that ye shall die in your sins: for if ye
believe not that I AM, ye shall die in your sins. Those who hold faith in a
church, an organization, sacraments, rituals, or traditions, are DENYING THE
PERSON OF THE LORD.

Eph 2:8-10 and Titus 3:5-7 says it so simple direct and clear – For by grace
are ye saved through faith; and that not of yourselves: it is the gift of
God: Not of works, lest any man should boast. For we are his workmanship,
created in Christ Jesus unto good works, which God hath before ordained that
we should walk in them. Not by works of righteousness which we have done, but
according to his mercy he saved us, by the washing of regeneration, and
renewing of the Holy Ghost; Which he shed on us abundantly through Jesus
Christ our Saviour; That being justified by his grace, we should be made
heirs according to the hope of eternal life.

If you are trusting in the Roman Catholic Church, the Mormon Church, the
Watchtower, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, or any religion, or church, or
organization and its rituals, you are LOST and without the Blessed Hope of
eternal life.

Pray for the peace of Jerusalem. Pray Psalm 83 every day. Only be very strong
and of good courage. Stay IN the Word.

Is the 1948 Restoration of the State

https://www.jamesjpn.net/eschatology/is-the-1948-restoration-of-the-state-of-israel-a-fulfillment-of-bible-prophecy/


of Israel a Fulfillment of Bible
Prophecy?

I often find inspiration for a new article or Bible study when I see someone
post something on social media that I consider to be in error. We should be
lovers of truth. When we see something not according to the Scriptures, we
should want to correct in love those that are in error.

One of my friends wrote on Facebook:

On May 14, 1948 Israel was reborn as a nation after 2,000 years. No
one can deny that this was truly a unique event in human history.
Never have a people who lost their statehood later become a nation
after such a long period of time! Furthermore, this was the
fulfillment of Biblical prophecy!

I commented on that Facebook post, “Please give us the reference of that
prophecy.”

He gave me several scriptures, but the only ones that could possibly apply
are,

Zechariah 1:12 “Then the angel of the LORD answered and said, O LORD of
hosts, how long wilt thou not have mercy on Jerusalem and on the cities of
Judah, against which thou hast had indignation these threescore and ten
years?”

Ezekiel 36:24 For I will take you from among the heathen, and gather you out
of all countries, and will bring you into your own land.

Zechariah 1:12 is clearly referring to the restoration of the Jews in the
land of Israel a few years after the 70 years of captivity. Ezekiel was a
contemporary of the prophet Daniel during their captivity in Babylon. Ezekiel
36:24 would clearly be referring to Israel’s restoration degreed by King
Cyrus. The decree of Cyrus that the Jews can go back to Judah and Jerusalem
and rebuild the temple was given about 537 BC. Israel was fully restored by
the time of Jesus Christ.

Matthew 15:24 But he answered and said, I am not sent but unto the lost sheep
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of the house of Israel.

Why then would someone take prophecies that were fulfilled by the time of
Christ and say they were fulfilled 2000 years after Christ? This is one of
the doctrines of John Nelson Darby’s dispensationalism! Dispensationalism
makes a distinction between the Church and Israel. The Bible tells me the
Church is a continuation of true Israel, the people of God.

The article “Was the Restoration of Israel in 1948 Prophetically
Significant?” brings out a good point:

“…the implication of positing 1948 as the fulfillment of Bible
prophecy: It means that Israel remains God’s covenant people. There
is no way out of this. You cannot posit the events of 1948 as
“prophetically significant” without thereby affirming that those
events were in fulfillment of God’s covenant promises to Israel. If
God’s covenant promises to Israel are / were being fulfilled, then,
prima facie, Israel remains God’s covenant people. So, if the
restoration of Israel in 1948 was prophetically significant, there
is no question that Israel remains God’s covenant people today.”

I believe the Bible makes it abundantly clear that God’s covenant people
today are only those who hold faith in Jesus Christ as the Son of God and
their Lord Who died on the Roman cross for their sins to give them eternal
life.

John 1:12-13 But as many as received him (Jesus, the Word), to them gave he
power to become the sons of God, even to them that believe on his name: {13}
Which were born, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will
of man, but of God.

Galatians 3:7 Know ye therefore that they which are of faith, the same are
the children of Abraham.

Galatians 3:26 For ye are all the children of God by faith in Christ Jesus.

Galatians 3:29 And if ye be Christ’s, then are ye Abraham’s seed, and heirs
according to the promise.

The Book of Hebrews makes it clear that those in Christ Jesus are under a new
covenant:

Hebrews 12:24 And to Jesus the mediator of the new covenant, and to the blood
of sprinkling, that speaketh better things than that of Abel.

Did God give the children of Israel the Land of Canaan
unconditionally?

NO! It was conditional on their obedience!

Leviticus 18:26 Ye shall therefore keep my statutes and my judgments, and
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shall not commit any of these abominations; neither any of your own nation,
nor any stranger that sojourneth among you:
27 (For all these abominations have the men of the land done, which were
before you, and the land is defiled;)
28 That the land spue not you out also, when ye defile it, as it spued out
the nations that were before you.

Leviticus 20:22 Ye shall therefore keep all my statutes, and all my
judgments, and do them: that the land, whither I bring you to dwell therein,
spue you not out.

I searched on the Internet for a meme that said the 1948 restoration of the
state of Israel is not a fulfillment of prophecy. I couldn’t find any I liked
as is, so I took one and modified it.

Did you know that the so-called Star of David is actually the symbol of the
god Remphan?



The Prophecy Jesus Told His Disciples
on the Mount of Olives was ALL
Fulfilled in 70AD

This article is from communication with a friend who wrote:

I’m very interested in your comments about Jesus’s Olivet prophecy saying it
does not refer to our future but to AD70 when the Romans sacked Jerusalem. (I
hope I’m not misrepresenting your position but please correct me if I am.) I
know you’ve mentioned it before to me. Can you explain to me in layman’s
terms, how we know this refers to AD70 and not to our current future? I
believe it relates to the years in Daniel? Thanks, and sorry I’m very muddled
on this.

My reply:

You are presenting my position correctly when you said I believe it was all
fulfilled in 70 AD.

If we agree that Matthew 24 Mark 13 and Luke 21 are all talking about the
same thing, meaning the Olivet Discourse, it behooves us to compare these
passages with each other to see if the account of one Gospel writer may shed
more light on the account of another Gospel writer. It seems to me most
contemporary teachers of the Olivet discourse have not done that!! And this
has resulted in two very serious misinterpretations. One of them has resulted
from a mistranslation of Matthew 24:3. Let’s compare that verse with what
Mark and Luke have to say.

Matthew 24:3 (KJV) And as he sat upon the mount of Olives, the
disciples came unto him privately, saying, Tell us, when shall
these things be? and what shall be the sign of thy coming, and of
the end of the world?

Mark 13:4 (KJV) Tell us, when shall these things be? and what shall
be the sign when all these things shall be fulfilled?
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Luke 21:7 (KJV) And they asked him, saying, Master, but when shall
these things be? and what sign will there be when these things
shall come to pass?

Notice that Mark and Luke does not say “the end of the world.” A better
translation would be, the end of the age, meaning the Jewish age.

Other translations confirm this:

https://biblehub.com/matthew/24-3.htm

I don’t recommend modern English translations but I think some of the
translations are better than the KJV in some verses. Most King James only
people would not want to accept that. But I do see some errors in the King
James version. For example, In the book of Acts, it uses the word Easter but
it should say Passover. The Passover is not determined by the first Sunday
after the first full moon after the spring equinox as Easter is.

In 70 AD the Roman army destroyed Jerusalem and the Temple and all the
records of Jewish lineage. And that means there is no person who claims to be
Jewish today who can tell you what tribe of Israel he is from. Dr Chuck
Baldwin does the most thorough job of any preacher I have ever heard in
explaining the Olivet discourse and the meaning of it.

It’s long but worth reading if you can take the time. It answers very clearly
the second serious major misinterpretation of the Olivet discourse: The
meaning of the Abomination of Desolation.

I will sum it up for you as succinctly as I can.

Most evangelicals today believe the Abomination of Desolation is the End time
Antichrist erecting an idol in a rebuilt Temple of Solomon in Jerusalem. And
this is connected to false doctrines of so-called Christian Zionism. This was
a popular doctrine in the Scofield Reference Bible and has misled millions of
English-speaking Christians. And again to find the truth all we have to do is
compare what Matthew has to say with one other Gospel writer, Luke and what
he has to say:

Matthew 24:15-16 (KJV)
15 When ye therefore shall see the abomination of desolation,
spoken of by Daniel the prophet, stand in the holy place, (whoso
readeth, let him understand:)
16 Then let them which be in Judaea flee into the mountains:

Luke 21:20-21 (KJV)
20 And when ye shall see Jerusalem compassed with armies, then know
that the desolation thereof is nigh.
21 Then let them which are in Judaea flee to the mountains; and let
them which are in the midst of it depart out; and let not them that

https://biblehub.com/matthew/24-3.htm
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are in the countries enter thereinto.

Luke clearly identifies the Abomination of Desolation as Jerusalem compassed
with armies – Roman armies. And both Matthew and Luke tell the followers of
Jesus who witness that event what to do: Flee into the mountains. From where?
From Judaea. Why? To avoid the slaughter of the Jews by the Romans. To me,
that’s as clear as crystal. The followers of Jesus who believed in the
prophecy left Jerusalem and Judea and survived the Roman attack. The
unbelieving Jews who remained were killed.

In this prophecy, Jesus was referring to the final words of Daniel 9:27.

Daniel 9:27 (KJV) And he shall confirm the covenant with many for
one week: and in the midst of the week he shall cause the sacrifice
and the oblation to cease, and for the overspreading of
abominations he shall make it desolate, even until the
consummation, and that determined shall be poured upon the
desolate.

The “overspreading of abominations” is talking about the attacking armies of
Rome, and “make it desolate” is referring to the destruction of Jerusalem and
the temple. The problem evangelicals make is that they also include the
prophecies of Daniel 11, and they are completely different prophecies and
were already fulfilled before Jesus was born on Earth. I also talk about this
on my website but I don’t want to give you too much to read right now.

Another point: Matthew refers to it as great tribulation, but Luke refers to
it as days of vengeance.

Luke 21:22 (KJV) For these be the days of vengeance, that all
things which are written may be fulfilled.

Days of vengeance on whom? On the Jesus of Nazareth rejecting Jews who
crucified their Christ, their Messiah. This is brought out very clearly in
Dr. Baldwin’s talk and it makes a whole lot of sense to me.

Evangelicals today are always talking about a future coming great tribulation
of people. Some say this includes believers as well if you believe in a post-
tribulation rapture. I cannot see how you can come up with this doctrine when
you read Luke chapter 21, because it’s clearly referring to God’s judgment on
the unbelieving Christ-rejecting Jews!

Anyway, there’s a lot more to talk about on this subject, and you’re only
going to learn it if you take the time to read what Pastor Chuck Baldwin has
to say and or read other articles about it on my website. I have written
extensively about it:

https://www.jamesjpn.net/?s=Matthew+24

https://www.jamesjpn.net/?s=Matthew+24


And of course, you can say all of the above are also really interpretations
but please know that this was the standard Protestant interpretation up to
the end of the 18th century. Bible commentators up to that time have all said
Matthew 24, Mark 13, and Luke 21 are fulfilled prophecies. This is not the
same thing as Preterism! The preterists say that ALL of the Bible prophecies
have been fulfilled, including all of the Book of Revelation, and I certainly
don’t believe that.

The Destruction Of Jerusalem

Forward by the Webmaster:

I was inspired to transcribe part of Dr. Chuck Baldwin’s message on the
destruction of Jerusalem from a YouTube posted by Liberty Fellowship. I was
not asked by Liberty Fellowship to do this. I am receiving no remuneration
from them.

I think this message is extremely important for all Christians to know. It
contains information that I certainly didn’t know. And I think having a
message in text format makes it more accessible to all. It sure helps me
absorb the message deeper in my heart when I can read it. I hope you
appreciate it and share this article with your friends.

The Destruction Of Jerusalem – by Dr. Chuck Baldwin
Open your Bibles please to Matthew chapter 23. Matthew chapter 23. I am
preaching a message today that most of you have never heard a message of this
nature preached in your life. You might be a senior citizen well up in years.
I would venture to say you’ve never heard a message like I’m going to bring
today, not because this message is not important, it is critically important,
but the problem is there has been a great falling away among the Church over
the last hundred years, and many of these great truths of the Word of God are
not being taught any longer. This is one of those.

I’m speaking today on the destruction of Jerusalem. Matthew chapter 23 in
verses 37 and 38, hear what Jesus said:
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Matthew 23:37 O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest the prophets, and
stonest them which are sent unto thee, how often would I have gathered thy
children together, even as a hen gathereth her chickens under her wings, and
ye would not!
38 Behold, your house is left unto you desolate.

God introduced His covenant with Moses with mighty signs and miracles as we
have already discussed. Again and again, again and again, the children of
Israel, in spite of those miracles, rejected God, His Word, and His
messengers. God sent them warning, after warning, after warning, prophet
after prophet, miracle after miracle, oppressor after oppressor, and still
Israel remained stiff-necked, hard-hearted and obstinate.

Moses in Exodus 32:9 said, “I have seen this people and behold it is a stiff-
necked people.”

In Exodus 33:5: “For the Lord said to Moses say unto the children of Israel
ye are a stiff-necked people.”

In Deuteronomy 9:6 “Understand therefore that the LORD thy God giveth thee
not this good land – the promised land – to possess it for thy
righteousness.” He’s not giving you this land because you have been
righteous. “For thou art a stiff-necked people.”

Deuteronomy 9:13: “Furthermore the Lord said unto me saying I have seen this
person and behold it is a stiff necked people.”

2nd Chronicles chapter 30 and verse 8: “King Hezekiah said now be he not
stiff necked as your fathers were.”

In Acts chapter 7 verse 51 Stephen said: “Ye stiff-necked and uncircumcised
in heart and ears, you do always resist the Holy Ghost, as your fathers did,
so do ye.”

Jesus said to Jerusalem, “Thou that stonest the prophets, killest them that
are sent unto thee.” Jesus meant that.

Samuel was stormed against by the people, threatened, rejected, and mauled
over by public opinion, Isaiah murdered with a wooden saw by King Manasseh,
Joel, Uzziah, the son of King Amaziah, clubbed him to death. Amos, the son of
a priest, drove a nail through his Temple. Micah was murdered by Joram, the
son of Ahab. Habakkuk, stoned to death by Jews in Jerusalem. Ezekiel murdered
by the chief of the Jews in Chaldea. Zachariah, King Joash murdered this
prophet between the steps and the altar of the Temple, and then sprinkled his
blood on the horns of the altar. Jeremiah, imprisoned, tortured, starved, and
stoned to death by the Jews.

Look at Jeremiah chapter 19, take your Bibles to Jeremiah chapter 19, hear
the prophecy of Jeremiah relative to the destruction of Jerusalem. Jeremiah
chapter 19. I’m going to be giving you a lot of material today, and I know it
may be hard to remember everything that I’m going to say that’s why I hope
that you’ll get the video afterward, but I hope you’ll watch intently at this
prophecy of Jeremiah as it is applied to the destruction of Jerusalem,



because every single thing that Jeremiah said in this chapter came to pass,
and we will see it in this message.

Jeremiah 19:1 ¶Thus saith the LORD, Go and get a potter’s earthen bottle, and
take of the ancients of the people, and of the ancients of the priests;
2 And go forth unto the valley of the son of Hinnom, which is by the entry of
the east gate, and proclaim there the words that I shall tell thee,
3 And say, Hear ye the word of the LORD, O kings of Judah, and inhabitants of
Jerusalem; Thus saith the LORD of hosts, the God of Israel; Behold, I will
bring evil upon this place, the which whosoever heareth, his ears shall
tingle.
4 Because they have forsaken me, and have estranged this place, and have
burned incense in it unto other gods, whom neither they nor their fathers
have known, nor the kings of Judah, and have filled this place with the blood
of innocents;
5 They have built also the high places of Baal, to burn their sons with fire
for burnt offerings unto Baal, which I commanded not, nor spake it, neither
came it into my mind:
6 Therefore, behold, the days come, saith the LORD, that this place
(Jerusalem) shall no more be called Tophet, nor The valley of the son of
Hinnom, but The valley of slaughter.
7 And I will make void the counsel of Judah and Jerusalem in this place; and
I will cause them to fall by the sword before their enemies, and by the hands
of them that seek their lives: and their carcases will I give to be meat for
the fowls of the heaven, and for the beasts of the earth.
8 And I will make this city desolate,

What did Jesus say? “Jerusalem, your house is left unto you desolate.”

Jeremiah 19:8 And I will make this city desolate, and an hissing; every one
that passeth thereby shall be astonished and hiss because of all the plagues
thereof.
9 And I will cause them to eat the flesh of their sons and the flesh of their
daughters, and they shall eat every one the flesh of his friend in the siege
and straitness, wherewith their enemies, and they that seek their lives,
shall straiten them.
10 ¶Then shalt thou break the bottle in the sight of the men that go with
thee,
11 And shalt say unto them, Thus saith the LORD of hosts; Even so will I
break this people and this city, as one breaketh a potter’s vessel, that
cannot be made whole again: and they shall bury them in Tophet, till there be
no place to bury.
12 Thus will I do unto this place, saith the LORD, and to the inhabitants
thereof, and even make this city as Tophet:
13 And the houses of Jerusalem, and the houses of the kings of Judah, shall
be defiled as the place of Tophet, because of all the houses upon whose roofs
they have burned incense unto all the host of heaven, and have poured out
drink offerings unto other gods.
14 Then came Jeremiah from Tophet, whither the LORD had sent him to prophesy;
and he stood in the court of the LORD’S house; and said to all the people,
15 Thus saith the LORD of hosts, the God of Israel; Behold, I will bring upon



this city and upon all her towns all the evil that I have pronounced against
it, because they have hardened their necks, that they might not hear my
words.

That was Jeremiah’s prophecy of the destruction of Jerusalem. Every word came
to pass as we will see in a minute.

Description of Jerusalem

First, let’s talk about the city of Jerusalem itself. It was built on two
major mountains, and five lesser mountains. Three massive walls surrounded
the city on every side except one side which was inaccessible. One wall was
erected on a hanging rock and fortified by sixty towers. The middle wall had
fourteen towers. The third wall had nearly 90 towers. In clear weather, one
could see the Mediterranean Sea, Arabia, and the entire nation of Israel,
from one vantage point. The towers were built of white marble. The tower
stood between 90 and 135 feet high. Again, they all stood on the top of great
hills and mountains. Nearby on the north side was the royal palace with its
porticoes, galleries, apartments, groves, gardens, walks, fountains,
aqueducts, all made from the costliest and most elegant materials. The Temple
and the fort of Antonia were on the east side directly opposite the Mount of
Olives. Inside the fort was the castle of Antonia, seventy five feet high,
each side faced with marble. The towers of the fort were elegant and massive
beyond description. The foundations of the lower Temple were four hundred and
fifty feet deep, and the stones of which they were composed were more than 60
feet long and seven feet high, made of the whitest marble. The circuit of the
whole building was four furlongs. Its height 100 cubits, 160 pillars each 27
feet high, ornamented and sustained the immense and ponderous edifice. In the
front, spacious and lofty galleries wainscoted with cedar were supported by
columns of white marble in uniform rows. In short, says Josephus, nothing
could surpass even the exterior of this Temple for its elegant and curious
workmanship. It was adorned with solid plates of gold that rivaled the beauty
of the rising sun, and were scarcely less dazzling to the eye than the beams
of that luminary. Of those parts of the building which were not guilt when
viewed from a distance, some, says he, appeared like pillars of snow, and
some like mountains of white marble. The splendor of the interior parts of
the Temple corresponded with the external magnificence. It was decorated and
enriched by everything that was costly, elegant, and superb.

In the lower Temple was placed the sacred curiosities; the seven-branched
candlestick of pure gold, the table for the show-bread, and the altar of
incense, the two latter of which were covered over with plates of the same
metal, gold. In the sanctuary were several doors 55 cubits high, 16 in
breadth which were all likewise of gold. Before these doors hung a veil of
the most beautiful Babylonian tapestry composed of scarlet blue and purple,
exquisitely interwoven, and wrought up to the highest degree of art. From the
top of the ceiling depended branches and leaves of vines and large clusters
of grapes hanging down five or six feet all of gold, and of most admirable
workmanship. In addition to these proofs of the splendor and riches of the
Temple may be noticed its eastern gate of pure Corinthian brass, more
esteemed even than the precious metals. The golden folding doors of the



chambers, the beautiful carved work, gilding and painting of the galleries,
golden vessels of the sanctuary, the vestments of scarlet, violet and purple,
the vast wealth of the treasury, abundance of precious stones and immense
quantities of all kinds of costly spices and perfumes, in short, the most
valuable and sumptuous of whatever nature or art or opulence could supply was
enclosed within the consecrated walls of this magnificent and venerable
edifice.

On Palm Sunday Jesus entered into that city, Jerusalem. The people laid palm
leaves in His path and shouted, Hosanna! Blessed be the king that cometh in
the name of the Lord. Peace in heaven and glory in the highest. But listen to
what Jesus said, Luke 19:41 through 44.

Luke 19:41 ¶And when he was come near, he beheld the city, and wept over it,
42 Saying, If thou hadst known, even thou, at least in this thy day, the
things which belong unto thy peace! but now they are hid from thine eyes.
43 For the days shall come upon thee, that thine enemies shall cast a trench
about thee, and compass thee round, and keep thee in on every side,
44 And shall lay thee even – even – with the ground, and thy children within
thee; and they shall not leave in thee one stone upon another; because thou
knewest not the time of thy visitation.

On Wednesday of that week, Jesus rebuked and confounded the scribes and the
Pharisees, and warned the disciples of the barbarous treatment that they
would receive very soon at the hands of the Jews. He then said those words
that we began this address with.

Luke 13:34 O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest the prophets, and
stonest them that are sent unto thee; how often would I have gathered thy
children together, as a hen doth gather her brood under her wings, and ye
would not!
35 Behold, your house is left unto you desolate:

The Olivet Discourse

Turn in your Bibles to Matthew chapter 24 beginning in verse 1.

Matthew 24:1 ¶And Jesus went out, and departed from the Temple: and his
disciples came to him for to shew him the buildings of the Temple.

Not sure this was all of the disciples. It could have been Peter, James, John
and Andrew, but they came out to Jesus and engaged in a private conversation
with Him, and Jesus foretold the destruction of the city of Jerusalem.

Verse 2 And Jesus said unto them, See ye not all these things?

Remember this discourse took place on the Mount of Olives which commanded a
full view of the city of Jerusalem and the Temple. Jesus and the disciples
are looking at the city. They’re looking at the Temple when Jesus said, “See
ye not all these things?” Jerusalem, the Temple, the walls, the towers, the
beauty, the grandeur, the riches. “Verily I say unto you, There shall not be
left here one stone upon another, that shall not be thrown down. Jesus here



predicts the city and the Temple’s complete demolition.

Verse three: And as he sat upon the mount of Olives, the disciples came unto
him privately, saying, Tell us, when shall these things be? – the destruction
of Jerusalem – and what shall be the sign of thy coming, and of the end of
the world? Or the end of the age. meaning the end of the Jewish age, the end
of the Jewish world, not talking about the end of the world as almost
everyone interprets this verse to mean. Jesus is talking about the
destruction of Jerusalem, the end of an age, the end of the Jewish system,
the end of their city, the end of their Temple, the end of their worship.
When shall these things be?

Verse 4 ¶And Jesus answered and said unto them, Take heed that no man deceive
you.
5 For many shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and shall deceive
many.

Within a year after Christ’s death and resurrection, many false Christs
appeared. Dasu Theas the Samaritan, Simon Magus a second Samaritan false
Christ, a false Christ named Tudas under the government of Felix, a host of
false Christs appeared claiming to perform great signs and miracles. An
Egyptian false Christ collected 30 thousand followers. In the time of Festus,
another false Christ appeared, and this is just a sample of the hundreds and
hundreds of false Christs that came into Judea and Jerusalem shortly after
the death and resurrection of the Lord Jesus Christ, just as He had
predicted.

Verse 6 And ye shall hear of wars and rumours of wars: see that ye be not
troubled: for all these things must come to pass, but the end is not yet.
7 For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom: and
there shall be famines, and pestilences, and earthquakes, in divers places.

This is not talking about the end of the world, this is talking about the
destruction of Jerusalem. There were wars and commotions occurring so
frequently between Jesus death and the destruction of Jerusalem that the
whole interval could be regarded as the fulfillment of this prophecy. War
between Herod and Aretas king of Arabia Petraea, the wars of Caligula, the
wars against the Jews by the Greeks and Syrians in the city of Seleucia with
a huge slaughter, the wars between the Jews and the Philadelphians at Perea,
the battle between the Jews and Kuminus resulting in the deaths of 10,000
Jews, war between the Jews and the Samaritans, war between the Jews and the
Syrians in Ceceria resulting in the deaths of 20,000 Jews, war in Damascus,
Tyre, Ascalon, Gadara, and Scythopolis. In the first three cities I just
mentioned 10,000 Jews were killed in one hour. The siege of Chapada killed
40,000 Jews. In Alexandria the Romans killed 50,000 Jews. You shall have wars
and rumors of wars, nation against nation. It was all fulfilled just as Jesus
said between the time of Christ’s death and the destruction of Jerusalem.

And great earthquakes shall be in divers places, Jesus said. Within that same
period of time of this prophecy, this was literally fulfilled. In the reign
of Claudius there was an great earthquake in Rome. There was an earthquake in
Apamea, another earthquake in Syria, another one in Crete, there were



earthquakes in Smyrna, Meletis Caius and Samos, another in Laodicea as well
as Hierapolis and Colossi, and a dreadful earthquake occurred in Jerusalem a
short time before the Roman siege against Jerusalem began. It all took place
just as Jesus said. Jesus said, famines, great famines at the time extended
through Greece and Italy but were felt most severely in Judea and especially
in Jerusalem. Helena, Queen of Abiabeena, sent large supplies of grain to
Jerusalem to help the starving in the city. The Gentile Christian Churches at
the urging of the Apostle Paul sent much relief to the city of Jerusalem
because of the starvation and famine in the city just as Jesus predicted.

Jesus said pestilences would occur. The first occurred in Babylon about 40
AD. The second occurred in Rome in 65 AD. Tens of thousands of people, maybe
hundreds of thousands perished by the disease accumulating due to starvation
and sickness. Dead corpses rotting on the streets, infected rats and insects,
just as Jesus said, disease permeated the region for many years in between
the death of Christ and the destruction of Jerusalem. In Luke chapter 21 and
verse 11 Jesus said:

Great Signs from Heaven

Luke 21:11 …and fearful sights and great signs shall there be from heaven.

The following extraordinary signs occurred just as Jesus said:

A meteor resembling a sword hung over Jerusalem during one entire year. This
could not be a comet for it was stationary and was visible for twelve
successive months. A sword too, a fit emblem of destruction.

“On the eighth of the month, (before the feast of unleavened bread) at the
ninth hour of the night, there shone round about the altar, and the adjacent
buildings of the Temple, a light equal to the brightness of the day, which
continued for the space of half an hour.” This could not be the effect of
lightning, nor of a vivid aurora, for it was confined to a particular spot
and the light shone unintermittently thirty minutes, as the High Priest were
leading a heifer to the altar to be sacrificed, and brought forth a lamb, in
the midst of the Temple.

Such is the strange account given by the historian. Some may regard it as a
“Grecian fable,” while others may think that they discern in this prodigy a
miraculous rebuke of Jewish infidelity and impiety, for rejecting the
ANTITYPICAL Lamb, who had offered Himself as an atonement, “once for all,”
and who, by thus completely fulfilling their design, had virtually abrogated
the Levitical sacrifices. However this may be, the circumstances of the
prodigy are remarkable. It did not occur in an obscure part of the city, but
in the Temple, not at an ordinary time, but at the Passover, the season of
our LORD’S crucifixion, in the presence, not of the vulgar merely, but of the
High Priests and of their attendants, and when they were leading the
sacrifice to the altar.

About the sixth hour of the night, the eastern gate of the Temple was seen to
open without human assistance. When the guards informed the curator of this
event, he sent men to assist them in shutting it, who with great difficulty



succeeded. This gate, as hath been observed already, was of solid brass, and
required twenty men to close it every evening. It could not have been opened
by a “strange gust of wind,” or a “slight earthquake;” for Josephus says, it
was secured by “iron bolts and bars, which were let down into a large
threshold; consisting of one entire stone.”

Soon after the feast of the Passover, in various parts of the country, before
the setting of the sun, chariots and armed men were seen in the air, passing
round about Jerusalem. Neither could this portentous spectacle be occasioned
by the aurora, for it occurred before the setting of the sun, or merely the
fancy of a few villagers, gazing at the heavens, for it was seen in various
parts of the country.

Beyond that, at the subsequent feast of Pentecost, while the priests were
going by night, into the inner Temple to perform their customary
ministrations, they first felt, as they said, a shaking, accompanied by an
indistinct murmuring, and afterwards voices as of a multitude, saying, in a
distinct and earnest manner, “LET US DEPART HENCE.” This gradation will
remind the reader of that awful transaction, which the feast of Pentecost was
principally instituted to commemorate. First, a shaking was heard, this would
naturally induce the priests to listen: an unintelligible murmuring succeeds;
this would more powerfully arrest their attention, and while it was thus
awakened arid fixed, they heard, says Josephus, the voices of a multitude,
distinctly pronouncing the words “LET US DEPART HENCE.” And accordingly,
before this period for celebrating this feast returned, the Jewish war had
commenced, and in the space of three years afterwards, Jerusalem was
surrounded by the Roman army, the Temple converted into a citadel, and its
sacred courts streaming with the blood of human victims.

And the last and most fearful omen, Josephus relates that one Jesus, the son
of Ananus, a rustic of the lower class, during the Feast of Tabernacles,
suddenly exclaimed in the Temple, “A voice from the east, a voice from the
west, a voice from the four winds, a voice against Jerusalem and the Temple —
a voice against bridegrooms and brides — a voice against the whole people!”
These words he incessantly proclaimed aloud both day and night, through all
the streets of Jerusalem, for seven years and five months together,
commencing in A.D. 62, when the city was in a state of peace, and overflowing
with prosperity, and terminating amidst the horrors of the siege. This
disturber, having excited the attention of the magistracy, was brought before
Albinus the Roman governor, who commanded that he should be scourged. But the
severest stripes drew from him neither tears nor supplications. As he never
thanked those who relieved, so neither did he complain of the injustice of
those who struck him. And no other answer could the governor obtain to his
interrogatories, but his usual denunciation of “Woe, woe to Jerusalem!” which
he still continued to proclaim through the city, but especially during the
festivals, when his manner became more earnest, and the tone of his voice
louder. At length, on the commencement of the siege, he ascended the walls,
and, in a more powerful voice than ever, exclaimed, “Woe, woe to this city,
this Temple, and this people!” And then, with a presentment of his own death,
added,” Woe, woe to myself.” He had scarcely uttered these words when a stone
from one of the Roman engines killed him on the spot. The great signs just as



Jesus predicted.

Matthew chapter 24 verse 8 Jesus continues saying all these are the beginning
of sorrows.

Luke 21 verse 12 Jesus said that before all these things they shall lay hands
on you – the disciples – and persecute you delivering you up to the
synagogues and into prisons being brought before kings and rulers for my
name’s sake. In the verse 16 of that chapter, and ye shall be betrayed both
parents and brethren and kinsfolks and friends, and some of you they shall
cause to be put to death. As we know John the Baptist had already been
beheaded, Peter and John were in prison, Stephen was stoned to death, James
was beheaded, Paul was beheaded, eventually all of the disciples except John
were violently martyred, just as Jesus said.

Verse 14 in Matthew 24: And this Gospel of the kingdom shall be preached into
all the world for a witness unto all nations and then shall the end come.
He’s not talking about the end of the world, he’s talking about the end of
the Jewish world, the end of the Jewish age, the Gospel shall be preached to
all the world, then shall the end come. The persecution of the Jews against
the early Church forced the apostles and disciples to flee the city of
Jerusalem. The book of Acts records the preaching of the Gospel into all the
world, Rome, Corinth, Galatia, Ephesus, Philippi, Colossi, Thessalonica,
Pontius, Cappadocia, Bethinia.

Colossians chapter 1 verse 23 listen to what the Apostle Paul said.

If ye continue in the faith grounded and settled, and be not moved away from
the hope of the Gospel, which ye have heard, and which was preached – which
was preached — to every creature which is under heaven; whereof I Paul am
made a minister. Just as Jesus said, the Gospel would be preached to everyone
in the world, everyone under heaven. So here Paul proclaims the fulfillment
of Jesus prophecy which was preached to every creature under heaven!

All of this, all of this was Jesus prophecy of things preceding the
destruction of Jerusalem. Everything we have discussed to this moment
happened prior to the destruction of Jerusalem. They were the precursors of
that which was to come.

The wars referred to earlier escalated between the Jews in Jerusalem and Rome
until it reached a boiling point. Nero appointed Vespasian to prosecute the
war against the Jews in Jerusalem. Assisted by his son Titus, they marched an
army of 60,000 men against Jerusalem in 67 AD. As the Roman army marched
through Judea towards Jerusalem, it spared no one, woman or child. The siege
and surrounding Judea went on for 15 months. Vespasian leveled the cities of
Galilee and the chief towns of Judea killing at least a hundred and fifty
thousand inhabitants. The terrors and calamities in the coastal city of Joppa
were especially dreadful. Thousands of Jews took to ships to escape
Vespasian’s fury, but a great tempest of wind pushed the ships back to land,
and hundreds of vessels were dashed against the rocks. Many Jews killed
themselves to escape being tortured by the Roman army. Over four thousand
dead bodies were strewed along the coasts, and thousands more were killed



inland. Thus was fulfilled Jesus prophecy Luke 21:25 and upon the earth
distress of nations with perplexity, the sea and the waves roaring.

While Vespasian returned to Caesarea to plan his great and final assault
against Jerusalem, he was summoned back to Rome upon the death of Nero. His
son Titus was left in charge of the Roman army. Thus there was a respite of
almost two years before Titus would seize the city of Jerusalem. God again
gave the Jews yet another chance to repent and turn to the Lord. After all
these things that have already happened, pestilences, disease, death,
earthquake, wars, 150,000 killed in Judea, after all of this there was a two-
year respite. The Jews could have repented. The Jews could have turned to the
Lord. God gave them another opportunity after all of the opportunities God
had given Israel from the time of Moses, to the time of Joshua, to the
Judges, to the prophets, over and over and over and over and over and over
and over and over and over again for thousands of years God gave them an
opportunity to repent, an opportunity to come to the Lord, an opportunity to
obey God, an opportunity to be faithful to His Word, so many opportunities
they’re too numerous to count! And now on the very verge of their
destruction, on the very verge of the total annihilation of their people,
their way of life, their religion, their Temple, their city, God gave them
another chance to repent. And they did not. Think of all the opportunities
God gave the children of Israel from the time Moses delivered them from
bondage all the way through the times of the prophets. The plagues, the
judgments, the invasions, the captivity, the miracles, the deliverance. And
then came John the Baptist and they killed him. Then came their Messiah, and
they crucified Him. They’re hard to stubbornness iniquity wickedness and
blasphemy only grew worse and worse.

And now on the verge of total annihilation, the rebellion of the Jews against
God intensified to unspeakable proportions. Inside the city of Jerusalem a
great civil war broke out between the inhabitants. These two “factions”
spared no one, women or children. They killed each other by the thousands.
Eighty five hundred bodies lied rotting on the streets of Jerusalem killed by
fellow Jews. Twelve thousand Jewish leaders were killed including many
Pharisees. Their carcasses lay in heaps along the city streets. Unrestrained
lawlessness ran rampant throughout Judea. There was no law. There was
rampant, rampant, unbridled violence, murder, rape, pillage, plunder, death,
destruction, Jew against Jew!

It was during this background that the city inhabitants became aware that the
Roman army was approaching for its final assault. Listen to Jesus in Matthew
chapter 24 begin reading from verse 15:

Matthew 24:15 When ye therefore shall see the abomination of desolation,
spoken of by Daniel the prophet, stand in the holy place, (whoso readeth, let
him understand:)
16 Then let them which be in Judaea flee into the mountains:
17 Let him which is on the housetop not come down to take any thing out of
his house:
18 Neither let him which is in the field return back to take his clothes.
19 And woe unto them that are with child, and to them that give suck in those
days!



20 But pray ye that your flight be not in the winter, neither on the sabbath
day:
21 For then shall be great tribulation, (He’s talking about the destruction
of Jerusalem! There shall be great tribulation!) such as was not since the
beginning of the world to this time, no, nor ever shall be.

Let me pause right there. There has never in the history of the world been a
slaughter, been an annihilation, been a destruction, of any people, of any
city, anywhere in the history of the world, that compares to the destruction
of the city of Jerusalem. And since that dreadful destruction, in modern
history, with all of the advances in technology, and all of the warfare, the
bombs, the planes, the ships, the guns, the canons, everything, World War I,
World War II, think of all of the great horrors of military conflict that
have taken place, to this very day there has never been an annihilation of
any people, anywhere, in any war, that compares to the annihilation of the
city of Jerusalem just as Jesus said in Matthew chapter 24 and verse 21, read
it again, for then shall be Great Tribulation such as was not since the
beginning of the world to this time, no, nor shall ever be.

22 And except those days should be shortened, there should no flesh be saved:
but for the elect’s sake those days shall be shortened.

And in Luke 21 verse 20 Luke adds this, Jesus speaking:

Luke 21:20 ¶And when ye shall see Jerusalem compassed (or surrounded) with
armies, then know that the desolation thereof is nigh.

When you see the Roman armies surrounding this city, your doom is upon you.
Previously Jerusalem had been invaded, Jerusalem had been captured,
Assyrians, the Babylonians, the Chaldeans, but now Jerusalem will be utterly
and totally annihilated.

The day on which Titus encompassed Jerusalem was the Feast of the Passover,
the 37th anniversary of the day when the Jews crucified their Messiah, 37
years to the day. Unaware of the bloodshed and the mayhem that was taking
place in Jerusalem, tens of thousands of Jews faithfully came to Jerusalem to
celebrate Passover as they did each year, but in doing so this year they
ignored the warning of Jesus.

Luke 21:21b …and let not them that are in the countries enter thereinto. (The
city of Jerusalem.)

If you’re in the country, stay there. Do not enter the city of Jerusalem. The
tens of thousands, yea, hundreds of thousands of Jews did just that.
Josephus, the greatest of all Jewish historians, was an eyewitness to the
destruction of Jerusalem. He was in Jerusalem when the siege began. He was
taken prisoner by the Roman army, and when they recognized who he was, they
spared his life, and they charged him to be an eyewitness on-site reporter,
and to record every detail of the events that he witnessed during the course
of this siege which is exactly what he did. Josephus said there were so many
Roman crosses in Jerusalem one could hardly walk through the city. Rumors
among the Roman troops were that Jews had swallowed gold, and you can imagine



what the Roman troops did to the Jewish bodies in an attempt to recover the
swallowed gold.

After visualizing the carnage that the Jews had inflicted upon themselves,
and that now his troops were inflicting, Titus was so grieved at the scene
that he stopped, raised his hand toward heaven, and prayed to God that he
never intended so much death and destruction as the Jews had inflicted upon
themselves. But the horrors of famine intensified. People were eating their
belts, their sandals, the skins of their shields, dried grass and the order
(???) of oxen. Men were eating each other, and women were eating their
children. Remember the words of Jeremiah? Again Jesus warned Luke 23:28 as He
was carrying his Cross to Mount Calvary and the women around Him were weeping
Jesus said, “Daughters of Jerusalem weep not for me but weep for yourselves
and for your children!” They had no idea what He meant, but Jesus knew what
was soon to come to this city.

Finally, the Romans breached the inner wall, I am trying to make this as
expeditious as I can leaving out so many details of this. Your imagination
can take you to the scene and you can only imagine the horror that was taking
place as I tell you about this. The Romans breached the inner wall and gained
possession of the great Tower of Antonio in advance toward the Temple. Titus
had determined in planning the siege to not, I repeat, to not destroy the
Temple. He wanted to preserve it as a trophy of Rome. Titus would not have
his way. As his soldiers began burning the Temple, Titus personally rode to
the scene and commanded his men to spare the Temple. But so violent was the
battle between the Romans and the Jews that they either did not see their
commander, or if they did, they ignored him. Jews were rushing from every
quarter to save the Temple. There is no language to describe the scene of
fire and smoke and blood and death that ensued as the Jews fought desperately
to save the Temple of God! And the Romans, obsessed with their destruction,
it was something so unimaginable, it’s impossible to describe.

The old and the young, the feeble and the fit, the priests and the commoners,
the Pharisees and the scribes, mothers and fathers, parents and children,
brothers and sisters, the ground could not be seen! The ground could not be
seen for dead bodies. Men were not walking on the earth, they were walking on
the bodies of the dead. In some parts of the city, blood was up to the
horse’s bridle.

Before the final demolition, however, Titus took a survey of the city and its
fortifications. And while contemplating their impregnable strength, could not
help ascribing a success to the peculiar interposition of Almighty God. He
said, “Had not God himself aided our operations, and driven the Jews from
their fortresses, it would have been absolutely impossible to have taken
them. For what could men and the force of engines have done against such
towers as these.” – The Roman general Titus.

After this he commanded that the city should be raised – leveled — to the
foundations. Of the Jews destroyed during the siege, Josephus records not
less than 1,100,000, to which must be added above two hundred and thirty
seven thousand who perished in other places, and innumerable multitudes who
were swept away by famine and pestilence of which no calculation could be



made. The actual number of Jews killed in the siege of Jerusalem was
somewhere within a million at the least, and maybe two million dead.

In executing the command of Titus relative to the demolition of Jerusalem,
the Roman soldiers not only threw down the buildings, but even dug up their
foundations. You remember? Four hundred fifty feet deep! They dug up the
foundations, and so completely leveled the whole circuit of the city that a
stranger would scarcely have known that the city had ever been inhabited by
human beings. Thus was the great city which only five months before had been
crowded with nearly 2 million people, who glorified in its impregnable
strength, entirely depopulated and level to the ground. And thus also was our
Lord’s prediction that her enemies shall, “lay her even with the ground,”
fully accomplished. This fact is confirmed by Eusebius who asserts that he
himself saw the city lying in ruins.

Thus was literally fulfilled the prophecy of Micah in Micah 3:12

Micah 3:12 Therefore shall Zion for your sake be plowed as a field, and
Jerusalem shall become heaps, and the mountain of the house as the high
places of the forest.

So significant was the destruction of Jerusalem, that it is the subject of a
very large portion of prophecies in both the old and new testaments. Pause,
sadly the vast majority of pastors either ignore these prophecies or they
misapply them, and take away their meaning completely applying it to
something that wasn’t true! And so most people don’t even realize how many
scores and scores of verses in both the Old and New Testaments prophesy the
destruction of Jerusalem! In other words, God placed the destruction of
Jerusalem as a monumental sign and lesson, not to Israel, but to the Church.

First this caveat: Titus was the most unlikely man throughout the Roman
armies to become a scourge to Jerusalem. He was eminently distinguished for
his great tenderness and humanity, which he displayed in a variety of
instances during the siege. He repeatedly made specific overtures to the
Jews, and deeply lamented the infatuation that rejected them. In short he did
everything which a military commander could do to spare them and to preserve
their city and Temple, but without effect. Thus was the will of God
accomplished by human agency, although contrary to the wish of Titus, and his
predicted interposition to punish his rebellious and apostate people in this
way rendered more conspicuously evident. In other words, by using Titus to be
the one through whom the destruction of Jerusalem would come, in itself, was
a miracle, a sign for the Church, forever, that everything about the
destruction of Israel was divine in origin. It was the fulfillment of
prophecy, the judgment of God forever upon Israel, Jerusalem, their Temple,
and their religion.

Think of it: Not a single Christian perished in the siege of Jerusalem. Think
of it, Jerusalem is where the Church began. Remember the day of Pentecost
3,000 were saved baptized and added to the Church in one day, in Jerusalem.
The Church grew by leaps and bounds! But not one single Christian died in the
siege of Jerusalem. They were dispersed in persecution, and those that
weren’t heeded the Oracles of God pertaining to the destruction of Jerusalem,



and left before the siege began.

When Jesus said, “This generation shall not pass before all these things were
fulfilled,” it came to pass just as He said. A generation is 40 years in
biblical terminology. Within 40 years time everything that Jesus had
predicted had come to pass. That generation of people did not pass. They saw,
experienced, lived and died in that fulfilled prophecy.

For copyright reasons I deleted the last part of the text. Please see the
YouTube to hear the rest of Pastor Baldwin’s message.
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Intro by the Webmaster

While transcribing Dr. Chuck Balwin’s message on the destruction of
Jerusalem, a friend shared this resource with me. It was in PDF format which
is good for printing to read on paper, but not easy to read from a device
online, especially from a phone. If you hold to the teaching of “Christian
Zionism” — a doctrine that began with John Nelson Darby’s dispensationalism
in 1830, I hope you read this article.

PREFACE
History records few events more generally interesting than the destruction of
Jerusalem, and the subversion of the Jewish state, by the arms of the Romans.
— Their intimate connexion with the dissolution of the Levitical economy, and
the establishment of Christianity in the world; the striking verification
which they afford of so many of the prophecies, both of the Old and New
Testament, and the powerful arguments of the divine authority of the
Scriptures which are thence derived; the solemn warnings and admonitions
which they hold out to all nations, but especially such as are favoured with
the light and blessings of REVELATION; together with the impressive and
terrific grandeur of the events themselves–are circumstances which must
always insure to the subject of the following pages more than ordinary
degrees of interest and importance. Many eminent and learned men have
employed their pens in the illustration of it; but the fruits of their
labours are, for the most part, contained in large and expensive works, out
of the reach of numbers, to whom the discussion might prove equally
interesting and improving. For the use and gratification of such, the present
Treatise, in a more accessible and familiar form, is diffidently offered to
the public. In order that it might be better adapted for the general reader,
critical inquiries and tedious details are equally avoided; but it has been
the care of the writer not to omit any important fact or argument that, in
his opinion, tended to elucidate the subject. Countenanced by the example of
many respectable names, he has ventured to introduce the extraordinary
prodigies, which, according to Josephus, preceded the destruction of the Holy
City. He has also added a few sentences in their defense, but he does not
intend thereby to express his unqualified admission of their genuineness.

Upon the execution of the tract, generally, the public will determine.
Usefulness is the writer’s main object; and if a perusal of it shall
contribute, under the DIVINE BLESSING, to confirm the wavering faith of only
one Christian, or to shake the vain confidence of a single Unbeliever, his
labour will be abundantly rewarded. –G.H., LONDON, 1st. month, 1805.

THE DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM
THE goodness of God stamps all his proceedings. It has pleased Him not only
to communicate to mankind a revelation, which, to the pious mind, bears in
its internal texture its own evidence and recommendation, but also to
accompany it with such external proofs of a sacred origin, as seem calculated
to strike, with irresistible conviction, even those who are least disposed to



admit the truth of the Holy Scriptures. In order to evidence their divine
authenticity, God has done as much as man could possibly have required. [1]
For, supposing that it had been referred to mankind to have prescribed for
their own satisfaction, and that of their prosperity, the credentials which
His messengers should bring with them, in order to authenticate the divinity
of their mission, could the wisest and most skeptical amongst men have
proposed, for this purpose, any thing more conclusive than,

First: Demonstrations of power, surpassing every possible effect of human
skill and effort — and secondly, Intelligence relative to the future events
and circumstances of nations and individuals, which no human sagacity would
ever pretend to foresee or predict?

If such had been the evidences demanded, what addition to them could possibly
have been suggested? Is it in the human mind to imagine any tests of divine
authority better adapted, sooner or later, to expose the artifices, and
frustrate the designs, of an imposter? In vain will the profoundest policy
attempt to discover means more suitable to this purpose, and, with respect to
the reception of the revelation itself, more perfectly fitted to banish all
reasonable doubt on the one hand, and to invalidate the charge of credulity
on the other. Now these, precisely, are the credentials with which it has
pleased God to sanction the testimony of his inspired messengers, as recorded
in the Scriptures of the Old and New Testament. THEY WROUGHT MIRACLES: THEY
FORETOLD FUTURE EVENTS. Thus all that man himself could demand has been
given, and objectors are left entirely without excuse.

JESUS CHRIST, the principal of those messengers, like his illustrious types
and predecessors Moses and Elijah, proclaimed and attested his divine mission
at once by miraculous acts, and by prophetic declarations. His miracles were
numerous, diversified, and performed in various parts of his native country ;
they were not frivolous tricks, calculated merely to excite wonder and
gratify curiosity, but acts of substantial utility and benevolence. They were
publicly, but not boastingly and ostentatiously, displayed — in the presence
not of friends only, but also of enemies — of enemies exasperated to
malignity against him, because he had censured their vices and exposed their
hypocrisy, and who were actuated by every motive which a spirit of revenge
could suggest to incurable prejudice, to induce them to detect the imposition
of his miracles, if false, and to deny and discredit them, if true. To deny
them they did not attempt, but they strove to sink them in disrepute, and
thereby furnished a striking specimen of those embarrassing dilemmas, into
which infidelity is continually betraying her votaries. They ascribed them to
the agency of Satan ; thus representing him, “who was a liar from the
beginning,” as contributing to the diffusion of the truth “the spirit that
worketh in the children of disobedience” as promoting the cause of holiness
and as co-operating in the overthrow of his own kingdom, with HIM who “was
manifested to destroy the works of the Devil!”

The prophecies of our Lord, as well as his miracles, were many, and of great
variety. They were not delivered with pomp and parade, but rose out of
occasions, and seem to have resulted, for the most part, from his
affectionate solicitude for those who then were, or might afterwards become,
his disciples. While the fulfillment of some of these predictions was



confined to the term of his mission and the limits of his country, the
accomplishment of others extended to all nations, and to every future age of
the world.

Of the prophecies which have already been fulfilled, few, perhaps, are so
interesting in themselves, or so striking in their accomplishment, as those
which relate to the destruction of Jerusalem and its Temple, and the signal
calamities which every where befel the Jewish nation. The chief of our Lord’s
predictions, relative to these events, are contained in Matt. 24 ch. Mark, 13
ch., Luke 21 ch., Ib. 19 ch. 41-44 ; Ib. 23 ch. 27-30 : and we may with
confidence appeal to the facts which verify them as conclusive and
incontrovertible proofs of the divinity of his mission. Before, however, we
enter upon this illustration, it may be gratifying to the reader, and add
considerably to the interest of many of the subsequent pages, to give in this
place a brief description of that renowned city and its temple.

Jerusalem was built on two mountains. Three celebrated walls surrounded the
city on every side, except that which was deemed inaccessible, and there it
was defended by one wall only. The most ancient of these walls was remarkable
for its great strength, and was, moreover, erected on a hanging rock, and
fortified by sixty towers. On the middle wall there were fourteen towers
only; but on the third, which was also distinguished by the extraordinary
merit of its architecture, there were no less than ninety. The celebrated
tower of Psephinos, before which Titus at first encamped, was erected on this
latter wall, and even excelled it in the superior style of its architecture:
it was seventy cubits high and had eight angles, each of which commanded most
extensive and beautiful prospects. In clear weather, the spectator had from
them a view of the Mediterranean sea, of Arabia, and of the whole extent of
the Jewish dominions. Besides this there were three other towers of great
magnitude, named Hippocos, Phasael, and Mariamne. The two former, famed for
their strength and grandeur, were nearly ninety cubits high; the latter, for
its valuable curiosities, beauty and elegance, was about fifty five cubits.
They were all built of white marble; and so exquisite was the workmanship,
that each of them appeared as if it had been hewn out of an immense single
block of it. Notwithstanding their great elevation, they yet must have
appeared, from the surrounding country, far loftier than they really were.
The old wall, it has just been remarked, was built upon a high rock : but
these towers were erected upon the top of a hill, the summit of which was
itself thirty cubits above the top of the old wall! Such edifices, so
situated, it is easy to conceive, must have given to the city a very great
degree of grandeur and magnificence. Not far distant from these towers stood
the royal palace, of singular beauty and elegance. Its pillars, its
porticoes, its galleries, its apartments, were all incredibly costly,
splendid and superb; while the groves, gardens, walks, fountains, and
aqueducts, with which it was encompassed, formed the richest and most
delightful scenery that can possibly be imagined. The situation of these
structures was on the north side of Jerusalem. Its celebrated temple, and the
strong fort of Antonia, were on the east side, and directly opposite to the
Mount of Olives. This fort was built on a rock fifty cubits in height, and so
steep as to be inaccessible on every side ; and to render it still more so,
it was faced with thin slabs of marble, which, being slippery, proved at once



a defense and an ornament. In the midst of the fort stood the castle of
Antonia, the interior parts of which, for grandeur, state, and convenience,
resembled more a palace than a fortress. Viewed from a distance it had the
appearance of a tower, encompassed by four other towers, situated at the four
angles of a square. Of these latter, three were fifty cubits high, and the
fourth seventy cubits.

The tower last mentioned commanded an excellent view of the whole temple, the
riches grandeur, and elegance of which it is not in the power of language to
describe. Whether we consider its architecture, its dimensions, its
magnificence, its splendor, or the sacred purposes to which it was dedicated,
it must equally be regarded as the most astonishing fabric that was ever
constructed. It was erected partly on a solid rock, which was originally
steep on every side. The foundations of what was called the lower temple were
300 cubits in depth, and the stones of which they were composed, more than
sixty feet in length, while the superstructure contained, of the whitest
marble, stones nearly sixty-eight feet long, more than seven feet high, and
nine broad. The circuit of the whole building was four furlongs ; its height
one hundred cubits; one hundred and sixty pillars, each twenty seven feet
high, ornamented and sustained the immense and ponderous edifice. In the
front, spacious and lofty galleries, wainscoted with cedar, were supported by
columns of white marble, in uniform rows.In short, says Josephus, nothing
could surpass even the exterior of this temple, for its elegant and curious
workmanship. It was adorned with solid plates of gold that rivaled the beauty
of the rising sun, and were scarcely less dazzling to the eye than the beams
of that luminary. Of those parts of the building which were not gilt; when
viewed from a distance, some, says he, appeared like pillars of snow, and
some, like mountains of white marble. The splendour of the interior parts of
the temple corresponded with its external magnificence. It was decorated and
enriched by every thing, that was costly, elegant and superb. Religious
donations and offerings had poured into this wonderful repository of precious
stores from every part of the world, during many successive ages. In the
lower temple were placed those sacred curiosities, the seven branched
candlestick of pure gold, the table for the shew- bread, and the altar of
incense ; the two latter of which were covered with plates of the same metal.
In the sanctuary were several doors fifty-five cubits high and sixteen in
breadth which were all likewise of gold. Before these doors hung a veil of
the most beautiful Babylonian tapestry, composed of scarlet, blue, and
purple, exquisitely interwoven, and wrought up to the highest degree of art.
From the top of the ceiling depended branches and leaves of vines, and large
clusters of grapes, hanging down five or six feet, all of gold and of most
admirable workmanship. In addition to these proofs of the splendour and
riches of the temple, may be noticed its eastern gate of pure Corinthian
brass more esteemed even than the precious metals –the golden folding doors
of the chambers–the beautiful carved- work, gilding, and painting of the
galleries–golden vessels, of the sanctuary –the sacerdotal vestments Of
scarlet, violet, and purple –the vast wealth of the treasury–abundance of
precious stones, and immense quantities of all kinds of costly spices and
perfumes. In short, the most valuable and sumptuous of whatever nature, or
art, or opulence, could supply was enclosed within the consecrated walls of
this magnificent and venerable edifice.



So much concerning this celebrated city, and its still more celebrated
temple. We shall now consider our LORD’s prophecies relating to their
destruction.

On the second day of the week, immediately preceding his crucifixion, our
blessed SAVIOUR made his public and triumphal entry into Jerusalem, amidst
the acclamations of a very great multitude of his disciples, Who hailed him
KING OF SION, and with palmbranches, the emblems of victory, in their hands,
rejoiced and gave praises to GOD for all the mighty works they had seen,
singing “Hosanna! blessed be the KING that cometh in the name of the LORD !
peace in heaven, and glory in the highest !” But while the people thus
exulted, and triumphantly congratulated the MESSIAH, he struggling with the
deepest emotions of pity and compassion for Jerusalem, beheld the city and
wept over it, saying, “If thou hadst known, even thou, at least in this thy
day, the things that belong unto thy peace ! but now they are hid from thine
eyes; for the days shall come upon thee, that thine enemies shall cast a
trench about thee, and compass thee around, and keep thee in on every side;
‘And shall lay thee even with the ground, and thy children within thee and
they shall, not leave in thee one stone upon another; because thou knewest
not the time of thy visitation.” [2] On the 4th day of the week following,
being only two days before his death, he went for the last time into the
temple to teach the people : while He was thus employed, the High Priests and
the Elders, the Herodians, the Sadducees, and Pharisees, successively came to
him, and questioned him with subtly, being desirous to “entangle him in his
talk; ” to whom, with his accustomed dignity and wisdom, he returned answers
which carried conviction to their hearts, and at once silenced and astonished
them. Then, turning to his disciples, and the whole multitude, he addressed
to them a discourse of very uncommon energy, in which, with most exquisite
keenness of reproof, he exposed and condemned the cruelty and pride, the
hypocrisy and sensuality of the Pharisees and Scribes. Having next foretold
the barbarous treatment which his Apostles would receive at their hands be
proceeded to denounce against Jerusalem the dire and heavy vengeance, that
had for ages been accumulating in the vials of divine displeasure, expressly
declaring that it, should be poured out upon the then existing generation,
adding that inimitably tender and pathetic apostrophe to this devoted city,
“O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest the prophets, and stonest them
which are sent unto thee, how often would I have gathered thy children
together, even as a hen gathereth her chickens under her wings,, and ye would
not! Behold! your HOUSE is left unto you desolate; for I say unto you, ye
shall not see me henceforth, till you shall say, Blessed is he that cometh in
the name of the Lord!” [3] Having said this, he went out of the temple, and,
as he departed, his disciples drew his attention to the wonderful magnitude
and splendour of the edifice. They spake, “how it was adorned with goodly
stones and gifts;” and said unto him, “Master see! what manner of stones and
buildings are here! And Jesus said unto them , See ye not all these things?
Verily I say unto you, there shall not be left here one stone upon another
that shall not be thrown down.” When we consider the antiquity and sanctity
of the temple, its stupendous fabric, its solidity, and the uncommon
magnitude of the stones of which it was composed, we may, in some measure,
conceive of the amazement which this declaration of our LORD must have
excited in the mind of his disciples. Nevertheless, this remarkable



prediction, as we shall see in the sequel, was literally fulfilled, and, as
our LORD had foretold, even during the existence of the generation to which
he addressed it.

Our Lord now retired to the Mount of Olives, to which place the disciples
followed him, in order to make more particular inquiries relative to the time
when the calamitous events, foretold by him, would come to pass. We have
already intimated, that, the Mount of Olives commanded a full view of

Jerusalem and the temple. No situation, therefore, could have been better
adapted to give energy to a prediction which related chiefly to their total
ruin and demolition.; and if we suppose (and the supposition is highly
probable) that our LORD, While in the act of speaking, pointed to the
majestic and stupendous edifices, whose destruction he foretold, every word
which he then uttered must have been clothed with inexpressible sublimity,
and derived from the circumstances of the surrounding scenery a force and
effect, which it is not possible adequately to conceive.

“Tell us, when shall these things be? and what shall be the sign when all
these things shall be fulfilled?” Such were the questions of the disciples,
in answer to which our LORD condescended to give them a particular account of
the several important events that would precede, as well as of the
prognostics which would announce, the approaching desolations; including
suitable directions for the regulation of their conduct under the various
trials to which they were to be exposed. He commences with a caution: “Take
heed,” says be, “that no man deceive you; for many shall come in my name,
saying, I am Christ, and shall deceive many.” The necessity for this friendly
warning soon appeared; for within one year after our Lord’s ascension, rose
Dositheus the Samaritan, who had the boldness to assert that he was the
Messiah, of whom Moses prophesied; while his disciple Simon Magus deluded
multitudes into a belief that he, himself, was the “GREAT POWER OF GOD.”
About three years afterwards another Samaritan impostor appeared, and
declared that he would shew the people the sacred utensils, said to have been
deposited by Moses, in mount Gerizim. Induced by an idea that the Messiah,
their great deliverer, was now come, an armed multitude assembled under him,
but Pilate speedily defeated them, and slew their chief. While Cuspius Fadus
was procurator in Judea, another deceiver arose, whose name was Theudas.

[4] This man actually succeeded so far as to persuade a very great multitude
to take their effects and follow him to Jordan, assuring them, that the river
would divide at his command. Fadus, however, pursued their with a troop of
horse, and slew many of them, and among the rest the impostor himself, whose
head was cut off and carried to Jerusalem. Under the government of Felix,
deceivers rose up daily in Judea, and persuaded the people to follow them
into the wilderness, assuring them that they should there behold conspicuous
signs and wonders performed by the ALMIGHTY. Of these Felix, from time to
time, apprehended many, and put them to death. About this period (A.D. 55)
arose Felix the celebrated Egyptian impostor, who collected thirty-thousand
followers, and persuaded them to accompany him to the Mount of Olives,
telling, them that from thence they should see the walls of Jerusalem fall
down at his command, as, a prelude to the capture of the Roman garrison, and
to their obtaining the sovereignty of the city. The Roman governor, however,



apprehending this to be the beginning of revolt, immediately attacked them,
slew four hundred of them, and dispersed the rest; but the Egyptian effected
his escape. In the time of Porcius Festus (A.D.60), another distinguished
impostor seduced the people, by promising them deliverance from the Roman
yoke, if they would follow him into the wilderness; but Festus sent out an
armed force which speedily destroyed both the deceiver and his followers. In
short, impostors, to a divine commission, continually and fatally deceived
the people, and at once justified the caution, and fulfilled the prediction
of our LORD. If it be objected that none of these impostors, except
Dositheus, assumed the name of Messiah, we reply, that the groveling
expectations of the Jews was directed to a Messiah who should merely deliver
them from the Roman yoke, and “restore the kingdom to Jerusalem;” and such
were the pretensions of these deceivers. This expectation, indeed, is the
only true solution of these strange and reputed insurrections; which will
naturally remind the reader of the following prophetic expressions of our
LORD: “I am come in my Father’s name, and ye receive me not; if another shall
come in his own name, him ye will receive.” ” If they shall say unto you,
‘Behold he is in the desert!’ go not forth. They will shew [5] (or pretend to
shew) great signs and wonders,”‘ Our Saviour thus proceeded: “And ye shall
hear of wars, and rumors of wars; see that ye be not troubled: for all these
things must come to pass, but the end is not yet, for nation shall rise up
against nation and kingdom against kingdom, and great earthquakes shall be in
divers places, and famines, and pestilences: all these are the beginnings of
sorrows.” — Matt. xxiv. 7,8.

Luke xxi. 11, “Wars and rumours of wars,” These commotions, like distant
thunder, that forebodes the approaching storm,

“At first heard solemn o’er the verge of heaven,” were so frequent from the
death of our Lord until the destruction of Jerusalem, that whole interval
might, with propriety, appealed to, in illustration of this prophecy. One
hundred and fifty of the copious pages of Josephus, which contain the history
of this period, are every where stained with blood. To particularize in a few
instances: About three years after the death of Christ, a war broke out
between Herod and Aretas, king of Arabia Petraea, in which the army of the
former was cut off. This was kingdom rising against kingdom. Wars are usually
preceded by rumours. It may, therefore, appear absurd to attempt a distinct
elucidation of this part of the prophecy; nevertheless, it ought not to be
omitted, that about this time, the emperor Caligula, having ordered his
statue to be placed in the temple of Jerusalem, and the Jews having persisted
to refuse him, the whole nation were so much alarmed, by the mere
apprehension of war, that they neglected even to till their lands! The storm,
however, blew over.

About this period a great number of Jews, on account of a pestilence which
raged at Babylon, removed from that city to Seleucia, where the Greeks and
Syrians rose against them, and destroyed of this devoted people more than
five myriads! “The extent of this slaughter (says Josephus) had no parallel
in any former period of their history.” Again, about five years after; this
dreadful massacre, there happened a severe contest between the Jews at Perea,
and the Philadelphians, respecting the limits of a city called Mia, in which



many of the former were slain. This was nation rising up against nation. Four
year afterwards, under Cumanus, and indignity was offered to the Jews within
the precincts of the temple, by a Roman soldier, which they violently
resented; but, upon the approach of the Romans in great force, their terror
wits so excessive, and so disorderly and precipitate their flight, that not
less than ten thousand Jews were trodden to death in the streets. This,
again, was nation rising up against nation. Four years more had not elapsed,
before the Jews made war against the Samaritans, and ravaged their country.
The people of Samaria had murdered a Galilean, who was going up to Jerusalem
to keep the Passover, and the Jews thus revenged it. At Caesarea, the Jews
having had a sharp contention with the Syrians for the government of the
city, an appeal was made to who decreed it to the Syrians. This event laid
the foundation of a most cruel and sanguinary contest between the two
nations. The Jews, mortified by disappointment, and inflamed by jealousy,
rose against the Syrians, who successfully repelled them. In the city of
Casesarea alone upwards of twenty thousand Jews were slain. The flame,
however, was not now quenched; it spread its destructive rage wherever the
Jew and Syrians dwelt together in the same place: throughout every city,
town, and village, mutual animosity and slaughter prevailed. At Damascus,
Tyre, Ascalon, Gadara, and Scythopolis, the carnage was dreadful. At the
first of these cities, ten thousand Jews were slain in one hour, and at
Scythopolis thirteen thousand treacherously in one night. At Alexandria the
Jews, aggrieved by the oppressions of the Romans, rose against. them; but the
Romans, gaining the ascendancy, slew of that nation fifty thousand persons,
sparing neither infants nor the aged. And after this, at the siege of Jopata,
not less than forty thousand Jews perished.

While these destructive contests prevailed in the East, the western parts of
the Roman empire were rent by the fierce contentious of Galba, Otho, and
Vertellis; of which three emperors, it is remarkable that they all, together
with Nero, their immediate predecessor, died a violent death, within the
short space of eighteen months. Finally, the whole nation of the Jews took up
arms against the Romans, king Agrippa, and provoked that dreadful war which,
in a few years, deluged Judea in blood, and laid its capital in ruins.

If it be here objected, that, because wars are events of frequent occurrence,
it would be improper to refer to supernatural foresight a successful
prediction respecting them, it is replied, that much of this objection will
be removed, by considering the incompetency of even statesmen themselves to
foretel the condition, only for a few years, of the very nation whose affairs
they administer. It is a well-known fact, that the present minister of Great
Britain, on the very eve of the late long and destructive war with the French
Republic, held out to this country a picture of fifteen successive years of
peace. Indeed, the nice points on which peace and war often depend, baffle
all calculations from present aspects; and a rumour of war, so loud and so
alarming, as even to suspend the operations of husbandry, may terminate, as
we have just seen, in nothing but rumour. Farther, let it be considered, that
the wars to which this part of our LORD’s prophecy referred, were to be of
two kinds, and that the event corresponded accordingly; that they occurred
within the period to which he had assigned them; that they fell with the most
destructive severity on the Jews, to whom the prophecy at large chiefly



related, and that the person who predicted them was not in the condition of a
statesman, but in that of a Carpenter’s son! “On this subject more in another
place.

‘And great earthquakes shall be in divers places.” Of these significant
emblems of political commotions, there occurred several within the scene of
this prophecy, and, as our SAVIOUR predicted, in divers places in the reign
of Claudius there was one at Rome, and another at Apamea in Syria, where many
of the Jews resided. The earthquake at the latter place was so destructive,
that the emperor, in order to relieve the distresses of the inhabitants,
remitted its tribute for five years. Both these earthquakes are recorded by
Tacitus. There was one also, in the same reign in Crete. This is mentioned by
Philostratus, in his Life of Apollonius, who says, that ‘there were others at
Smyrna, Miletus, Chios, and Samos; in all which places Jews had settled.’ In
the reign of Nero there was an earthquake at Laodicea. Tacitus records this
also. It is likewise mentioned by Eusebius and Orosius, who add that
Hieropolis and Colose, as well as Laodicea, were overthrown by an earthquake.
There was also one in Campania in this reign (of this both Tacitus and Seneca
speak � and another at Rome in the reign of

Galba, recorded by Suetonius ; to all which may be added those which happened
on that dreadful night. When the Idumeans were excluded from Jerusalem, a
short time before the siege commenced. “A heavy storm (says Josephus) burst
on them during the night violent winds arose, accompanied with the most
excessive rains, with constant lightnings, most tremendous thunderings, and
with dreadful roarings of earthquakes. It seemed (continues he) as if the
system of the world had been confounded for the destruction of mankind; and
one might well conjecture that these were signs of no common events.”

Our LORD predicted “famines” also. Of these the principal was that which
Agabus foretold would happen in the days of Claudius, as related in the Acts
of the Apostles. It begun in the fourth year of his reign, and was of long
continuance. It extended through Greece, and even into Italy, but was felt
most severely in Judea, and especially at Jerusalem, where many perished for
want of bread. This famine is recorded by Josephus also, who relates that “an
assaron of corn was sold for five drachmae” (i.e. about 3 1/2 pints for 3s.
3d.) It is likewise noticed by Eusebius and Orosius. To alleviate this
terrible calamity, Helena, queen of Adiabena, who was at that time in
Jerusalem, ordered large supplies of grain to be sent from Alexandria; and
Izates, her son, consigned vast sums to the governors of Jerusalem, to be
applied to the relief of the more indigent sufferers. The Gentile Christian
converts residing in foreign countries, also sent, at the instance of St.
Paul, liberal contributions, to relieve the distresses of their Jewish
brethren. (I Corin. xvi. 3.) Dion Cassius relates that there was likewise a
famine in the first year of Claudius which prevailed at Rome, and in other
parts of Italy; and, in the eleventh year of the same emperor, there was
another, mentioned by Eusebius. To these may be added those that afflicted
the inhabitants of several of the cities of Galilee and Judea, which were
besieged and taken, previously to the investment of Jerusalem, where the
climax of national misery, arising from this and every other cause, was so
awfully completed.



Our Lord adds “pestilences” likewise. Pestilence treads upon the heels of
famine, it may therefore reasonably be presumed, that this terrible scourge
accompanied the famines which have just been enumerated. History, however,
particularly distinguishes two instances of this calamity, which occurred
before the commencement of the Jewish war. The first took place at Babylon
about A. D. 40, and raged so alarmingly, that great multitudes of Jews fled
from that city to Seleucia for safety, as hath been hinted already. The other
happened at Rome A.D. 65, and carried off prodigious multitudes. Both Tacitus
and Suetonius also record, that similar calamities prevailed, during this
period, in various parts of the Roman empire. After Jerusalem was surrounded
by the army of Titus, pestilential diseases soon made their appearance there
to aggravate the miseries, and deepen the horrors of the siege. They were
partly occasioned by the immense multitudes which were crowded together in
the city, partly by the putrid effluvia which arose from the unburied dead,
and partly from spread of famine.

Our Lord proceeded, “And fearful sights and great signs shall there be from
heaven.” [6] Josephus has collected the chief of these portents together, and
introduces his account by a reflection on the strangeness of that
infatuation, which could induce his countrymen to give credit to impostors,
and unfounded reports, whilst they disregarded the divine admonitions,
confirmed, as he asserts they were, by the following extraordinary signs:

1. “A meteor, resembling a sword, [7] hung over Jerusalem during one whole
year.” This could not be a comet, for it was stationary, and was visible for
twelve successive months. A sword too, though a fit emblem for destruction,
but ill represents a comet.

2. “On the eighth of the month Zanthicus, (before the feast of unleavened
bread) at the ninth hour of the night, there shone round about the altar, and
the circumjacent buildings of the temple, a light equal to the brightness of
the day, which continued for the space of half an hour.” This could not be
the effect of lightning, nor of a vivid aurora borealis, for it was confined
to a particular spoil and the light shone intermittently thirty minutes.

3. “As the High Priest were leading a heifer to the altar to be sacrificed,
she brought forth a lamb, in the midst of the temple.” Such is the strange
account given by the historian. Some may regard it as a “Grecian fable,”
while others may think that they discern in this prodigy a miraculous rebuke
of Jewish infidelity and impiety, for rejecting the ANTITYPICAL Lamb, who had
offered Up Himself as an atonement, “once for all,” and who, by thus
completely fulfilling their design, had virtually abrogated the Levitical
sacrifices. However this may be, the circumstances of the prodigy are
remarkable. It did not occur in an obscure part of the city, but in the
temple ; not at an ordinary time, but at the passover, the season of our
LORD’S crucifixion in the presence, not of the vulgar merely, but of the High
Priests and their attendants, and when they were leading the sacrifice to the
altar. 4. “‘About the sixth hour of the night, the eastern gate of the temple
was seen to open without human assistance.” When the guards informed the
Curator of this event, he sent men to assist them in shutting it, who with
great difficulty succeeded. — This gate, as hath been observed already, ‘Was
of solid brass, and required twenty men to close it every evening. It could



not have been opened by a “strong gust of wind,” or a slight earthquake;” for
Josephus says, it was secured by iron bolts And bars, which were let down
into a large threshold; consisting of one entire stone.” [8] 5. “Soon after
the feast of the Passover, in various parts of the country, before the
setting of the sun, chariots and armed men were seen in the air, passing
round about Jerusalem.” Neither could this portentous spectacle be occasioned
by the aurora borealis, for it occurred before the setting of the sun ; or
merely the fancy of a few villagers, gazing at the heavens, for it was seen
in various parts of the country. 6. “At the subsequent feast of Pentecost,
while the priests were going, by night, into the inner, temple to perform
their customary ministrations, they first felt, as they said, a shaking,
accompanied by an indistinct murmuring, and afterwards voices as of a
multitude, saying, in a distinct and earnest manner, “LET US DEPART HENCE.”
This gradation will remind the reader of that awful transaction, which the
feast of Pentecost *as principally instituted to commemorate. First, a
shaking was heard ; this would naturally induce the priests to listen: an
unintelligible murmur succeeds; this would more powerfully arrest their
attention, and while it was thus awakened arid fixed, they heard, says
Josephus, the voices as of a multitude, distinctly pronouncing the words “LET
US DEPART HENCE.” And accordingly, before the period for celebrating this
feast returned, the Jewish war had commenced, and in the space of three years
afterwards, Jerusalem was surrounded by the Roman army, the temple converted
into a citadel, and its sacred courts streaming with the blood of human
victims.

7. As the last and most fearful omen, Josephus relates that one Jesus, the
son of Ananus, a rustic of the lower class, during the Feast of Tabernacles,
suddenly exclaimed in the temple, “A voice from the east a voice from the
west — a voice from the four winds- a voice against Jerusalem and the temple
— a voice against bridegrooms and brides — a voice against the whole people
!” These words he incessantly proclaimed aloud both day and night, through
all the streets of Jerusalem, for seven years and five months together,
commencing at a time (A. D. 62) when the city was in a state of peace, and
overflowing with prosperity, and terminating amidst the horrors of the siege.
This disturber, having excited the attention of the magistracy, was brought
before Albinus the Roman governor, who commanded that he should be scourged.
But the severest stripes drew from him neither tears nor supplications. As he
never thanked those who relieved, so neither did he complain of the injustice
of those who struck him. And no other answer could the governor obtain to his
interrogatories, but his usual denunciation of “Woe, woe to Jerusalem!” which
he still continued to proclaim through the city, but especially during the
festivals, when his manner became more earnest, and the tone of his voice
louder. At length, on the commencement of the siege, he ascended the walls,
and, in a more powerful voice than ever, exclaimed, “Woe, woe to this city,
this temple, and this people!” And then, with a presentment of his own death,
added,” Woe, woe to myself “‘ he had scarcely uttered these words when a
stone from one of the Roman engines killed him on the spot. Such are the
prodigies related by Josephus, and which, excepting the first, he places in
the year immediately preceding the Jewish war. Several of them are recorded
also by Tacitus. Nevertheless, it ought to be observed, that they are
received by Christian writers cautiously, and with various degrees of credit.



Those, however, who are most skeptical, and who resolve them into natural
causes, allow the “superintendence of GOD to awaken his people by some of
these means.” Whatever the fact, in this respect, may be, it is clear that
they correspond to our LORD’S prediction of “fearful sights, and great signs
from heaven;” and ought to be deemed a sufficient answer to the objector, who
demands whether any such appearances are respectably recorded.

The next prediction of our LORD related to the persecutions of his disciples:
“They shall lay their hands on you (said he), and persecute you, delivering
you up to the synagogues and into prisons, being brought before kings and
rulers for my name’s sake:” Luke xxi. 12. “and they shall deliver you up to
councils, and in the synagogues ye shall be beaten:” Mark xiii. 9. “and some
of You shall they CAUSE TO BE PUT TO DEATH.” Luke xxi. 16. In the very
infancy of the Christian church, these unmerited and unprovoked cruelties
began to be inflicted. Our LORD, and his forerunner John the Baptist, had
already been put to death; the Apostles Peter and John were first imprisoned,
and then, together with the other Apostles, were scourged before the Jewish
council; Stephen after confounding the Sanhedrim with his irresistible
eloquence, was stoned to death; Herod Agrippa “stretched forth his hands to
vex certain of the church,” beheaded James the brother of John, and again
imprisoned Peter, designing to put him to death also; St. Paul pleaded before
the Jewish council at Jerusalem, and before Felix the Roman governor, who
trembled on the judgment-seat, while the intrepid prisoner “reasoned of
righteousness, temperance, and judgment to come!” Two years afterwards he was
brought before the tribunal of Festus (who had succeeded Felix in the
government,) king Agrippa the younger being present, who, while the governor
scoffed, ingenuously acknowledged the force of the Apostle’s eloquence, and,
half convinced, exclaimed, “Almost thou persuadest me to be a Christian.”
Lastly, he pleaded before the emperor Nero at Rome; he was also brought with
Silas before the rulers at Philippi, where both of them were scourged and
imprisoned. Paul was likewise imprisoned two years in Judea, and afterwards
twice at Rome, each time for the space of two years. He ‘was scourged by the
Jews five times, thrice beaten with rods, and owe stoned; nay, he himself,
before his conversion, was an instrument of fulfilling the predictions. St.
Luke relates of him that “he made havoc of the church, entering into every
house, and hating men and women, committed them to prison; when they were put
to death he gave his voice against them; he punished them oft in every
synagogue, and, persecuted them even into strange cities and to this agree
his own declarations. (Vide Acts xxvi. 10, 11. Gal. i. 23.) At length, about
two years before the Jewish war, the first general persecution commenced at
the instigation of the emperor Nero, ” who,” says Tacitus, “inflicted upon
the Christians punishments exquisitely painful;” multitudes suffered a cruel
martyrdom, amidst derision and insults, and among the rest the venerable
Apostles St Peter and St. Paul.

Our LORD continues “And ye shall be hated of all nations for my name’s
sake.”Matt. xxiv. 9. The hatred from which the above recited persecutions
sprang, was not provoked on the part of the Christians by a contumacious
resistance to established authority, or by any violations of law, but was the
unavoidable consequence of their sustaining the name, and imitating the
character of their MASTER. “It was a war,” says Tertullian, “against the very



name: to be a Christian was of itself crime enough.” And to the same effect
is that expression of Pliny in his letter to Trajan: “I asked them whether
they were Christians; if they confessed it, I asked them a second and a third
time, threatening them with punishment, and those who persevered I commanded
to be led away to death.” It is added, “Of all nations.” Whatever animosity
or dissensions might subsist between the Gentiles and the Jews on other
points, they were at all times ready to unite and co-operate in the
persecution of the humble followers of Him, who came to be a LIGHT to the
former, and the GLORY of the latter.

“And then shall many be offended, and shall betray one another.” Matt. xxiv.
10. Concerning this fact, the following decisive testimony of Tacitus may
suffice: speaking of the persecutions of the Christians under Nero, to which
we have just alluded, he adds ” several were seized, who confessed, and by
their discovery a great multitude of others were convicted and barbarously
executed.”

“And this Gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the world, for a
witness unto all nations, and then shall the end (i.e. of the Jewish
dispensation) come.” Matt. xxiv. 14. Of the fulfillment of this prediction of
the Epistles of St. Paul, addressed to the Christians at Rome, Corinth,
Galatia, Ephesus, Philippi, Colosse, Thessalonica; and those of Peter to such
as resided in Pontus, Cappadocia, and Bithynia, are monuments now standing;
for neither of these Apostles were living when the Jewish war commenced. St.
Paul, too, in his Epistle to the Romans, informs them that ‘their faith was
spoken of throughout the world;’ and in that to the Colossians he observes
that the “Gospel had been preached to every creature under heaven.” Clement,
who was a fellow-labourer with the Apostle, relates of him that “he taught
the whole world righteousness, travelling from the East westward to the
borders of the ocean.” Eusebius says that “the Apostles preached the Gospel
in all the world, and that some of them passed beyond the bounds of the
ocean, and visited the Britannic isles:” [9] so says Theodoret also.

“It appears,” says Bishop Newton, “from the writers of the history of the
church, that before the destruction of Jerusalem the Gospel was not only
preached in the Lesser Asia, and Greece, and Italy, the great theatres of
action then in the world, but was likewise propagated as fax northward as
Scythia, as far southward as Ethiopia, as far eastward as Parthia and India,
as far westward as Spain and Britain.” And Tacitus asserts that “the
Christian religion, which arose in Judea, spread over many parts of the
world, and extended to Rome itself, where the professors of it, as early as
the time of Nero, amounted to a vast multitude,” insomuch that their numbers
excited the jealousy of the government.

Thus completely was fulfilled a prediction contrary to every conclusion that
could have been grounded on moral probability, and to the accomplishment of
which every kind of impediment was incessantly opposed. The reputed son of a
mechanic instructs a few simple fishermen in a new dispensation destitute of
worldly incentives, but full of self-denials, sacrifices, and sufferings, and
fells them that in about forty years it should spread over all the world. It
spreads accordingly; and, in defiance of the exasperated bigotry of the Jews,
and of all the authority, power, and active opposition of the Gentiles, is



established, within that period, in all the countries into which it
penetrates. Can any one doubt but that the prediction and its fulfillment
were equally divine?

Such, briefly, is the account that history gives of the several events and
signs, which our Lord had foretold would precede the destruction of the Holy
City. No sooner were his predictions accomplished, than a most unaccountable
infatuation seized upon the whole Jewish nation; so that they not only
provoked, but seemed even to rush into the midst of those unparalleled
calamities, which at length totally overwhelmed them. In an essay of this
sort it is impossible to enter into a minute detail of the origin and
progress of these evils; but such particulars as illustrate the fulfillment
of the remaining part of the prophecy, and justify the strong language in
which it is couched, shall be presented to the reader.

From the conquest of their country by Pompey, about sixty years B. C. the
Jews had, on several occasions, manifested a refractory spirit; but after
Judas the Gaulonite and Sadduc the Pharisee had tau ght them, that submission
to the Roman assessments would pave the way to a state of abject slavery,
this temper displayed itself with increasing malignity and violence.
Rebellious tumults and insurrections became fame and more frequent and
alarming ; and to these the mercenary exactions of Florus, the Roman
governor, not a little contributed. At length Eleazer, son of the High
Priest, persuaded those who officiated in the temple to reject the sacrifices
of foreigners, and no longer to offer up prayers for them.Thus an insult was
thrown upon Caesar, his sacrifice rejected, and the foundation of the Roman
war laid. The disturbances among the Jews still continuing, Cestius Gallus,
president of Syria, marched an army into Judea, in order to quell them, and
his career was every where marked with blood and desolation. As he proceeded,
he plundered and burnt the beautiful city of Zabulon, Joppa, and all the
villages which lay in his way. At Joppa he slew of the inhabitants eight
thousand four hundred. He laid waste the district of Narbatene, and, sending
an army into Galilee, slew there two thousand of the seditious Jews. He then
burnt the city of Lydda; and after having repulsed the Jews, who made a
desperate sally upon him, encamped, at length, at the distance of about one
mile from Jerusalem. On the fourth day he entered its gate and burnt three
divisions of the city, and might now, by its capture, have put a period to
the war ; but through the treacherous persuasions of his officers, instead of
pursuing his advantages, he most unaccountably raised the siege, and fled
from the city with the utmost precipitation. The Jews, however, pursued him
as far as Antipatris, and, with little loss to themselves, slew of his army
nearly six thousand men. After this disaster had befallen Cestius, the more
opulent of the Jews (says Josephus) forsook Jerusalem as men do a sinking
ship. And it is with reason supposed, that on this occasion many of the
Christians, or converted Jews, who dwelt there, recollecting the warnings or
their divine Master, retired to Pella, a place beyond Jordan, situated in a
mountainous country, [10] whither (according to Eusebius, who resided near
the spot) they came from Jerusalem, and settled, before the war (under
Vespasian) began. Other providential opportunities for escaping afterwards
occurred, of which, it is probable, those who were now left behind availed
themselves; for it is a striking act, and such as cannot be contemplated by



the pious mind without sentiments of devout admiration, that history does not
record that even one CHRISTIAN perished in the siege of Jerusalem. Enduring
to the end faithful to their blessed MASTER, they, gave credit to his
predictions, and escaped the calamity. Thus were fulfilled the words of our
Lord, Matt. 24. 13. “He that shall endure unto the end (i.e. of the scene of
this prophecy) shall be saved,” i.e. from the calamities which wilt involve
all those who shall continue obstinate in unbelief.

Nero, having been informed of the defeat of Cestius, immediately appointed
Vespasian, a man of tried valour, to prosecute the war against the Jews, who,
assisted by his son Titus, soon collected at Ptolemais an. army of sixty
thousand men. From hence, in the spring of 67 A. D. he marched into Judea,
every where spreading the most cruel havoc and devastation; the Roman
soldiers, on various occasions, sparing neither infants nor the aged. For
fifteen months Vespasian proceeded in this sanguinary career, during which
period he reduced all the strong towns of Galilee, and the chief of those in
Judea, destroying at least one hundred and fifty thousand of the inhabitants.
Among the terrible calamities which at this time happened to the Jews, those
which befel them at Joppa, which had been rebuilt, deserve particular notice.
Their frequent piracies had provoked the vengeance of Vespasian. The Jews
fled before hid army to their ships; but a tempest immediately arose, and
pursued such as stood out to sea, and overset them, while the rest were
dashed vessel against vessel, and against the rocks, in the most tremendous
manner. In this perplexity many were drowned, some were crushed by the broken
ships, others killed themselves, and such as reached the shore were slain by
the merciless Romans. The sea for a long space was stained with blood ; four
thousand two hundred dead bodies were strewed along the coast, and, dreadful
to relate, not an individual survived to report this great calamity at
Jerusalem. Such events were foretold by our LORD, when he said, “There shall
be distress of nations, with perplexity ; the sea and the waves roaring.”
Luke xxi. 25.

Vespasian, after proceeding as far as Jericho, returned to Caesarea, in order
to make preparation for his grand attempt against Jerusalem. While he was
thus employed, he received intelligence of the death of Nero; whereupon, not
knowing what the will of the future emperor might be, he prudently resolved
to suspend, for the present, the execution of his design. Thus the Almighty
gave the Jews a second respite, which continued nearly two years; but they
repented not of their crimes, neither were they in the least degree
reclaimed, but rather proceeded to acts of still greater enormity. The flame
of civil dissension again burst out and, with more dreadful fury. In the
heart of Jerusalem two factions, contended for the sovereignty, raged a
against each other with rancorous and destructive animosity. A division of
one of these factions having been excluded from the city (vide page 26,)
forcibly entered it during the night. Athirst for blood, and inflamed by
revenge, they spared neither age, sex, nor infancy; and the morning beheld
eight thousand five hundred dead bodies lying in the streets of the holy
city. They plundered every house, and having found the chief priests Anaius
and Jesus, not only slew them, but, insulting their bodies, cast them forth
unburied. They slaughtered the common people as unfeelingly as if they had
been a herd of the vilest beasts. The nobles they first imprisoned, then



scourged, and when they could not by these means attach them to their party,
they bestowed death upon them as a favour. Of the higher classes twelve
thousand perished in this manner; nor did any one dare to shed a tear, or
utter a groan, openly, through fear of a similar fate. Death, indeed, was the
penalty of the lightest and heaviest accusations, nor did any escape through
the meanness of their birth, or their poverty. Such as fled were intercepted
and slain: their carcasses lay in heaps on all the public roads: every
symptom of pity seemed utterly extinguished, and with it, all respect for
authority, both human and divine.

While Jerusalem was a prey to these ferocious and devouring factions, every
part of Judea was scourged and laid waste by bands of robbers and murderers,
who plundered the towns; and, in case of resistance, slew the inhabitants,
not sparing either women or children. Simon, son of Gioras, the commander of
one of these bands, at the head of forty thousand banditti, having with some
difficulty entered Jerusalem, gave birth to a third faction, and the flame of
civil discord blazed out again, with still more destructive fury. The three
factions, rendered frantic by drunkenness, rage, and desperation, trampling
on heaps of slain, fought against each other with brutal savageness and
madness. Even such as brought sacrifices to the temple were murdered. The
dead bodies of priests and worshippers, both natives and foreigners were
heaped together, and a lake of blood stagnated in the sacred courts. John of
Gischala, who headed one of the factions, burnt storehouses full of
provisions; and Simon, his great antagonist, who headed another of them, soon
afterwards followed his example. Thus they cut the very sinews of their own
strength. At this critical and alarming conjuncture, intelligence arrived
that the Roman army was approaching the city. The Jews were petrified with
astonishment and fear; there was no time for counsel, no hope of
pacification, no means of flight: all was wild disorder and perplexity:
nothing was to be heard but “the confused noise of the warrior,” nothing to
be seen but garments rolled in blood,” nothing to be expected from the Romans
but signal and exemplary vengeance. A ceaseless cry of combatants was heard
day and night, and yet the lamentations of mourners were still more dreadful.
The consternation and terror which now prevailed induced many inhabitants to
desire that a foreign foe might come, and effect their deliverance. Such was
the horrible condition of the place when Titus and his army presented
themselves, and encamped before Jerusalem; but, alas! not to deliver it from
its miseries but to fulfill the prediction, and vindicate the benevolent
warning of our Lord: “When ye see (he had said to his disciples) the
abomination of desolation, spoken or by the prophet Daniel, standing in the
holy place, [11] and Jerusalem surrounded by armies (or camps,) then let
those who are in the midst of Jerusalem depart, and let not those who are in
the country enter into her,” for “then know that the desolation thereof is
nigh.” Matt. xxiv. 15, 21 ; Luke xxi. 20, 1-11. These armies, we do not
hesitate to affirm were those of the Romans, who now invested the city. From
the time of the Babylonian captivity, idolatry had been held as an
abomination by the Jews. This national aversion was manifested even against
the images of their gods and emperors, which the Roman armies carried in
their standards ; so that, in a time of peace, Pilate, and afterwards
Vitellius, at the request of some eminent Jews, on this account avoided
marching their forces throu’ Judea. Of the desolating disposition which now



governed the Roman army, the history of the Jewish war, and especially of the
final demolition of the holy city, presents an awful and signal example.
Jerusalem was not captured merely, but, with its celebrated temple, laid in
ruins. Lest, however, the army of Titus should not be sufficiently designated
by this expression, our LORD adds, “Wheresoever the carcass is, there will
the eagles be gathered together.” Matt. xxiv. 28. The Jewish state, indeed,
at this time, was fitly compared to a carcass. The sceptre of Judah, i.e. its
civil and political authority, the life of its religion, and the glory of its
temple, were departed. It was, in short, morally and judicially dead. The
eagle, whose ruling instinct is rapine and murder, as fitly represented the
fierce and sanguinary temper of the Romans, and, perhaps, might be intended
to refer also to the principal figure on their ensigns, which, however
obnoxious to the Jews, were at length planted in the midst of the holy city,
and finally on the temple itself.

The day on which Titus encompassed Jerusalem, was the feast of the Passover ;
and it is deserving of the very particular attention of the reader, that this
was the anniversary of that memorable period in which the Jews crucified
their Messiah ! At this season multitudes came up from all the surrounding
country, and from distant parts, to keep the festival. How suitable and how
kind, then, was the prophetic admonition of our LORD, and how clearly he into
futurity when he said “Let not them that are in the countries enter into
Jerusalem.” Luke xxi. 21.

Nevertheless, the city was at this time crowded with Jewish strangers, and
foreigners from all parts, so that the whole nation may be considered as
having been shut up in one prison, preparatory to the execution of the Divine
vengeance; and, according to Josephus this event took place suddenly ; thus,
not only fulfilling the predictions of our LORD, that these calamities should
come, like the swift- darting lightning “that cometh out of the east and
shineth even unto the West,” and “as a snare on all of them (the Jews) who
dwelt upon the face of the whole earth ” (Matt. xxiv. 27, and Luke xxi 35,)
but justifying, also, his friendly direction, that those who fled from the
place should use the utmost possible expedition.

On the appearance of the Roman army, the factious Jews united, and, rushing
furiously out of the city repulsed the tenth legion, which was with
difficulty preserved. This event caused a short suspension of hostilities,
and, by opening the gates, gave an opportunity to such as were so disposed to
make their escape; which before this they could not have attempted without
interruption, from the suspicion that they wished to revolt to the Romans.
This success inspired the Jews with confidence, and they resolved to defend
their city to the very uttermost; but it did not prevent the renewal of their
civil broils. The faction under Eleazer having dispersed, and arranged
themselves under the two other leaders John and Simon, there ensued a scene
of the most dreadful contention, plunder, and conflagration: the middle space
of the city being burnt, and the wretched inhabitants made the prize of the
contending parties. The Romans at length gained possession of two of the
three walls which defended the city, and fear once more united the factions.
This pause, to their fury had, however, scarcely begun when famine made its
ghastly appearance in the Jewish army. It had for some time been silently



approaching, and many of the peaceful and the poor had already perished for
want of necessaries. With this new calamity, strange to relate, the madness
of the factions again returned, and the city presented a new picture of’
wretchedness. Impelled by the cravings of hunger, they snatched the staff of
life out of each other’s hands, and many devoured the grain unprepared.
Tortures were inflicted for the discovery of a handful of meal; women forced
food from their husbands, and children from their fathers, and even mothers
from their infants, and while sucking children were wasting away in their
arms, they scrupled not to take away the vital drops which sustained them! So
justly did our LORD pronounce a woe on “them that should give suck in those
days.” (Matt. xxiv. 19.) This dreadful scourge at length drove multitudes of
the Jews out of the city into the enemy’s camp, where the Romans crucified
them in such numbers, that, as Josephus relates, space was wanted for the
crosses, and crosses for the captives; and it having been discovered that
some of them had swallowed gold, the Arabs and Syrians, who were incorporated
in the Roman army, impelled by avarice, with unexampled cruelty ripped open
two thousand of the deserters in one night Titus, touched by these
calamities, in person entreated the Jews to surrender, but they answered him
with revilings. Exasperated by their obstinacy and insolence, he now resolved
to surround the city by a circumvallation, (a trench of 39 furlongs in
circuit and strengthened with 13 towers,) which with astonishing activity was
effected by the soldiers in three days. Thus was ‘fulfilled another of our
LORD ‘s predictions, for he had said, while addressing this devoted city,
“Thine enemies shall cast a trench about thee, and compass thee round about,
and keep thee in on every side.” Luke xix. 43. As no supplies whatever could
now enter the walls, the famine rapidly extend, itself, and, increasing in
horror, devoured whole families. The tops of houses, and the recesses of the
city, were covered with the carcasses of women, children, and aged men. The
young men appeared like spectres in the places of public resort, and fell
down lifeless in the streets. The dead were too numerous to be interred, and
many expired in the performance of this office. The public calamity was too
great for lamentation. Silence, and, as it were, a black and deadly night,
overspread the city. But even such a scene could not awe the robbers; they
spoiled the tombs, and stripped the dead of their grave-clothes, with an
unfeeling and wild laughter. They tried the edges of their swords on their
carcasses, and even on some that were yet breathing; while Simon Goras chose
this melancholy and awful period to manifest the deep Malignity and cruelty
of his nature in the execution of the High Priest Matthias, and his three
sons, whom he caused to be condemned as favourers of the Romans. The father,
in consideration of his having opened the city gates to Simon, begged that he
Might be executed previously to his children; but the unfeeling tyrant gave
orders that he should be dispatched in the last place, and in his expiring
moments insultingly asked him, whether the Romans could then relieve him.

While the city was in this dismal situation, a Jew named Mannaeus fled to
Titus, and informed him, that from the beginning of the siege (4th mo. 14th)
to the 1st of 7th mo. following, one hundred and fifteen thousand eight
hundred and eighty dead bodies had been carried through one gate only, which
he had guarded. This man had been appointed to pay the public allowance for
carrying the bodies out, and was therefore obliged to register them. Soon
after, several respectable individuals deserted to the Romans, and assured



Titus that the whole number of the poor who had been cast out at the
different gates was not less than six hundred thousand. The report of these
calamities excited pity in the Romans, and in a particular manner affected
Titus, who, while surveying the immense number of dead bodies which were
piled tip tinder the Wang, raised his hands towards Heaven, and, appealing to
the Almighty, solemnly protested that he had not been the cause of these
deplorable calamities; which, indeed, the Jews, by their unexampled
wickedness rebellion, and obstinacy, had brought down upon their own heads.

After this, Josephus, in the name of Titus, earnestly exhorted John and his
adherents to surrender; but the insolent rebel returned nothing but
reproaches and imprecations, declaring his firm persuasion that Jerusalem, as
it was GOD’S own city, could never be taken: thus literally fulfilling the
declaration of Micah, that the Jews, in their extremity, notwithstanding
their crimes, would presumptuously “lean upon the LORD, and say, ‘Is not the
LORD among us? none evil can come upon us.” (Micah iii. 11 )

Meanwhile the horrors of famine grew still more melancholy and afflictive.
The Jews, for want of food were at length compelled to eat their belts, their
sandals, the skins of their shields, dried grass, and even the ordure of
oxen. In the depth or this horrible extremity, a Jewess of noble family urged
by the intolerable cravings of hunger, slew her infant child, and prepared it
for a meal; and had actually eaten one half thereof, when the soldiers,
allured by the smell of food, threatened her with instant death if she
refused to discover it. ‘Intimidated by this menace, she immediately produced
the remains of her son, which petrified them with horror. At the recital of
this melancholy and affecting occurrence, the whole city stood aghast, and
poured forth their congratulations on those whom death had hurried away from
such heartrending scenes. Indeed, humanity at once shudders and sickens at
the narration, nor can any one of the least sensibility reflect upon the
pitiable condition to which the female part of the inhabitants of Jerusalem
must at this time have been reduced, without experiencing the tenderest
emotions of sympathy, or refrain from tears while he reads our SAVIOUR’S
pathetic address to the women who “bewailed him” as he was led to Calvary,
wherein he evidently refers to these very calamities: “Daughters of
Jerusalem, weep not for me, but for yourselves and for your children; for,
behold, the days are coming in which they shall say, ‘Blessed are the barren,
and the wombs that never bare, and the breasts that never gave suck.” Luke
xxiii. 29.

The above melancholy fact was also literally foretold by Moses: “The tender
and delicate women among you (said he, addressing Israel) who would not
adventure to set the sole of her foot upon the ground for delicateness and
tenderness, her eye shall be evil..toward her young one…which she shall
bear,” and “eat for want of all things, secretly, in the siege and straitness
wherewith thine enemy shall distress thee in thy gates.” (Deut. xxviii. 56,
57.) This prediction was partially fulfilled, when Samaria the capital of the
revolted tribes, was, besieged by Benhadad; and afterwards at Jerusalem,
previously to its capture by Nebuchadnezzar; but its exact and literal
accomplishment in relation to a lady of rank, delicately and voluptuously
educated, was reserved for the period of which we are now speaking. And it



deserves particular regard, as a circumstance which very greatly enhances the
importance of this prophecy, that the history of the world does not record
that a parallel instance of unnatural barbarity ever occured during the siege
of any other place, in any other age or nation whatsoever. Indeed, Josephus
himself declares that, if there had not been many credible witnesses of the
fact, he would not have recorded it, “because,” as he remarks, “such a
shocking violation never having been perpetuated by any Greek or barbarian,”
the insertion of it might have diminished the credibility of his history.

While famine continued thus to spread its destructive rage through the city,
the Romans, after many ineffectual attempts, at length succeeded in
demolishing part of the inner wall, possessed themselves of the great tower
of Antonia, and advanced towards the Temple, which Titus, in a council of war
had determined to preserve as an ornament to the empire, and as a monument of
his success; but the Almighty had determined otherwise; for now, in the
revolution of ages, was arrived that fatal day, (the 10th of 8th mo.)
emphatically called “a day of vengeance,” (Luke xxi. 21.) on which the Temple
had formerly been destroyed by the king of Babylon. A Roman soldier, urged,
as he declared, by a divine impulse, regardless of the command of Titus
climbed on the shoulders of another, and threw a flaming brand into the
golden window of the Temple, which instantly set the building on fire. The
Jews, anxious above all things to save that sacred edifice, in which they
superstitiously trusted for security, with a dreadful outcry, rushed in to
extinguish the flames. Titus also, hoping to extinguish the conflagration,
hastened to the spot in his chariot, attended by his principal officers and
legions; but in vain he waved his hand and raised his voice, commanding his
soldiers to extinguish the fire; so great was the uproar and confusion, that
no attention was paid even to him. The Romans, wilfully deaf instead of
extinguishing the flames, spread them wider and wider. Actuated by the
fiercest impulses rancour and revenge against the Jews, they rushed furiously
upon them, slaying some with the sword, trampling others under their feet, or
crushing them to death against the walls. Many, falling amongst the smoking
ruins of the porches and galleries, were suffocated. The unarmed poor, and
even sick persons, were slaughtered without mercy. Of these unhappy people
numbers were left weltering in their gore. Multitudes of the dead and dying
were heaped round about the altar, to which they had formerly fled for
protection, while the steps that led from it into the outer court were
literally deluged with their blood.

Finding it impossible to restrain the impetuosity and cruelty of his
soldiers, the Commander in chief proceeded, with some of his superior
officers, to take a survey of those parts of the edifice which were still
uninjured by the conflagration. It had not, at this time, reached the inner
Temple, which Titus entered, and viewed with silent admiration. Struck with
the magnificence of its architecture, and the beauty of its decorations,
which even surpassed the report of fame concerning them; and perceiving that
the sanctuary had not yet caught fire, he redoubled his efforts to stop the
progress of the flames. He condescended even to entreat his soldiers to exert
all their strength and activity for this purpose, and appointed a centurion
of the guards to punish them if they again disregarded him: but all was in
vain. The delirious rage of the soldiery knew no bounds. Eager for plunder



and for slaughter, they alike contemned the solicitations and menaces of
their General. Even while he was thus intent upon the preservation of the
sanctuary, one of the soldiers was actually employed in setting fire to the
door- posts, which caused the conflagration to become general. Titus and his
officers were now compelled to retire, and none remained to check the fury of
the soldiers or the flames. The Romans, exasperated to the highest pitch
against the Jews, seized every person whom they could find, and, without the
least regard to sex, age or quality, first plundered and then slew them. The
old and the young, the common people and the priests, those who surrendered
and those who resisted, were equally involved in this horrible and
indiscriminate carnage. Meanwhile the Temple continued burning, until at
length, vast as was its size, the flames completely enveloped the whole
building ; which, from the extent of the conflagration, impressed the distant
spectator with an idea that the whole city was now on fire. The tumult and
disorder which ensued upon this event, it is impossible (says Josephus) for
language to describe. The Roman legions made the most horrid outcries; the
rebels, finding themselves exposed to the fury of both fire and sword,
screamed dreadfully; while the unhappy people who were pent up between the
enemy and the flames, deplored their situation in the most pitiable
complaints. Those on the hill and those in the city seemed mutually to return
the groans of each other. Such as were expiring through famine, were revived
by this hideous scene, and seemed to acquire new spirits to deplore their
misfortunes. The lamentations from the city were re-echoed from the adjacent
mountains, and places beyond Jordan. The flames which enveloped the Temple
were so violent and impetuous, that the lofty hill on which it stood
appeared, even from its deep foundations, as one large body of fire. The
blood of the sufferers flowed in proportion to the rage of this destructive
element; and the number of the slain exceeded all calculation. The ground
could not be seen for the dead bodies, over which the Romans trampled in
pursuit of the fugitives; while the crackling noise of the devouring flames
mingled with the clamor of arms, the groans of the dying and the shrieks of
despair, augmented the tremendous horror of a scene, to which the pages of
history can furnish no parallel.

Amongst the tragical events which at this time occured, the following is more
particularly deserving of notice: a false prophet, pretending to a divine
commission, affirmed that, if the people would repair to the Temple, they
should behold signs of their speedy deliverance. Accordingly about six
thousand persons, chiefly women and children, assembled in a gallery, that
was yet standing, on the outside of the building. Whilst they waited in
anxious expectation of the promised miracle, the Romans with the most wanton
barbarity, set fire to the gallery; from which, multitudes; rendered frantic
by their horrible situation, precipitated themselves on the ruins below, and
were killed by the fall: while, awful to relate, the rest, without a single
exception, perished in the flames. So necessary was our Lord’s second
premonition not to give credit to “false prophets,” who should pretend “to
shew great signs and wonders.” In this last caution, as the connexion of the
prophecy demonstrates, he evidently refers to the period of the siege, but in
the former to the interval immediately preceeding the Jewish war. (Vide Matt.
xxiv. Compare 5, and 23, 24, 25, 26, verses.)



The Temple now presented little more than a heap of ruins; and the Roman army
as in triumph on the event, came and reared their ensigns against a fragment
of the eastern gate, and, with sacrifices of thanksgiving, proclaimed the
imperial majesty of Titus, with every possible demonstration of joy.

Thus terminated the glory and existence of this sacred and venerable Edifice,
which from its stupendous size, its massy solidity, and astonishing strength,
seemed formed to resist the most violent operations of human force, and to
stand, like the pyramids, amid the shocks of successive ages, until the final
dissolution of the globe. [12]

For five days after the destruction of the Temple, the priests who had
escaped, sat, pining with hunger, on the top of one of its broken walls; at
length, they came down, and humbly asked the pardon of Titus, which, however,
he refused to grant them, saying, that, “as the Temple, for the sake of which
he would have spared them, was destroyed, it was but fit that its priests
should parish also:” whereupon he commanded that they should be put to death.

The leaders of the factions being now pressed on all sides, begged a
conference with Titus, who offered to spare their lives, provided that they
would lay down their arms. With this reasonable condition, however, they
refused to comply ; upon which Titus, exasperated by their obstinacy,
resolved, that he would hereafter grant, no pardon to the insurgents, and
ordered a proclamation to be made to this effect. The Romans had now full
license to ravage and destroy. Early the following morning they set fire to
the castle, the register-office, the council-chamber, and the palace of the
queen Helena; and then spread themselves throughout the city, slaughtering
wherever they came, and burning the dead bodies which were scattered over
every street, and on the floors of almost every house. In the royal palace,
where immense treasures were deposited, the seditious Jews murdered eight
thousand four hundred of their own nation, and afterwards plundered their
property. Prodigious numbers of deserters, also, who escaped from the
tyrants, and fled into enemy’s camp, were slain. The soldiers, however, at
length, weary of killing, and satiated with the blood which they had spilt,
laid down their swords and sought to gratify avarice. For this purpose they
took the Jews, together with their wives and families, and publicly sold
them, like cattle in a market, at a very multitude were exposed to sale,
while the purchasers were few in number. And now were fulfilled the words of
Moses: “And ye shall be sold for bond-men and bond-women, and no man shall
buy you.” (Deut. xxviii 68.)

The Romans having become masters of the lower city, set it on fire. The Jews
now fled to the higher, from whence, their pride and insolence yet unabated,
they continued to exasperate their enemies and even appeared to view the
burning of the town below them with tokens of pleasure. In a short time,
however, the walls of the higher city were demolished by the Roman engines
and the Jews, lately so- haughty and presumptuous now, trembling and panic-
struck, fell on their faces, and deplored their own infatuation. Such as were
in the towers, deemed impregnable to human force, beyond measure affrighted,
strangely forsook them, and sought refuge in caverns and subterraneous
passages; in which dismal retreats no less than two thousand dead bodies were
afterwards found. Thus, as our Lord had predicted, did these miserable



creatures, in effect, say “to the mountains, ‘Fall on us;’ and to the rocks,
‘Cover us.” (Luke xxiii. 20.) The walls of the city being now completely in
possession of the Romans, they hoisted their colours upon the towers, and
burst forth into the most triumphant acclamations. After this, all annoyance
from the Jews being at an end, the soldiers gave an unbridled license to
their fury against the inhabitants. They first plundered, and then set fire
to the houses. They ranged through the streets with drawn swords in their
hands, murdering every Jew whom they met, without distinction; till at
length, the bodies of the dead choked up all the alleys and narrow passes
while their blood literally flowed down the channels of the city in streams.
As it drew towards evening, the soldiers exchanged the sword for the torch,
and, amidst the darkness of this awful night, set fire to the remaining
divisions of the place. The vial of divine wrath, which had been so long
pouring out upon this devoted city was now emptying, and JERUSALEM, once “a
praise in all the earth,” and the subject of a thousand prophecies, deprived
of the staff of life, wrapt in flames, and bleeding on every side sunk into
utter ruin and desolation. This memorable siege terminated on the eighth day
of the ninth month, A.D. 70: its duration was nearly five months, the Romans
having invested the city on the fourteenth day of the fourth month,
preceeding.

Before their final demolition, however, Titus took a survey of the city and
its fortifications; and, while contemplating their impregnable strength,
could not help ascribing his success to the peculiar interposition of the
ALMIGHTY HIMSELF. “Had not God himself (exclaimed he) aided out operations,
and driven the Jews from their fortresses, it would have been absolutely
impossible to have taken them ; for what could men, and the force of engines,
have done against such towers as these?” After this he commanded that the
city should be commanded razed to its foundations, excepting only the three
lofty towers Hippocos, Phasael, and Mariamne, which he suffered to remain as
evidences of its strength, and as trophies of his victory. There was left
standing, also, a small part of the western wall; as a rampart for a
garrison, to keep the surrounding country in subjection. Titus now gave
orders that those Jews only who resisted should be slain; but the soldiers,
equally void of pity and remorse, slew even the sick and the aged. The
robbers and seditious were all punished with death: the tallest and most
beautiful youths, together with several of the Jewish nobles were reserved by
Titus to grace his triumphal entry into Rome. After this selection, all above
the age of seventeen were sent in chains into Egypt, to be employed there as
slaves, or distributed throughout the empire to be sacrificed as gladiators
in the amphitheatres; whilst those who were under this age, were exposed to
sale.

During the time that these things were transacted, eleven thousand Jews,
guarded by one of the generals, named Fronto, were literally starved to
death. This melancholy occurrence happened partly through the scarcity of
provisions, and partly through their own obstinacy, and the negligence of the
Romans.

Of the Jews destroyed during the siege, Josephus reckons not less than ONE
MILLION AND ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND, to which must be added, above TWO-HUNDRED



AND THIRTY-SEVEN THOUSAND who perished in other places, and innumerable
multitudes who were swept away by famine, and pestilence, and of which no
calculation could be made. Not less than two thousand laid violent hands upon
themselves. Of the captives the whole was about NINETY-SEVEN THOUSAND. Of the
two great leaders of the Jews, who had both been made prisoners, John was
doomed to a dungeon for life; while Simon, together with John, in triumph at
Rome was scourged, and put to death as a malefactor.

In executing the command of Titus, relative to the demolition of Jerusalem,
the Roman soldiers not only threw down the buildings, but even dug up their
foundations, and so completely levelled the whole circuit of the city, that a
stranger would scarcely have known that it had ever been inhabited by human
beings. Thus was this great City, which only five months before, had been
crowded with nearly two millions of people, who gloried in its impregnable
strength, entirely depopulated, and levelled with the ground. And thus, also
was our LORD’S prediction, that her enemies should “lay her even with the
ground,” and “should not leave in her one stone upon another,” (Luke 19:44)
most strikingly and fully accomplished! This fact is confirmed by Eusebius,
who asserts that he himself saw the city lying in ruins; and Josephus
introduces Eleazer as exclaiming “Where is our great city, which, it was
believed, GOD inhabited? It is altogether rooted and torn up from its
foundations; and the only monument of it that remains, is the camp of its
destroyers pitched amidst its reliques!”

Concerning the Temple, our LORD had foretold, particularly, that,
notwithstanding their wonderful dimensions, there should “not be left one
stone upon another that should not be thrown down;” and, accordingly, it is
recorded, in the Talmud, and by Maimonides, that Terentius Rufus, captain of
the army of Titus, absolutely ploughed up the foundations of the Temple with
a ploughshare. Now, also, was literally fulfilled that prophecy of Micah,
“Therefore shall Zion, for your sakes (i.e. for your wickedness) be ploughed
as a field, and Jerusalem shall become heaps, and the mountain of the LORD’s
house as the high places of the forest.” (Micah iii. 12)

Thus awfully complete and ever, beyond example, were the calamities which
befel the Jewish nation, and especially the city of Jerusalem. With what
truth, then, did our LORD declare, that there should “be great tribulation,
such as was not since the beginning of the world, no, nor ever shall be!”
(Matt. xxiv. 21.) Such was the prediction: the language in which Josephus
declares its fulfillment is an exact counterpart to it: “If the misfortunes,”
says he, “of all nations, from the beginning of the world, were compared with
those which befel the Jews, they would appear far less in comparison;” and
again, “No other city ever suffered such things, as no other generation, from
the beginning of the world, was ever more fruitful in wickedness.” These
were, indeed, “the days of vengeance,” that all things which are written
(especially by Moses, Joel, and Daniel,) might be fulfilled.” Luke 21:22. Nor
were the calamities of this ill-fated nation even now ended; for there were
still other places to subdue; and our LORD had thus predicted, “wheresoever
the carcass is, there will the eagles be gathered together.” (Matt. 24:28.)
After the destruction of Jerusalem seventeen hundred Jews who surrendered at
Macherus were slain, and of fugitives not less than three thousand in the



wood of Jardes. Titus having marched his army to Caesarea, he there, with
great splendour, celebrated the birth-day of his brother Domitian; and
according to the barbarous manner of those times, punished many Jews in
honour of it. The number who were burnt, and who fell by fighting with wild
beasts, and in mutual combats, exceeded two thousand five hundred. At the
siege of Massada, Eleazer, the commander, instigated the garrison to burn
their stores, and to destroy first the women and children, and then
themselves. Dreadful as it is to relate, this horrid design was executed.
They were in number nine hundred and sixty. Ten were chosen to perform the
bloody work : the rest sat ‘on the ground,’ and embracing their wives and
children stretched out their necks to the sword: one was afterwards appointed
to destroy the remaining nine, and then himself. The survivor, when he had
looked round to see that all were slain, set fire to the place, and plugged
his sword into his own bosom. Nevertheless, two women and five children
successfully concealed themselves, and witnessed the whole transaction. When
the Romans advanced to the attack in the morning, one of the women gave them
a distinct account of this melancholy affair, and struck them with amazement
at the contempt of death which had been displayed by the Jews. After this
event, if we except the transitory insurrection of the Sicarii, under
Jonathan, all opposition on the part of the Jews every where ceased. It was
the submission of impotence and despair. The peace that ensued was the effect
of the direst necessity. The rich territory of Judea was converted into a
desolate waste. Every where ruin and desolation presented itself to the
solitary passenger, and a melancholy and death-like silence reigned over the
whole region.

The mournful and desolate condition of Judea, at this time, is exactly
described by the prophet Isaiah, in the following of his prophecy : “The
cities were without inhabitant, and the houses without a man, and the land
was utterly desolate, and the LORD had removed men far away, and there was a
great forsaking in the midst of the land.” (Isa. vi. 11, 12.)

The Catastrophe which has now been reviewed, cannot but be deemed one of the
most extraordinary that has happened since the foundation of the world ; and
as it has pleased the Almighty to make it the subject of a very large
proportion of the prophecies both of the Jewish and Christian Scriptures, so
he has ordained that the particular events which accomplished them should be
recorded, with very remarkable precision, and by a man most singularly
preserved, [13] qualified, and circumstanced for this purpose. But with
respect to this latter point, he shall speak for himself: “At first,” says
Josephus, “I fought against the Romans, but was afterwards forced to be
present in the Roman camp. At the time I surrendered, Vespasian and Titus
kept me in bonds, but obliged me to attend them continually. Afterwards I was
set at liberty, and accompanied Titus when he came from Alexandria to the
siege of Jerusalem. During this time nothing was done that escaped my
knowledge. What happened in the Roman camp I saw, and wrote down carefully.
As to the information the deserters brought out of the city, I was the only
man that understood it. Afterwards I got leisure at Rome ; and when all my
materials were prepared, I procured the help of one to assist me in writing
Greek. — Thus I composed the history of those transactions, and I appealed
both to Titus and Vespasian for the truth of it ; to which also Julius



Archelaus, Herod, and king Agrippa, bore their testimony.” All remark here is
needless; but it should not be forgotten, that Josephus was a Jew,
obstinately attached to his religion; and that, although he has
circumstantially related every remarkable event of that period, he seems
studiously to have avoided such as had any reference to JESUS CHRIST, whose
history, and even the genuineness of this is disputed, he sums up in about
twelve lines. No one, therefore, can reasonably entertain a suspicion, that
the service he has rendered to Christianity, by his narrative of the
transactions of the Jewish war, was at all the effect of design. The fidelity
of Josephus, as an historian, is, indeed, universally admitted ; and Scaliger
even affirms, that, not only in the affairs of the Jews, but in those of
foreign nations also, he deserves more credit than all the Greek and Roman
writers put together.

Nor is the peculiar character of Titus, the chief commander in this war,
unworthy of our particular regard. Vespasian, his father, had risen out of
obscurity and was elected emperor, contrary to his avowed inclination, about
the commencement of the conflict; and thus the chief command devolved upon
Titus, the most unlikely man throughout the Roman armies to become a scourge
to Jerusalem. He was eminently distinguished for his great tenderness and
humanity, which he displayed in a variety ,of instances during the siege. He
repeatedly made pacific overtures to the Jews, and deeply lamented the
infatuation that rejected them. In short, he did every thing which a military
commander could do to spare them, and to preserve their city and temple, but
without effect. Thus was the will of God accomplished by the agency, although
contrary to the wish, of Titus; and his predicted interposition, to punish
his rebellious and apostate people, in this way rendered more conspicuously
evident.

The history of the Jews, subsequently to the time of Josephus, still further
corroborates the truth of our SAVIOUR’S prophecies concerning that oppressed
and persecuted people. Into this inquiry, however, the limits of the present
essay will not allow us to enter particularly. Our LORD foretold, generally,
that they should “fall by the edge of the sword, and be led away captive into
all nations; and that Jerusalem should be trodden down of the Gentiles, until
the times of the Gentiles should be fulfilled” (Luke xxi. 24.) and these
predictions may be regarded as a faithful epitome of the circumstances of the
Jews and also of their city, from the period in which it was delivered, down
even to our own times.

In order to demonstrate the accomplishment of these predictions, we appeal,
therefore, to universal history, and to every country under heaven.

“In the reign of Adrian,” say Bishop Newton, “nine hundred and eighty-five of
their best towns were sacked and demolished , five hundred and eighty
thousand men fell by the sword, in battle, besides an infinite multitude who
perished by, famine, and sickness, and fire; so that Judea was depopulated,
and an almost incredible number of every age and of each sex, were sold like
horses and dispersed over the face of the earth” (Newton, vol. I , page 18)
The war which gave rise to these calamities happened about forty-four years
after the destruction of Jerusalem; during which time the Jews had greatly
multiplied in Judea. About fifty years alter the latter event, Flius Adrian



built a new city on Mount Calvary, and called it Flia, after his own name;
but no Jew was suffered to come near it. He placed in it a heathen colony,
and erected a temple to Jupiter Capitolinus, on the ruins of the temple of
JEHOVAH. This event contributed greatly to provoke the sanguinary war to
which we have just alluded. The Jews afterwards burnt the new city; which
Adrian, however, rebuilt, and re-established the colony. In contempt of the
Jews, he ordered a marble statue of a sow to be placed over its principal
gate, and prohibited them entering the city under pain of death, and forbad
them even to look at it from a distance. He also ordered fairs to be held
annually for the sale of captive Jews, and banished such as dwelt in Canaan
into Egypt. Constantine greatly improved the city, and restored to it the
name of Jerusalem, but still he did not permit the Jews to dwell there. To
punish an attempt to recover the possession of their capital, he ordered
their ears to be cut off, their bodies to be marked as rebels, and dispersed
them through all the provinces of the empire as vagabonds and slaves.

Jovian having revived the severe edicts of Adrian, which Julian had
suspended, the wretched Jews even bribed the soldiers with money, for the
privilege only of beholding the sacred ruins of their city and temple, and
weeping over them, which they were peculiarly solicitous to do on the
anniversary of that memorable day, on which they were taken and destroyed by
the Romans. In short, during every successive age and in all nations, this
ill-fated people have been constantly persecuted, enslaved, contemned,
harassed, and oppressed; banished from one country to another, and abused in
all; while countless multitudes have, at different periods, been barbarously
massacred, particularly in Persia, Syria, Palestine, and Egypt; and in
Germany, Hungary, France, and Spain.

The undisputed facts are, that Jerusalem has not since been in possession of
the Jews, but has been successively occupied by the Romans, Arabic Saracens,
Franks, WawaInes, and lastly by the Turks, who now posses it. It has never
regained its former distinction and prosperity. It has always been trodden
down. The eagles of idolatrous Rome, the crescent of Mahomet, and the banner
of Popery, have by turns been displayed amidst the ruins of the sanctuary;
and a Mahomedan mosque, to the extent of a mile in circumference, now covers
the spot where the Temple formerly stood. The territory of Judea, then one of
the most fertile countries on the globe, has for more than seventeen hundred
years continued a desolate waste. The Jews themselves, still miraculously
preserved a distinct people, are, as we see, scattered over the whole earth,
invigorating the faith of the Christian, flashing conviction in the face of
the infidel, and constituting an universal, permanent, and invincible
evidence of the truth of Christianity.

In order to invalidate this evidence, the apostate emperor Julian, impelled
by a spirit of enmity against the Christians, about A. D. 363, made an
attempt to rebuild the city and temple of Jerusalem, and to recall the Jews
to their own country. He assigned immense sums for the execution of this
great design, and commanded Alypius or Antioch (who had formerly served as a
lieutenant in Britain) to superintend the work, and the governor of the
province to assist him therein. But (says Ammianus Marcelianus) “whilst they
urged with vigour and diligence the execution of the work, horrible balls of



fire, breaking out near the foundation, with frequent and reiterated attacks,
rendered the place, from time to time, inaccessible to the scorched and
blasted workmen ; and the victorious element continuing in this manner
obstinately and resolutely bent, as it were, to drive them to a distance, the
undertaking was abandoned.” Speaking of this event, even Gibbon, who is
notorious for his scepticism, acknowledges, that “an earthquake, a whirlwind,
and a fiery eruption, which overturned and scattered the new foundations of
the Temple, are attested, with some variations, by contemporary and
respectable evidence, by Ambrose bishop of Milan, Chrysostom, and Gregory
Nazianzen, the latter of whom published his account before the expiration of
the same year.” [14] To these may be added the names of Zemuch David, a Jew
(who confesses that “Julian was hindered by GOD in the attempt,”) of Ruffinus
a Latin, of Theodoret and Sozomen among the orthodox, of Philostorgius an
Arian, and of Socrates a favourer of the Novatians, who all recorded the same
wonderful interposition of Providence, while the eye-witness of the fact were
yet living. The words of Sozomen to this purport are remarkable: ” If it seem
yet incredible (says he) to any one, he may repair both to witnesses of it
yet living, and to them who have heard it from their mouths; yea, they may
view the foundations, lying yet bare and naked. Besides, it may be added,
that no other reason has ever been alleged why Julian should abandon his
magnificent but impious design.

Thus was this celebrated Emperor “taken in his own craftiness,” and his
presumptuous attempt to frustrate the plans, and falsify the declarations of
infinite Omnipotence and Wisdom, converted into a new and striking evidence
of their certainty and truth.

We shall now proceed to reply to two or three objections which may be rashly
opposed to the impregnable argument which the preceding account furnishes in
defence of our religion.

1. It may be alleged, that the prophecies, whose fulfilment has been
demonstrated, were not written until after the events, to which they refer,
were past. Assertion is not proof; and even a conjecture to this effect, in
the face of the historic testimony, and general sentiment of seventeen ages,
would be ridiculous. On the faith, then, of all antiquity, we affirm, that
the books in the Scriptures, containing these predictions were written before
the destruction of Jerusalem, and we confirm this assertion by particular
proof. The book of St. Matthew, who died previously to that event, supposed
to have been written about eight years after the ascension of our Saviour,
was published before the dispersion of the Apostles; for Eusebius says, that
St. Bartholemew took a copy of it with him to India; and the dispersion of
the Apostles took place within twelve years after the ascension of our Lord.
St. Mark must have written his book at the latest in the time of Nero, for he
died in the eighth year of that emperor’s reign. The book by St. Luke was
written before the Acts, as the first verses of that narrative prove ; and
the Acts were written before the death of Paul, for they carry down his
history only to A.D. 63; whereas he was not crucified until the 12th of Nero,
the very year before the Jewish war commenced. Of Luke’s death the time is
uncertain. As to the Evangelist John, he both lived and wrote after the
destruction of Jerusalem; “but then, as if purposely to prevent this very



cavil, his book does not record the prophecies which foretold it! Learned
men, indeed, differ with regard to the precise year in which the Evangelists
Matthew, Mark, and Luke wrote their respective books ; but they universally
agree, that they were both written and published before the destruction of
Jerusalem. As to the book by St. John, some are of opinion that it was
written before, and some after that event.

II. If it be objected, that, although the narratives might be written and
published before the destruction of Jerusalem, yet that the predictions
relating to that event may be subsequent interpolations; we reply, that this
cannot but be considered as a preposterous supposition, because those
predictions are not confined to the particular chapters to which we have
referred, but are closely and inseparably interwoven with the general texture
of the history–because the character of the style is uniform-because there is
no allusion, in conformity to the practice of the sacred historians, to the
fulfilment of these prophecies (vide, particularly, Acts xi. 28–because such
an attempt must have destroyed the cause it professed to serve, and lastly,
because “no unbeliever of the primitive times, whether Jew or Gentile, when
pressed, as both frequently were, by this prophecy, appear to have had
recourse to the charge of forgery or interpolation.” It may be added also,
that, in modern times, no distinguished unbeliever (not even the arch
infidels Voltaire and Gibbon) has had the temerity so much as to insinuate a
charge of this nature. III. It may be alleged, that the accomplishment of our
Lord’s predictions relative to the destruction of Jerusalem, ought not to be
deemed supernatural, inasmuch as the distresses of all great cities, during a
siege, are similar, and because it is probable that, some time or other, such
should be the fate of every city of this description; and that since the
obstinacy of the Jews was great, and their fortifications strong, when war
did come, Jerusalem was more likely to suffer under that form of it than any
other. In answer to this objection, we remark, that it was not merely
foretold that Jerusalem was to be destroyed, but that it was to be destroyed
by the Romans: and so it was. But was this then a likely event? When our LORD
delivered his predictions, Judea was already completely in their hands. Was
it a probable thing that it should be desolated by its own masters? Or was it
a natural thing that they should be indifferent to the revenue which was
derived from a country go Populous and so fertile? Again, was it likely that
this petty province should provoke the wrath and defy the power of the
universal empire? Or was it to be supposed that the mistress of the world, ir
resistible to all nations, instead of controlling, should deem it worthy of
her utterly to exterminate a state comparatively so insignificant? Or did it
accord with the disposition or custom of the Romans, like Goth to demolish
buildings famed for their antiquity and magnificence? Rather was it not to
have been expected that they would preserve them, to maintain the renown and
glory of their empire? Nevertheless, as we have seen, they did destroy them,
and even the illustrious Temple of Jerusalem, the chief ornament of Asia, and
the wonder of the world. But it was predicted that “thus it must be;” and
therefore Titus himself with all his authority and exertions, could not
preserve it.

IV. If this prophecy be ascribed to political sagacity, we would ask, on the
supposition of the infidel, how it happened that a Carpenter’s Son, living



nearly the who of his life in privacy, associating chief with the poor,
without access to the councils of princes, or to the society of the great
should possess a degree of political discernment to which no Statesman would
deem less than folly to lay claim? Besides, how came he to predict the ruin
of his own country, and at that very reason, too, when all his countrymen
turned their eyes to a Deliverer, who should restore sovereignty, Consolidate
its power, and extend both its boundaries and its renown? And lastly, how
came he even to conceive, much more cherish, such an idea, diametrically
contrary as it was to all his stubborn and deep rooted prejudices as a Jew?
Thus we perceive that the very objections which infidelity opposes to our
argument, instead of invalidating tend only more fully to illustrate and
confirm it.

Let us, then, if we are Christians indeed offer up our grateful
acknowledgments to the ALMIGHTY, who has laid such a firm foundation for our
faith. Let us exult in the inviolable certainty of the Holy Word, viz.
CHRIST, (John i.) and assure ourselves that his promises are as infallible as
his predictions: To “the witness” within us (I John v. 10.) and to an
acquaintance with the interior excellence of the gospel, let us labour to add
a more perfect knowledge of the historical and moral evidence which defends
it; that thus we may be better qualified to convince gainsayers.

If we are Christians in name only, let us receive a salutary admonition from
that exemplary vengeance which was inflicted by the ALMIGHTY upon the whole
Jewish nation; who, while “they professed that they knew God, in works denied
him;” and while they boasted that they were his peculiar people, remained
“strangers to the covenant of promise” Let us also seriously reflect, that as
he was not a Jew who was only one “outwardly,” “in the letter” merely, and
whose praise was of men — so now, in like manner, he only is a Christian who
is one ” inwardly,” whose religion is seated in the heart; “in the spirit and
not in the letter”; whose praise is not of men, but of God.” (Rom. ii. 28,
29.)

Let the Unbeliever, or the professed Deist, for whose benefit, chiefly, the
preceding pages were written, seriously ponder their contents. It may be
proper to state, that the faith which we wish him to possess is not merely an
admission upon evidence, that “all Scripture is given by inspiration of God,”
(which, standing alone, has no higher value than the faith of education,) but
a VITAL, ACTIVE PRINCIPLE, A FAITH that will purify the heart;” that “works
by love that will enable him to ” fight the good FIGHT,” ” to overcome the
world,” and to obtain “a crown of life,” and an “in corruptible inheritance”
in heaven.

Footnotes :

1. This assertion is sufficient for the writer’s purpose. The fact, however,
is that the Almighty hath, in this respect, as well as in every other, done
for man “exeeding abundantly above that ‘he’ can ask or think.” The scheme of
that evidence which demonstrates the divine authority of the Bible could only
have been constructed by Him “who knoweth all things,” and who seeth the end
from the beginning.



2. Luke 19, 42-44.

3. Matt. xxiii, 37—39.

4. This is not the Theudas mentioned in Acts v. 36.

5. The original word signifies that, in Scripture language, there is a clear
distinction betwixt giving a sign and the sign itself, is sufficiently proved
by Deut. xiii. 1,2

6. Luke xxi. 11.

7. Vida I Chron. xxi. 16.

8. The conclusion which the Jews drew. from this event was, that the security
of the temple was gone.

9. It is admitted that the phrase “to all the world,” “every creature,” &c.
are hyperbolical, but then, taken in their connexion, they evidently import
the the universality of the preaching and spread of the. Gospel, previously
to the destruction of Jerusalem, which is the point to be proved.

10. Such was our Lord’s admonition … : “Let them which be in Judea flee into
the mountains,” &c. Matt. 16,22.

11. Mot only was the temple and the mountain on which it stood accounted
holy, but also the whole city of Jerusalem, and several furlongs of land
round about it. Vida Neh. xi. I, Isaiah liii. I; Daniel ix. 24; and Matt.
xxvii. 53.

12. From its first foundation by king Solomon, until its destruction tinder
Vespasian, were one thousand and thirty years, seven months, and fifteen
days; and from its re-erection by Haggai, to the same period, six hundred and
thirty-nine years and forty five days. It has been already hinted, that, by a
very singular coincidence, it was now reduced to ashes in the same month, and
on the same day of the month, on which it had formerly been burnt by the
Babylonians. These two, eras are distinguished also by another extraordinary
coincidence, which Josephus, in one of [its addresses to the Jews, pointed
out to them as one of the signs which foreboded the destruction of their
city. “The fountains,” said he, “flow copiously for Titus, which to you were
dried up; for, before he came, you know that both Siloam failed, and all the
springs without the city, so that water was bought by the amphora [a vessel
containing about seven gallons;] but now they are so abundant to your
enemies, as to suffice, not only for themselves and their cattle, but also
for their gardens. This wonder you also formerly experienced when, the king
of Babylonians laid siege to your city.”

13. Three times his life was preserved as by a miracle.

14. Decline and Fall, vol. 4, Sec. page 107.


